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Abstract 4

The properties of poloxamer surfactants were investigated by a number o f techniques. 

The adsorption of PI 88, P338 and P407, was studied on range of solids. The solids used 

were hydrophobic and poorly water soluble. An effect of temperature on the adsorption 

behaviour of the three surfactants was noticed. Poloxamers undergo a transition at a 

temperature which is dependent on their poly(oxypropylene) content, resulting in the 

amount o f poloxamer adsorbing increasing. The transition can be attributed to a 

dehydration o f the poly(oxypropylene) core of the poloxamer molecule, corresponding 

to changes in the micellar behaviour of the surfactants. The CMC is highly dependent 

on temperature.

The nature of the adsorbate was found to affect poloxamer adsorption. The surface 

nature of the solids was investigated using contact angles. The poloxamers were 

investigated for their surface energy using different methods, and considered as both 

complete molecules and the sum of their individual components. Poloxamers do not 

adsorb readily to solids which have higher surface energies or which are more polar, 

suggesting that knowledge of surface nature could be useful in predicting adsorption 

behaviour.

A model surface was created using chlorotrimethylsilane coated glass. It was possible 

to produce an artificial surface with known repeatable surface energy. Poloxamers 

adsorb to the coated slides. Slides with poloxamer adsorbed were shown to have altered 

surface nature. The hydrophobicity o f the plates decreased as poloxamer adsorbed.



Abstract 5

The effect of temperature on the poly(oxyethylene) component o f the poloxamer 

molecule was investigated by two techniques. Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography 

and Photon Correlation Spectroscopy. It was shown that the poly(oxyethylene) reduced 

in size with increasing temperature. The hydrophobicity does not alter significantly with 

changes in temperature. These two techniques were also shown to substantiate the 

effects of temperature on the poly(oxypropylene) shown through adsorption studies.



Aims and Objectives 6

It was decided to investigate the properties of poloxamer surfactants in greater detail 

than had been done previously.

The effects o f temperature on adsorption of poloxamers and the effect of altering the 

temperature after adsorption had taken place. The actual method of poloxamer 

adsorption and to some extent its behaviour in other situations.

It was also a priority to see if  knowledge of poloxamer surface energy and solid surface 

energy could be used as either values or rules, in an ‘expert system’ for predicting and 

optimising poloxamer use in liquid systems such as suspensions and emulsions.
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1 Introduction

Surfactants such as the poloxamers, are used widely in the pharmaceutical industry, 

utilising a considerable range o f properties. The choice of which, and how much 

surfactant to use has been the responsibility of the expert formulator, however experts 

are difficult to come by, and if it is possible to use a theoretical basis for formulation, all 

the better.

The process o f adsorption o f a liquid onto a solid has been studied widely in the past, 

using ‘wet’ adsorption experiments. The theory behind the adsorption process was 

derived from the case of a gas adsorbing to a solid. This leads to some inaccuracies 

when trying to predict adsorption behaviour, without using a test tube. Although some 

work has been done on estimating interactions between surfactants and other states, any 

method which helps to understand the basic processes occurring will shed light on the 

adsorption process, and may lead to better predictions of the outcome.

1.1 Surfactants.

(i).(2) Surfactant molecules are widely used in many areas of life and they exist as both 

natural, and artificially created compounds. In essence a surfactant is defined as a 

molecule which is surface active, that is they accumulate at a higher density at interfaces 

than in the bulk. If the interface is between a liquid and a vapour, the surfactant will 

reduce inter-liquid bonding and thus reduce the surface tension; if the interface is 

solid/liquid the surfactant can solubilise, emulsify, or suspend the solid in the liquid.
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Physically a surfactant molecule shows distinct regions which are attuned to one of the 

states present. For example, in an aqueous media, the surfactant would be described as 

having hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions. The hydrophobic region does not want to 

be associated with the highly ionic water molecules and so the surfactant will gather at 

the surface with the hydrophilic regions in the water, and the hydrophobic regions 

sticking out from the surface, this rearrangement lowers the interfacial tension which 

reduces the entropy of the system. (See figure I I I )

Figure 1.1.1 : Surfactant molecules in aqueous 
media, hydrophobic tails extend from surface.

Alternatively, in a non-aqueous hydrophobic media it will be the hydrophilic heads 

which will protrude from the surface. As the concentration of surfactant in solution is 

increased more complex structures can be produced.
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1.1.2 Types of surfactant.

34

> A nionic 

? C ationic

A lkylbenzene sulphontes 

Q uaternary Am m onium  Salts 

A m photeric Im idazolines

N onionic Ethylene oxide / Propylene oxide co-polym ers 

1.1.2 : Types of surfactant.

There are four broad types of surfactant, which are classed according to the ionic nature 

o f the molecule. Examples of the four types are shown in figure 1.1.2, together with a 

representation of their structure.

1.1.3 Micelles and other surfactant structures.

The majority of surfactants will form some sort o f associated structure in higher 

concentrations. As the concentration is increased it is no longer possible for surfactant 

molecules to accumulate at the already full surface, so they form structures to reduce

their interfacial tension. Shielding the 

hydrophobic loci of the molecule from an aqueous 

media will make a more stable entropically 

reduced system. The first structures which fonn 

are termed spherical micelles, and consist of 

spheres of surfactant molecules with their 

Figure 1.1.3 : Spherical micelle, hydrophobic loci inwards. (See figure 1.1.3)
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If the surfactant concentration is increased further the micelles may form into cylindrical 

micelles which themselves can associate into hexagonal bundles or rods. In high 

concentrations a ‘neaf phase may be produced where the surfactants form lamellar 

structures. (See figure 1.1.4)

rrrrrrrr 
u u u u  

c) rrrrrrrr 
u u u u

Figure : 1.1.4 : a) Cylindrical micelle, b) Hexagonal rods, c) Lamellar.

The concentration at which a surfactant first forms spherical micelles is termed the 

critical micelle concentration (CMC). At this concentration there is a marked change 

in the surface tension of the system. Whereas increasing concentrations of surfactant 

increasingly lower the surface tension, as they build up at the surface and interrupt inter

solvent bonding, at the CMC any increase in concentration has no effect on the surface 

tension. This stabilisation of the surface tension occurs because the surface becomes 

saturated with surfactant, and to further reduce interfacial tensions the surfactant 

molecules group together forming the micelles. Micelles will continue to form in the 

bulk o f the solvent as the concentration increases. It is also possible that the micelles can 

grow further in terms of the number of molecules involved.
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1.1.4 Uses of surfactants.

Surfactants are used because o f their inherent properties, chiefly their ability to reduce 

interfacial tension. Depending on the phases involved, (liquid, solid or vapour), the 

surfactant bridges between the phases and stabilises the system. In solid / liquid systems 

surfactants can solubilise an insoluble solid within micelles or by attaching to the outside 

o f the solid particles; a process which is analogous to detergencv. If the surfactant 

adsorbs to the outside of the solid particle it can suspend or disperse it within the liquid. 

The presence o f adsorbed surfactant can improve wettabilitv or re-wettabilitv o f the 

solid. In a system with two immiscible liquids the surfactant can emulsify the system by 

suspending ‘droplets’ o f one liquid in the other. In liquid / vapour systems surfactants 

can cause foaming at the surface, both a use and a disadvantage, and they can be 

involved in defoaming

1.2 Poloxamers

1.2.1 Introduction to poloxamers.

The poloxamer surfactants and their related compounds are widely used in many 

industries, including the pharmaceutical industry. Their use is increasing all the time 

with many new areas of research utilising their surfactant properties. They are A.B.A 

block co-polymers of Poly(oxyethylene), POE, and Poly(oxypropylene), POP, that is 

there is a block of POP surrounded by a block of POE on either side. A representation 

of the structure o f the poloxamer molecule is shown in figure 1.2 .1.
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H [ O C H 2 C H 2 U  [ O C H ^ g g  [O C H j C H jL  h

Figure 1.2.1 : Representation of the structure of a poloxamer.

The poloxamers, whose trade name is the Pluronics®, are one of a number of similar 

block co-polymers which are used as surfactants. They have the hydrophilic segments 

externally and for this reason will solubilise hydrophobic materials in their centre. In 

suspension formulation the hydrophobic POP attaches to the material with the 

hydrophilic POE sticking out into the media. Of course the reverse is possible in non- 

aqueous media, or with more hydrophilic materials.

1.2.2 Other similar block co-polymers.

There are a whole group o f block co-polymers which consist of a variety of sub

components, of which poly(oxyethylene) and poly(oxypropylene) are two of the most 

common The structures of three other common co-polymers is shown in figure 1.2.2

Meroxapol / Pluronic ®  R

SCH jCBfl

Poloxamine / Tetronic ®

Pluradot Polyol / Pluradot®

Figure 1.2.2 : Structures of some other co
polymers.
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1.2.3 Nomenclature of poloxamers.

There are two main systems of nomenclature for the poloxamer series o f surfactants. 

This understandably leads to some confusion. The more widely used system is the ‘P ’ 

number system which is dependent on the proportions of the two polymeric components. 

The first two digits of the name, when multiplied by 100, will give an approximation of 

the molecular weight of the hydrophobe (poly(oxypropylene)). The last digit, when 

multiplied by 10, will give the approximate percentage of poly(oxyethylene). For 

example, Poloxamer P338 will contain 80% poly(oxyethylene) and the weight of 

poly(oxypropylene) will be of the order of 3300.

Table 1.2.1 The Percentages of the different constituents of some 

common poloxamers.

Molecular 

Weight of 

Hydrophobe

4000 401 402 403 - - - 407 -

3250 331 - 333 334 335 - - 338

2750 - 282 - 284 - - - 288

2250 231 - - 234 235 - 237 238

2050 - 212 - - 215 - 217 -

1750 181 182 183 184 185 - - 188

1200 - 122 123 124 - - - -

950 101 - - - 105 - - 108

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

% Ethylene oxide
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The other system of identification, the Pluronic® system, uses the T ’ or ‘L’ number, 

where F is for a poloxamer which exists as a solid flake at room temperature, and L is 

for poloxamers which exist as liquids at room temperature. The three main poloxamers 

used in this work are listed together with their classification and make-up in table 1.2.2. 

Table 1.2.2 : Classification of the poloxamers used.

Poloxamer Pluronic® Molecular

weight

POP units POE units

188 F68 8350 30 2 x 7 5

388 F108 14000 54 2 x  128

407 F127 11500 67 2 x 9 8

1.2.4 Uses of Poloxamers.

Poloxamers have many and varied uses, which chiefly depend on the proportion of the 

two constituent polymers. Adding POP creates larger more hydrophobic poloxamers, 

and so on. Figure 1.2.3 shows a grid of poloxamer use against composition

POP
M w t

4000

3625

2750

2250

2050

1750

1450

1200

950

Maximum
Wetting

Emulsifiers
Dispersants
Gels

Maximum
Detergency

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

% POE

Figure 1.2.3 : Poloxamer use/composition grid.
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In pharmaceutical formulations, poloxamers have been used chiefly as suspending / 

dispersing agents, wetting agents, and to form gels. For example poloxamer P338 has 

been used as a wetting agent in a preparation called Co-danthron®. P407 has been 

widely used in topical formulations in creams, such as Acyclovir, and interest is growing 

in using it in gel formulations.

1.2.5 Using poloxamers for targeting.

Recent drug delivery research has looked at poloxamers for modifying the surface of 

colloidal systems. Uptake and deposition in the body is very much dependent on the 

surface nature of the particle. If the surface can be modified, by adsorbing a surfactant, 

then the site of deposition or the degree of uptake can be altered.

The main problem with injected colloidal particles is that they are cleared by the 

phagocytic cells o f the immune system, which consists of Kupffer cells, macrophages 

in the spleen, and granulocytes. Uptake of particles by phagocytes is determined by their 

size or hydrophobicity, and so altering these factors can reduce uptake.

Poloxamers have been shown to reduce phagocytosis Poloxamers with smaller POE 

and POP chains were shown to be less effective in reducing phagocytosis, inversly 

poloxamers P338 and P407 which have relatively long chains of POE and POP were 

shown to nearly halt phagocytosis. These effects were attributed to adsorbed layer 

thickness, and altered hydrophobicity. Ilium et al also showed phagocytosis to reduce 

with increased adsorbed layer thickness, and increased hydrophilic side chains size,
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though this may also be due to the consequent increase in steric stabilisation.

1.2.6 Other uses for poloxamers.

Poloxamers as gels is discussed in 1.2.8.

Kabanov et al proposed using self-assembled supramacromolecular complexes as 

delivery systems. These assemblies would use poloxamers to form micro-containers in 

which drugs could be carried. They are essentially poloxamer micelles. Poloxamers 

have been used to alter the rheological properties of blood substitutes, standardising the 

viscosity of blood is important in predicting its behaviour

Pluronic F 127 has been used intravenously to treat bum wounds in rats, and has been 

reported to improve greatly full skin thickness bums. Poloxamer P407 has been utilised 

for its anti-adhesive properties, as an abhesive. Bacterial build up is a major problem 

with contact lenses and surgical implants. P407 has been shown to prevent build up of 

certain Staphylococci, and several Gram-negative strains Poloxamers have been used 

as adjuvants in vaccine therapy trials
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1.2.7 Properties of poloxamers.

Poloxamers are unusual surfactants in that they are made up o f two molecules which, 

superficially seem to be very similar. The difference between a unit o f POE and one of 

POP is only a methyl group. However, this methyl group is sufficient to make the POE 

hydrophilic and the POP hydrophobic. As the molecule is laid out with the POP in the 

centre and the POE as two side chains, simple head and tail group models of surfactant 

are not sufficient to describe poloxamer behaviour. The poloxamers do show some 

typical surfactant properties, but the way these manifest is more complex.

1.2.7.1 Micellation.

For a long time it was thought that poloxamers would not form into micelles, as critical 

micelle concentrations could not be observed repeatedly. However, several authors did 

report CMCs for a range of poloxamers (i2X(i3),(i4),(i5) ^hese authors used a number of 

techniques to ascertain micellation, including surface tension depression, and differential 

dye adsorption. A better series of CMCs were found using nuclear magnetic resonance, 

studying the interaction of poloxamers with phenol This work lead to a suggested 

structure for the poloxamer micelle. As well as multi molecular micelles, poloxamers 

were suggested to ‘curl up’, forming a monomolecular micelle, in dilute solution. The 

first ideas of poloxamer micelle structure are shown in figure 1.2.4.
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Linear poloxamer

Monomolecular micelle

Multi molecular micelle

Poly(oxy ethylene) 

Poly(oxypropylene)

Figure 1.2.4 : Early ideas of poloxamer micelle structure.

These somewhat simplistic micelle structures were superseded by a more defined model.

Linse used a lattice theory for heterogenous systems, initially developed by

Scheutjens and Fleer This mathematical 

model considers POP and POE as separate 

entities. The micelle structure developed from 

this work is shown in figure 1.2.5. The 

poloxamer shown has the formula POE4 - POP4 

- POE4, where POP is shown blue and POE is 

shown red.

Figure 1.2.5 : Linse’s micelle 
structure for poloxamers.
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It is now well established that these compounds form micelles, and lyotropic liquid 

crystalline phases Several workers have reported micelles, chiefly using light 

scattering techniques, and CMCs are becoming more reproducible. It is also apparent 

that as well as simple micelles other structures are formed (26),(27),(28)

example, Mortensen and Pedersen showed P85 to exist as Gaussian chains at low 

concentrations, whereas at ambient temperatures the hydrophobic nature o f the POP 

caused aggregation into spherical micelles (core size -55Â). After further increases o f 

poloxamer concentration or temperature, the spherical structures become locked into a 

lattice structure and then are changed into a prolate ellipsoid form whose gestalt is a rod

like structure with hexagonal symmetry. This then leads to lamellae and gel structures.

Zhou and Chu looked at poloxamer P I 8 8 ; they observed micelles, monomers and an 

intermediate phase. The micelles had a radius o f ~ 8nm. As the temperature was 

increased the micellar weight increased but the radius remained constant, suggesting 

more dense micelles were formed.

1.2.7.2 Effect o f temperature on micellation.

Poloxamers have a peculiarity in that their CMCs and their surface activity depend more 

strongly on temperature than classic nonionic surfactants. The CMCs can shift several 

orders of magnitude within a small temperature range. Commercially used poloxamers, 

in moderately concentrated solutions o f around 1%, exists as monomers below room 

temperature and as micelles at higher temperatures. Usually there is a broad temperature 

band o f 20  degrees in which this change occurs.
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The formation of micelles is accompanied by an endothermie heat detectable by DSC. 

The heat of micellation is assumed to be due to dehydration of the POP. In the micelle, 

the density o f POP in the core is determined by the aggregation number, which itself is 

determined solely by the POP size. The centre of the micelle is assumed to be free of 

water, giving it an effective volume fraction of 2-3 times the real volume fraction. As 

temperature is increased the construct loses water, presumably through de-solvation of 

the POE and the volume fraction decreases.

In higher concentrations poloxamers form lyotropic liquid crystalline phases. Since there 

is the anomaly between effective and real volume fraction, liquid crystals exist in areas 

in which they would normally not be expected to. There is also a gelation process which 

is observed for moderately concentrated solutions with increasing temperature. This is 

probably due to the formation of a cubic phase

The effect o f temperature on POP has been recorded previously, below ~ 15°C water 

is a good solvent for POP, whereas at higher temperatures it aggregates. It is the effect 

of temperature on the POP that subsequently causes alteration in the micellar structure.

Alexandridis et al observed an effect of temperature on the CMCs o f a number of 

poloxamers, using a dye solubilisation process. They attributed the apparent effect of 

temperature on micelle formation to a reduction in the hydrogen bonding between water 

and POP with increased temperature. The critical micelle temperatures observed 

correlated well with transition temperatures obtained by a number of workers using 

differential scanning calorimetry.
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1.2.8 Transition temperatures in poloxamers.

M itchard et al used high sensitivity differential scanning calorimetry to show a 

transition temperature (Tm) for a number of poloxamers. The Tm was independent of 

the POE content of the poloxamer molecule, but showed dependency on the size of the 

POP core. This was further substantiated through scanning densiometric work The 

heat o f transition is thought to be due to a dehydration o f the poly(oxypropylene) core. 

This would tie in to the observations o f the effect o f temperature on micelle formation, 

dehydration possibly occurs as a precursor to micelle formation, in addition to 

facilitating the construction of more dense micelles, or micelles with a higher 

aggregation number.

Mitchard et aE^'^ predicted a concentration effect on the Tm. This is observed when 

measuring the critical micelle temperatures, where more dilute systems understandably 

have higher critical micelle temperatures. The transition temperatures for a number of 

poloxamers are shown in table 1.2.3, along with their CMTs as observed through dye 

solubilisation. The table shows CMTs and Tm for poloxmer concentrations of 0.5%w/v.

Table 1.2.3 : Transition temperatures and critical micelle 

temperatures.

Poloxamer T m /° K C M T /°K

P188 328.7 325.8

P338 302.8 304.8

P407 297.7 299.8
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1.2.9 Poloxamers forming gels.

A number of poloxamers have been used to form gels and they seem to have a number 

o f interesting characteristic which will affect their use. It would seem that water 

dispersions of P407 have the ability to undergo reverse thermal gelation, effectively 

going from a gel to sol merely through a small temperature change; this has enormous 

application possibilities in drug delivery. P407 in aqueous solution at 25% 

concentration, was shown to undergo a sol-gel transition , where the solution changed 

from a Newtonian to a non-Newtonian fluid by a process of desolvation At room 

temperature this desolvation occurred through evaporation of solvent, however the 

process could be precipitated by increasing the temperature. Gil et al looked at the 

release of flurbiprofen from a transdermal gel formulation made from P407, they found 

release rates to be P407 concentration dependent and pH dependent. Kramaric et al 

looked at the thermorheological properties of P407 gels , and the influence of carbopol.

The gel structure is probably a cubic phase, which develops from the micelle structure 

o f the poloxamer. Some authors have suggested that this cubic phase actually consists 

o f compressed hexagonally packed cylindrical micelles

1.2.10 Poloxamer adsorption.

Some studies have been performed in the past looking at adsorption of poloxamers to 

different solid adsorbates.
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Heydegger et al studied the adsorption o f L64 onto quartz powders. Solutions were 

used in a range of concentrations from 10 to 1,800 parts per million. The poloxamer was 

radio-labelled. They found adsorption to adhere to a Langmuir-type equation, and to be 

reversible.

Bell investigated L44 adsorption onto sand (a fine mesh silica). The amount of 

poloxamer adsorbing seem to increase with concentration, without forming a plateau. 

This was thought to be due to the poloxamers’ inability to form micelles, which would 

then limit the amount of surfactant available for further adsorption.

The adsorption o f poloxamers onto carbon was studied by Howard and McConnell 

the carbon was judged to be a highly porous material and this obviously affected the 

adsorption process. They found poloxamers to be bound only lightly to the carbon 

surface, and they desorbed with little difficulty.

Wesemeyer et al investigated the adsorption onto nano-particles o f several 

poloxamers, P I88 , P238, P338 and P407, and looked at the adsorption enthalpy using 

microcalorimetry. A titration process was used; it elucidated a three phase process, first 

an exotherm due to hydrophobic interaction of the poloxamer and particle surface, 

secondly a endothermie phase due to interfacial micelle formation, and lastly another 

exotherm due to molecular re-orientation at the adsorption layer. The third phase was 

only observed for the higher molecular weight polymers.
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The thermodynamics of poloxamer adsorption was investigated by Kronberg . The 

found adsorption onto hydrophobic surfaces to be adequately described by a Langmuir- 

type equation. However, two of Langmuir’s conditions are not met, there are solvent- 

solute interactions, and the solute-solvent molecules are of vastly different sizes. 

Kronberg also obtained surfactant-water interaction parameters from the adsorption 

isotherms.

1.3 Surface Energy.

1.3.1 Introduction to surface energy.

The surface energy of a solid or the surface tension of a liquid, are two of the most 

important physical constants of a material. All reactions take place at an interface of 

some sort and if the surface energy, or surface tension, of a material is known, then it is 

sometimes possible to predict the course of the reaction taking place. One such surface 

phenomenon is adsorption and that is why in this work, adsorption studies were 

performed in concert with surface energy studies, for the surfactants adsorbing and the 

solid adsorbates.

1.3.1.1 Surface Parameters.

At the surface of a liquid the inter-molecular interactions are confined by the absence of 

other liquid molecules above. Liquid-Gas interactions are not as strong as Liquid-Liquid 

interactions, this therefore leads to a net inward pull, and this is known as surface tension 

(Yiv)-
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In a solid the same inter-molecular forces apply, however the interactions between solid 

molecules are greater, which results in the molecules being unable to move freely. The 

energy difference at the surface of a solid is termed the surface free energy The 

solid’s surface energy is affected by the vapour and so a more absolute value is given by

=  Ys - Ysv Equ. 1.3.1

Where 71̂  is the equilibrium spreading pressure, and Ys is the surface free energy of the

solid in vacuum.

1.3.1.2 Solid / Liquid interactions.

The forces occurring at an interface between a solid and a liquid will be determined by 

a combination of both the solid’s surface energy and the liquid’s surface tension. One 

effect which shows the interaction is wetting.

1.3.1.3 Wetting.

The extent of the interaction between a liquid and a solid is shown by the wettability of 

the solid. This cannot be measured directly but can be shown through considering a drop 

o f liquid on a solid surface. At a point at the perimeter o f the drop the surface force is 

composed of three vectors, the equilibrium of these vectors is represented by the contact 

angle (0), which is the angle between the solid and the liquid. (See figure 1.3.1)
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Figure 1.3.1 : The forces affecting a drop of liquid on a 
solid surface.

The interaction o f these three vectors can be described by Young’s equation.

Ys ^  Ysi + Yiv (Cos8 ) 4 71, Equ. 1.3.2

As the spreading coefficient is nonnaily negligible, this is certainly true for non-volatile 

liquids, it can be removed from the equation. Thus the wettability can be expressed in 

tenns of the contact angle. The greater the contact angle the less vvettable the solid The 

contact angle can be measured experimentally and this will be discussed later.

The wetting process is made up o f three stages which can be shown in figure 1.3.2.

Figure 1.3.2 : Wetting of a cube.

The three stages are adhesion, immersion and spreading wetting. The first stage

adhesion wetting involves the removal of a vapour-solid interaction and the creation of 

a solid-liquid interaction, this process is driven by the work of adhesion Wa. The second 

stage involves the replacement of four solid-vapour interactions with four solid-liquid
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interactions and is driven by the energy of immersion Wi. The third stage replaces the 

last of the solid-vapour interactions with one final solid-liquid interaction and creates a 

new liquid-vapour interaction, this process is driven by the work o f spreading Ws.

These processes can be described thus :-

Adhesion Wa = Ysi ‘ (Ysv Yiv) Equ. 1.3.3

Immersion Wi = 4 Ysi “ 4Ysv Equ. 1.3.4

Spreading Ws = (Ysi +  Y iv) " Ysv Equ. 1.3.5

These equations can be combined with Young’s equation to relate the processes to the 

contact angle.

Adhesion Wa = -Yiv (C os0+1) Equ. 1.3.6

The combined equation for adhesion is termed the Young’s-Dupré equation.

Immersion Wi = -4Yiv (Cos0) Equ. 1.3.7

Spreading Ws = -Yiy (C os0 -1) Equ. 1.3.8

For wetting to occur spontaneously, that is without introducing energy, the values for 

Wa, Wi, and Ws must be positive. Therefore the contact angle determines whether or 

not wetting will occur spontaneously.

Thus the surface energy parameters o f a solid can be calculated from two measurable 

quantities, the contact angle, and the liquid surface tension.
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1.3.2.1 Surface tension measurement.

The surface tension of a liquid can be measured in several ways. For example liquid 

travelling upward through a capillary (capillary rise), falling in drops from the tip of a 

capillary tube (drop volume / drop weight), or interacting with a solid brought into 

contact with it (Du Noüy ring tensiometer, Wilhelmy plate).

1.3.2.2 The Wilhelmy plate technique for surface tension 

measurement.

O f these techniques the more commonly used is the Wilhelmy plate technique. This can 

be subdivided into three types; equilibrium, detachment, or dynamic.

The solid phase, a thin rectangular plate o f glass, filter paper, or platinum, is suspended 

from a torsion balance, vertically above the test liquid, in a clean beaker. The beaker is 

placed on a mechanical stage. The plate and liquid are then brought into contact with 

each other. In the equilibrium method the stage is raised until the plate comes into 

contact with the liquid, the force reading (FJ is then taken. In the detachment method 

the stage is subsequently lowered until the plate is at the point of detachment, the force 

reading (Fj) is taken at this point. In the dynamic method the stage is raised at a set rate, 

controlled by a computer, and then lowered at a set rate, a graph of force vs stage 

position is plotted. The force at zero immersion (F  ̂joi.) is then calculated by 

extrapolating the buoyancy slope back to the point o f initial contact.
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For each method the surface tension is calculated from the force reading using the 

equation shown below, equation 1.3.9.

Equ. 1.3.9m.g

Where, F = the force, either F ,̂ F ,̂ or j ̂  ; = m (mass) * g 

p = the perimeter of the plate, 

g = acceleration due to gravity.

The dynamic method for measuring contact angles is most used presently, as it can be 

computerised, such as in the C.A.H.N. dynamic contact angle analyser, or the Kruss 

Digital Tensiometer. Automation allows more reproducible work and reduces inter

operator differences. In this work a C.A.H.N. was used, it produces a force vs stage 

position graph as shown in figure 1.3.3. Extrapolation to find F^d^i is more accurate 

than taking a single point reading.

z.do.i.

'uoyancy slope

Force /  mg

Stage Position /  mm

Figure 1.3.3 : Determination of j
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1.3.3.1 Contact angle measurement.

Contact angles can be measured by a variety of different methods, which can be divided 

into two types, liquid penetration o f a solid bed, or the interaction of a compressed 

powder sample with a test liquid.

1.3.3.2 Liquid penetration.

This type of technique looks at the passage of a test liquid through powder packed into 

a tube. The earlier methods used pre-wetted powder beds and considered the test liquid 

displacing another liquid from the powder Subsequent methods used the time taken 

for a test liquid to pass through a loosely packed powder bed This method uses a 

derivation of the Washburn equation

2i1 Equ. 1.3.10

Where, 1 = the length of powder bed,

t = time to travel 1,

T| = viscosity of test liquid, 

r = capillary radius of powder bed.

If  the liquid used is perfectly wetting Cos0 will be 1 and so the equation can be 

simplified. By performing an experiment with a perfectly wetting liquid prior to the test 

liquid and dividing the equations for the two, the contact angle of the test liquid on the 

solid will be found. (See equation 1.3.11, where 1 is the perfectly wetting liquid and 2 

is the test liquid, the gradient refers to a graph of fr vs time.)
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V .  . n . g
Cos%--

1w2' îSradient^

h^{^\gradient^ Equ. 1.3.11

1.3.3.3 Methods o f contact angle analysis using powder compacts.

There are several methods for measuring the contact angle between a powder compact 

and a test liquid, these include capillary rise at a vertical plate, the tilting plate method, 

sessile drops on a powder surface, adhering gas bubbles, and the Wilhelmy plate 

technique. These methods have been described in There are advantages and 

disadvantages to using all o f the above methods for measuring contact angle, these are 

listed in table 1.3.1

1.3.3.4 Hysteresis in contact angle measurement.

When using compressed powder plates it is useful to consider hysteresis in contact angle 

measurement. Hysteresis is the difference observed in the advancing and receding 

contact angles, that is pre-wetting and post-wetting, and is a result o f interactions 

between the liquid and different parts of the solid surface (e.g. different crystalline states 

o f the solid), the presence of impurities on the surface, or imperfections in the solid 

compact (surface roughness).

The technique which was used in this work was the Wilhelmy plate.
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Table 1.3.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of contact angle 

measurement methods.

Technique Advantages 

Liquid Penetration

Tilting Plate

Capillary Rise 

Sessile Drop

Wilhelmy Plate

Simple apparatus therefore 

cheap. Simple to use.

Simple to use.

Small quantity of liquid 

needed.

Several repeats on each 

powder compact.

Can measure advancing and 

receding angles.

Can be automated, reducing 

operator dependency. 

Advancing / receding angles 

measurable.

Pre-saturation not necessary. 

Deformation of compact 

occurs post-contact with 

liquid, i.e. under the surface.

Disadvantages

Suitability of test liquid, in 

terms of ; Solubility, 

Viscosity, Wettability, 

Hydrophilicity, Surfactant 

systems are unsuitable. 

Theoretical problems with 

Washburn equation. 

Receding data not available.

Operator dependent 

Receding / advancing data 

not obtainable.

Receding / advancing data 

not obtainable.

Operator dependent due to 

difficulty in drawing 

tangents.

Compaction may alter 

powder properties, this 

applies to all methods using 

powder compacts.
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1.3.3.5 The Wilhelmy plate.

In this method a compressed powder plate is suspended from a microbalance, above the 

test liquid. The liquid and solid compact are brought into contact with each other, and 

this results in a downward force on the plate, which can be measured on the 

microbalance. The force will be dependent on the surface tension of the liquid, the 

nature of the solid, and the total perimeter of solid immersed in the liquid.

Measurement o f contact angles using the Wilhelmy plate method is similar to 

measurement of surface tension described in 1.3.2.1. Instead of a glass, filter paper or 

platinum plate, the solid compact is used. The dynamic approach is widely used, and in 

these experiments the C.A.H.N. Dynamic Contact Angle Analyser, was employed. The 

technique produces a force vs stage position graph as before, however as Cos0 is no 

longer zero equation 1.3.12 is used.

E:qu. 1.3.12
C Vav0 = — ^  

pyiv

A more detailed description o f the C.A.H.N. is included in Appendix I., together with 

the operating procedure for the apparatus.
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1.3.4 The use of contact angles to determine surface energies.

Translating contact angles into surface energies for test solids can be achieved in a 

number of ways. One early approach was to measure critical surface tensions.

1.3.4.1 Critical surface tension.

The critical surface tension (y j  of a solid is defined as the surface tension of a wetting 

liquid, above which spontaneous wetting does not occur It is found by finding the 

contact angle at different values of surface tension and extrapolating back to Cos 0 = 1. 

The range of surface tensions can be produced using a homologous series of liquids 

however non-homologous liquids have also been used It is suitable also for 

surfactant series and liquid mixtures

However, using y ,̂ can be fairly inaccurate, this is due to the extrapolation process, and 

variation in results using different liquids. Critical surface tensions should therefore be 

restricted to non-polar solids tested with non-polar liquids

1.3.4.2 The Good & Grifalco interaction parameter.

This method works on the relationship between like molecules & A^y) and unlike 

molecules (A^y) This can be described thus,

. Equ. 1.3.13
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It was Good and Grifalco who expressed this relationship in terms of surface energy, 

equation 1.3.13 then becomes. Where 0  is the interaction parameter.

This relationship was extended by combining it with Young’s equation to give,

^  Equ. 1.3.15
C o 5 0 = 2 0 (- i^ f^ - l— Î 

Y/ Y/

Equation 1.3.15 can be shortened by removing the equilibrium spreading pressure as this 

will be negligible when y, »  or when a finite contact angle is formed. Thus the 

solid surface energy can be found through knowledge o f the contact angle, the liquid 

surface tension and the interaction parameter. 0  is very close to 1 for interfaces where 

the intermolecular forces and the forces between the phases are similar. This method 

therefore allows calculation of solid surface energies but is limited in its use because 

interaction parameters are not always available.

1.3.4.3 The geometric and harmonic mean equations.

The surface energy of a solid, or the surface tension o f a liquid can be represented as the 

sum o f its components That is a combination o f all the various inter-molecular 

forces occurring, which can be divided into; dispersive forces (d), subdivided into Van 

der Waals or London forces, hydrogen bonds (h), dipole-dipole interactions (p), induced 

dipole-dipole interactions (I), tc bonds (ti), electrostatic forces (e). A simple 

representation of this is shown in equation 1.3.16
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d h p i  ̂ e Equ.1.3.16

These forces can be simply divided into two types, dispersive (d) and all subsequent 

forces as types of polar (p). The equation can be modified accordingly to give equation 

1.3.17.

d p Equ. 1.3.17

It has been suggested that when two phases interact they do so via interactions between 

like forces and equations to show this have been proposed. Fowkes stated that 

considering a completely dispersive material such as Teflon, the only interaction 

occurring is between the dispersive forces. The interaction between the two phases can 

be represented as the geometric mean of the two forces, this gives equation 1.3.18.

Yi2=Yi+Y2- 2 (Yf.Y^)“  Equ.1.3.18

Obviously this equation only holds for completely dispersive materials, for materials 

with polar and dispersive phases it becomes equation 1.3.19 which is generally known 

as Fowkes’ geometric mean equation..

Y:2=Yi+Y2-2(YtY2)“^-2(Y^.Y^f^

The work of Fowkes was developed by Wu who used a harmonic mean instead of the 

geometric mean. The equation for the harmonic mean of two surface energy components 

is shown below. This harmonic mean approach was found to give a better fit between 

experimental and calculated results for low energy systems, such as organic liquids ^
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Equ. 1.3.20

Wu also suggested another equation to allow for more high energy systems, such as 

mercury, glass, and graphite These sort of systems are not akin to pharmaceutical 

situations. This equation reduces the dispersive component to a geometric mean.

Y |(l+C oi0 )=2 [(Y,.Y2)“^+(Y^.Y^f^] Equ. 1.3.21

The geometric mean and harmonic mean equations can be combined with Young’s 

equation to give equations 1.3.22 and equation 1.3.23

Yi2 =  Yi +  Y2 -2 (Yi‘‘-Y2T^ -4 I \
Equ. 1.3.22

y, (1 + C ose) = '  Y /  +  Y / )

In each of these equations there are two unknowns, solid (2) polar and dispersive 

components. However, if contact angles are found for two liquids, preferably one polar 

liquid and one non-polar liquid, simultaneous equations can be constructed and the two 

unknowns found. This process can be simplified further by using an iterative computer 

program. The non-polar liquid of choice is one with a high surface tension, thus 

allowing cos0 to be found for a large range of materials, such a liquid is Diiodomethane.
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The main disadvantage of the geometric and harmonic mean approach, is that it 

considers polar-polar and dispersive-dispersive forces in isolation, which is probably not 

the case. However this approach is the mostly widely used.

1.3.4.4 Calculation of polar and dispersive components of surface 

tension.

Calculation of polar and dispersive components o f surface energy for liquids is more 

simple than for solids. If the surface tension of the liquid is known, and the contact 

angle that the liquid makes with a totally non-polar solid of known surface energy

The work of adhesion can be calculated from the contact angle and surface tension using 

equation 1.3.6. This can then be substituted into equation 1.3.24, which is a version of 

the geometric mean approach, for a non-polar solid.

The polar component of the surface energy can then be found from equation 1.3.25.

d p Equ. 1.3.25

1.3.4.5 Neumann’s equation of state.

This a more simple method for calculating solid surface energy using a single contact 

angle from one liquid The method is based on an equation o f state devised by

Ward and Neumann, equation 1.3.26.
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The equation was then demonstrated on thermodynamic grounds using Gibbs-Duhem 

equations for the three phase interfacial system. As in each case surface energy is a 

function of temperature and p (the chemical potential of the liquid phase), there must be 

a relationship between the three phases, as each could be expressed as a linear 

combination of the other two.

An equation was subsequently produced, which is suitable for low-energy systems.

r 0.5 g.5-,2 ^4^ 1.3.27
[ Ï 5V -Y/V ]

This equation cannot be solved by normal mathematical processes. However a computer 

program has been developed, based on a series of algorithms devised by Taylor 

which solves the equation. This works by the input o f a guess which is then processed 

in the equation, the result is then compared to the initial guess, the program is recycled 

until the two match to three significant figures. The program is listed in appendix iii.

1.3.4.6 W u’s equation o f state.

Wu has also developed an equation o f state equation 1.3.28.

Y, = l/4(l+Cm 8):.Y ,, Equ. 1.3.28

thus the critical surface tension can be calculated from the contact angle with a single 

liquid. This allows calculation of solid surface energy when the interaction parameter 

is known or can be assumed to be negligible. (See 1.3.4.2)
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1.3.4.7 Apolar and acid/base interfacial interactions.

Van Oss et al developed an extension of the geometric and harmonic mean approach to 

surface energy Instead of polar and dispersive , van Oss uses Lifshitz van der Waals

forces (LW) and Lewis acid-base (AB) respectively. Lewis acids / bases can also be 

described as electron acceptors / electron donors. The surface energy of a non-metallic 

material (I), is therefore the sum of these two forces.

LW AB Equ. 1.3.29
YrY/ +Y,

The Lifshitz van der Waals forces are considered to be comparable to dispersive forces, 

however the acid-base component is considered as being made up of two independent 

interactions, the electron acceptor parameter (YiO &nd the electron donator parameter 

(Yi ). Van Oss et al have shown for most liquids these parameters are not equal, the 

liquid being either considered an electron donator or an electron acceptor solely. To give 

a true measure of the polar interactions it is therefore necessary to combine these two 

functions, and this is done by making Yi^ equivalent to the geometric mean o f the two 

interactions, as represented in equation 1.3.30.

,-------  Equ. 1.3.30

1.3.4.8 Apolar interactions.

i and j, the interfacial tension dueIn considering the interaction between two phases, 

solely to LW interactions is given by equation 1.3.31.

Equ. 1.3.31

Y r = Y r + Y r - 2 ( Y r . Y r ) ' '
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This equation will represent the total interfacial tension if either o f the two phases is 

entirely apolar in nature. The equation is the same as the one proposed by Fowkes (see 

equation 1.3.18), and may similarly be combined with Young’s equation to give equation

1.3.32.

Y ,( l .C o .0 )= 2 (Y r .Y r ) O .5

1.3.4.9 Polar interactions.

The situation is more complex for polar interactions but can be represented by equation

1.3.33.

Equ. 1.3.33

1.3.4.10 Combining apolar and polar interactions.

The apolar and polar interactions can be combined to give the total interfacial tension 

using equation 1.3.34.

Equ. 1.3.34

) +2 (y'y;. Y,- y ; y ;

This equation can then be combined with Young’s equation to give equation 1.3.35.

Equ. 1.3.35

If the liquid surface energy parameters are known there are three unknowns in the 

equation relating to the solid, Yĵ ^, Yj and Yj'- If an experiment is performed with three 

liquids one of which is non-polar simultaneous equation can be constructed to solve for
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these unknowns. However it is possible to perform the experiment with three polar 

liquids, this then requires solving from three simultaneous equations.

1.3.4.11 Polarity ratios.

A simplified method of solving equation 1.3.35 has been developed utilising the ratio 

o f the polarities o f the test liquid, compared to water. Both the positive and negative 

parameters can be removed and replaced with a polarity ratio term. For example, when 

considering the contact angle of Formamide (F) on an unknown solid (S). Equation 

1.3.35 can be rewritten as,

Equ. 1.3.36

+Co.6 )=2 [ ( Y f . r f ^ + ( Y P

The total polar term for Formamide is known and can be substituted into the equation 

in terms of one or the other components, as in equations 1.3.37 and 1.3.38.

As Yf is equal to 19 m.J.m equation 1.3.36 can be rewritten thus.

Y/l+Co.8)=2[(Yr.Yrf'+9.5(Y;/;f'+9.5(YpYpf']

and consequently equation 1.3.39 can be expressed thus.

YXl+Co.e)=2(Yr.Yrf' + 19(Y;f'/(Y;f'+19(Ya"'/(YFf

Equ. 1.3.39

Equ. 1.3.40
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A new term polarity ratio is now introduced, it is defined as the ratio o f the polarities of 

the test liquid (Formamide) with respect to water (W), the polarity ratio of the positive 

parameters (ôp^^), see equation 1.3.41.

Reworking equation 1.3.41 in terms o f the positive parameter for Formamide, and 

substituting this into equation 1.3.40, gives Equ. 1.3.42

A similar expression to equation 1.3.41 can be written for the ratio between the solid and 

water. Substituting this expression into equation 1.3.42 gives

Equ. 1.3.43
Y ^ l  ^CosQ) =2(y‘f . y f T  + 1 9 . ô ; / ô ; ^ + 1

As the positive and negative Formamide water polarity ratios, (ôp^^) and (ôp^ ), can be 

given numerical values, the equation can be simplified to>

Equ. 1.3.44
Y/l+Co56)=2(Yf.Yrr+63.55ô;^+15.25ô^^

The equation can now be solved using simultaneous equations, found using a 

combination o f three liquids. It is still quicker to use an apolar liquid and two polar, but 

it is possible to solve using three polar liquids.

The above equations can be found for all liquids with known positive and negative 

surface tension parameters.
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1.4 Surfactants and surface energy.

Some studies have been performed using surface energy measurements to predict 

outcomes of adsorption studies. Van Oss and Constanzo used a schematic model of 

Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate, the surface energy parameters of both the head and tail 

groups of the surfactant were considered. These parameters were related to test solids, 

which were first polymeric surfaces, and then hexadecane. They found a correlation 

with their model, and actual CMC values and with the surfactant’s ability to solubilise 

‘dirt’ (hexadecane).

Lucassen-Reynders obtained a correlation between contact angles as surfactants adsorb 

at surfaces, for three phase systems of glyceryl tristearate crystals, water and paraffin oil 

or air

1.5 Adsorption. (2)

Adsorption is defined as the presence o f a greater concentration o f a material at the 
surface, than is present in the bulk.

The material and bulk can be a solid and a liquid or a solid and vapour. Adsorption 

occurs because the forces of attraction between the solid and other state, are higher than 

the forces between gases, or liquids, this leads to the gas / liquid, migrating to the solid 

surface. The process of adsorption is subdivided into two main types, physisorption, and 

chemisorption, the former, reversible process, being due to weak bonds (e.g. hydrogen 

bonding), and the latter, mainly irreversible process, being due to stronger bonding
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processes. It is normal for physisorption to produce a single layer o f adsorbate on the 

solid, whilst chemisorption can produce multi layers of adsorbate. In pharmaceutical 

systems physisorption is normally seen and so this will be considered in more depth.

The theories behind the adsorption process were first developed for gases adsorbing onto 

solids. Langmuir developed the first mathematical models of adsorption, creating 

several isotherms (adsorption at one temperature, between zero pressure of gas to the 

saturated vapour pressure for the gas at that temperature P J  derived from mathematical 

expressions. It is then possible to see if experimental data ‘fits’ the mathematically 

derived isotherm, and thus whether the isotherm is valid.

1.5.1 Langmuir isotherms.

The initial Langmuir isotherm is one with a fairly rapid increase in adsorption at low gas 

pressure, rising to a plateau well below Pofor the gas (see figure 1.5.1 for Langmuir, and 

type n, IE, Iv and V isotherms). It relates to adsorption where initially the entire surface 

is covered by available adsorption sites, which become filled as the pressure of gas 

increases. As the available sites decrease in number so the amount o f gas adsorbing 

drops off to a plateau. This can only occur if  there is a monolayer coverage o f the solid.

The actual isotherm is derived from assuming that the rates of adsorption (kgP(l-p) and 

desorption (kj.p) will be equal at equilibrium, where p is the fraction of adsorption sites 

occupied by gas molecules, k  ̂and kj are proportionality constants and P is the pressure.
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This is shown in equation 1.5.1.

Equ. 1.5.1

The proportionality constants can be expressed as one term (k') which is equal to k, / 

kj.Thus equation 1.5.1 can be rewritten as equation 1.5.2 which is known as the 

Langmuir isotherm.

^=k'.PI(\+k'.P) Equ. 1.5.2

The equation can be corrected to a linear form by replacing P with V/V^on where ^  is the 

volume of gas adsorbed at any time, and is the volume of gas for one complete 

monolayer. Equation 1.5.2 then becomes

The validity o f this isotherm depends on several factors holding true. That the entire 

surface must be available for adsorption, where all sites can be considered individually 

without affecting other sites, that there is non-specific interaction between the solid and 

gas, and that there should be weak gas-gas bonds. These criteria cannot always be met 

in real situations, however the isotherm is useful because of its simplicity. For more 

complicated situations other isotherms have been developed.
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1.5.2 Type II, III IV and V isotherms.

Langmuir developed his isotherm for the most simple of cases, it is often referred to as 

type I. Adsorption isotherms also manifest themselves in four other common shapes, 

which have been accorded the names type II, III, IV and V. (Figure 1.5.1)

Type II isotherms are thought to show a process which is initially similar to the type I 

isotherm, however once the monolayer has been established further increases in pressure 

result in multi layer adsorption. The build up o f the multi layer is due to strong 

interactions between molecules of the adsorbate. In theory this multi layer could extend 

to several layers of molecules; in practice however most materials which show this 

isotherm are restricted to two or three layers of adsorbate.

Type III isotherms show a process that requires a build up of adsorbate molecules before 

which adsorption is difficult. This is due to there being stronger forces between 

adsorbate molecules than between adsorbate and adsorbent.

Type IV isotherms are similar to type II except that they are normally observed for micro 

porous materials. Here the adsorbate condenses in the capillary pores of the material and 

once the pores are filled adsorption stops.
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Figure 1.5.1 : Types of isotherm.

Type V isotherms are a combination o f types III and V, where after build up of a

significant pressure of gas molecules, the adsorbate tills capillaries in the solid 

adsorbent material.

1.5.3 Freudiich isotherm.

Freudlich developed an isothenn based on an empirical relationship, which would fit 

experimental data. In the equation the volume of gas adsorbed (V) is related linearly to 

the gas pressure (P), where (a) and (n) are constants.

\nVAna*\!n\nF

Whereas the Langmuir equation assumes that the enthalpy of adsortption remains 

constant with the degree of surface coverage, this equation allows for an exponential 

variation in enthalpy. As this exponential change is likely to occur in practice, 

Freudlich’s isotherm tends to fit in more cases.
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1.5.4 Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (B E T.) isotherm.

The isotherm derived by Brunauer, Emmett and Teller is the isotherm of choice for 

measuring surface area of solids. When compared to the Langmuir isotherm the B.E.T. 

isotherm fits type H as opposed to type I isotherms. Type II isotherms are perhaps more 

commonly observed in practice. The B.E.T. isotherm shows the inflection point between 

monolayer coverage and further increases in adsorption, which is associated with type 

II isotherms. If in fact the system stays at monolayer coverage, the B.E.T. equation is 

then reduced to that of Langmuir.

The equation is based on the principle that when a gas molecule attempts to adsorb to 

the adsorbate, the affinity for the adsorbate will depend on the molecules in the way, 

either no molecules of gas are in the way, in which case the affinity is to the solid, or 

some number of gas molecules are obstructing the gas molecule and thus the affinity is 

for ‘shielded solid’. Therefore for each layer there will be a number o f available binding 

sites s (N) and rate constants and K^, the next layer will have N ' sites and constants 

kg' and k^', after the second layer the number of binding sites will alter but the constants 

will remain the same, as subsequent adsorption is considered to be analogous to 

condensation.

This leads to the derivation o f the B.E.T. equation given by

Equ. 1.5.5
viy^on- ( l-z ) .( l- ( ( l-c )z ) )  

Where c is a constant and z = P/P„.
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There are also other isotherms which can be used to consider more complex systems, 

such as the G.A.B. isotherm, which consider monolayer (adsorbate-adsorbent), 

intermediate layer (adsorbent- (adsorbate-adsorbent)), and final layer or condensate 

(adsorbate-adsorbate). Splitting the process into three thermodynamic states makes for 

a more accurate representation of the system.

1.5.5 Adsorption at the solid / liquid interface.

Although the theory for adsorption has been developed for the solid / vapour interface, 

it can be applied with some success to the solid / liquid interface. Liquids are in essence 

cooled vapours, the molecules are still able to move freely, however, they move a lot 

slower than gases. In most cases the actual adsorption will not be the liquid (solvent) 

phase, but will be instead a dissolved (solute) phase. When considering the adsorption 

of a dissolved solute, it can be easier to treat it and the solvent as two miscible liquids. 

As it is the solute which is adsorbing, factors which affect the solute’s behaviour in 

solution will affect the adsorption process. Thus, if  the solute shows some form of self

association such as producing dimers, or more likely in the case of surfactants, micelles, 

this will in effect alter the adsorbing species and affect the amount or type o f adsorption. 

The other factors which affect adsorption from solution are temperature and 

concentration of solute, which both affect the presentation of solute molecules to be 

adsorbed at a solid surface.
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2 Materials

2.1 Adsorption Studies

2.1.1 Surfactants

The poloxamers which were used in both adsorption studies and then for further studies 

are listed in table 2.1.1. Three poloxamers were used, P338 was the first studied and the 

other two were chosen because of their constituent polymer proportions. The molecular 

make-up of the three polymers are listed in table 2.1.2. All three polymers are widely 

used.

Table 2.1.1 Poloxamers used in adsorption studies.

Poloxamer F number Supplied by

Poloxamer P188 F68  (flake) I.C.I.

Poloxamer P338 F 108 (flake) I.C.I.

Poloxamer P407 F 127 (flake) I.C.I.

Table 2.1.2 Molecular make up of the poloxamers used.

Poloxamer % Poly(oxyethylene) Molecular wt

Total POE POP

P188 80% 9000 7200 1800

P338 80% 16500 13200 3300

P407 70% 13333 9333 4000
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2.1.2 Solids

Several different solids were used for the adsorption studies. All the solids can be 

considered to be hydrophobic in nature and all have very limited solubility in aqueous 

media. Coated glass beads are used as an ideal solid, that is one of regular proportions, 

coated glass is a useful surface as it can be reproduced and modified accurately. The 

solids used are listed in table 2.1.3

Table 2.1.3 Solids used in adsorption studies.

Solid Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

Atovaquone Wellcome 566C80 WPDL/92/0048/11

Eudragit LI 00 Rohm Pharma 20.882.1-357 BN 03-80025

Eudragit S I00 Rohm Pharma - BN 05-80015

Ballotini Glass Beads Sigma - -

Latex beads 1.053 pm Polysciences inc. 07310 Lot# 443324

Polytetrafl uroethane - - -

The structures o f the solids used, and a brief summary of their properties are listed 

below.

Atovaquone (ex Wellcome) :

trans-2-[4-(-Chlorophenyl 1 ) cyclohexyl 1 ]-3-hydroxy- 

1, 4-napthoquinone

A very poorly soluble hydrophobic drug.
Figure 2.1.1 : Structure of 

Atovaquone
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C H 3  R i EudragitRS 100 :

"(j C H 2  C --------------

Ç = 0  Ç = 0

9  O R n There is a molar ratio of 1:40 for the

I ^  ^ € ) ^ C  H 3 ,
C H 2  — N CT am m onium  groups to  neutral

R 1 = H C H 3  m eth(acrylic) acid ester groups.

R i i =  C H 3   ̂ C 2 H 5 Slightly soluble hydrophobic polymer

Figure 2.1.2 : Structure of Eudragit RS i • r-i
used m  film  coating.

Ç H 3  C H 3

Eudragit ElOO ; ----------- C H 2 — C — C H 2 — C  

c = o  c = o
I I

It is also a slightly soluble polymer and is ^

Ç H 2
also used in film coating. |

C H 2 — n C  
C H 3

R =  C H 3 , C 4 H 9  

Figure 2.1.3 : Structure of Eudragit ElOO

Eudragits L I00 and S I00 :

C H 3  Ç H 3

_______ QH2  C  C H 2 __C ________ These polymers are both combinations of

C = 0  C = 0  polymers based on meth(acrylic acid)

O  O C H 3  with Carboxyl groups and Ester groups.

C H
The ratio of Carboxyl groups to Ester

Figure 2.1.4 Structure of Eudragits LlOO groups is 1:1 Eudragit L I00, and 1:2 
and SlOO

Eudragit SlOO.
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P.T.F.E. :

This is a very hydrophobic powder, and is also available in

F F
sheet form, from which plates can be cut.

Figure 2.1.5 : Structure 
of P.T.F.E.

The latex microspheres used in the adsorption studies were Polybead® Polystyrene 

Microspheres size 1053pm diameter, s.d. 0.010pm, 2.5% solids-Latex.

The glass beads are Ballotini beads grade 20, Diameter range 0.0 - 0.006mm, approx 80% 

within size range. They are used for their large surface area in, for example, 

fractionating columns.

2.1.3 Coating Liquids used for Glass beads / plates

To produce surfaces which are suitable for poloxamer adsorption using glass, a coating 

liquid must be used. There are several silanous liquids which will bond to the hydroxyl 

groups on the surface o f glass. The reaction is permanent and leaves the rest o f the 

molecule, which is invariably hydrophobic protruding from the surface. The two coating 

liquids which were tried are listed in table 2.1.4.
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Table 2.1.4 Liquids used for coating Ballotini Glass beads.

Liquid Purity Cat. No EEC No CAS No Lot No

C.T.M.S.

Chlorotrimethylsilane

98% C7,285-4 2 0 0 -

900-5

75-77-4 88018

D.T.C.S.

DodecylTrichlorosilane

Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

The structures of the two liquids are listed below, it can be seen that each has a number 

of chloryl groups which bond to the hydroxyl groups o f the glass surface, and each has 

a large hydrophobic hydrocarbon portion.

C.T.M.S., Chlorotrimethyl silane :

This is a very hydrophobic silanous material which bonds to 

glass surfaces to leave exposed methyl groups, thus making 

the surface hydrophobic in nature. It is available

C H 3

I
Cl—Si—CH3

I
CH3

commercially in forms such as Repelcoat® which is used to f^igure 2.1.6 : Structure
ofC.T.M.S.

waterproof materials.

Cl

CH3[CH2] 2 2 Si—Cl

Cl

D.T.C.S., Dodecyltrichlorosilane :

This is a similar material to C.T.M.S., which has a 

higher hydrophobic alkane content.

Figure 2.1.7 : Structure of 
D.T.C.S.
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2.1.4 Materials used for Poloxamer Analysis

An assay for poloxamer surfactants was devised by Baleux and Champetier This 

requires a mixture of Potassium and Potassium Iodide. The materials used in this assay 

are listed in table 2.1.5.

Table 2.1.5 Materials used for poloxamer analysis.

Material Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

Potassium Iodide B.D.H. 296314E 212B400456

Iodine B.D.H. 28564 97351lOK

2.2 Contact Angle Analysis

2.2.1 Probe Liquids used for Contact Angle Analysis

The liquids used in the contact angle studies are listed below in table 2.2.1, the liquids 

were all of 99% + purity or o f analytical standard. They were regularly assessed to 

ensure quality.

Table 2.2.1 Probe liquids used in Contact Angle Analysis

Liquid Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

Water Double distilled - -

Formamide Sigma F-7503 32H0899

Ethylene Glycol Aldrich 29,323-7 070530Z

Diiodomethane Sigma D-3762 124H2609

1-Bromo napthalene Fisons B/4550/PB05 36934064

Glycerol Sigma 6-9012 54H0605
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The test liquids were of known surface energy. The different surface energy parameters 

o f the liquids used are listed in table 2 .2 .2 , they were chiefly obtained from a paper by 

Van Oss et al

Table 2.2.2 Surface energy parameters of the probe liquids used 

(m N m ^ ) .

Liquid Surface Tension

Ys

Polar Non-polar

YsdYsp" Ysp

Water 72.8 25.5 25.5 21.8

Formamide 58.0 2.28 39.6 39

Ethylene Glycol 48.0 1.92 47 29

Diiodomethane 50.8 0 0 50.8

1-Bromo napthalene 44.4 0 0 44.4

Glycerol 64.0 3.92 5.74 34.0

2.2.2 Solids Studied

The solids Atovaquone, Eudragit LlOO, Eudragit SlOO, P.T.F.E. were as described in 

2.1.2., Other solids which were studied by contact angle analysis are listed in table 2.2.3. 

Eudragit E and Eudragit R1 were studied for their suitability for adsorption studies. PEG 

6000 was studied to find its surface energy parameters.
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Table 2.2.3 Solids Studied by Contact Angle.
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Solid Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

Eudragit E Rohm Pharma 20.174.1-246 06/70019

Eudragit RL Rohm Pharma 30.288.1-293 01-80039

PEG 6000 (compact) B.D.H. 29577 9211980D

PEG = Poly(ethylene glycol)

2.2.3 Coated Materials Studied

The two coated glass plates described in 2.1.3, C.T.M.S. Coated glass Coverslips,

D.T.M.S. Coated Glass Coverslips were studied as test plates. Other coated plates that 

were studied are listed in table 2.2.4. These plates were made by evaporation o f the 

solvent from a solution of the solid in Chloroform.

Table 2.2.4 Coated Materials Studied by Contact Angle Analysis

Material Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

PEG 3000 Polyglykol

Hoescht

613600 DA38

PEG 4000 KOCH-Light 4807-00 93385

PEG 6000 B.D.H. 29577 9211980D

Poloxamer P338 I.C.I. - -

C.T.M.S. +1 * As above As above As above

C.T.M.S. +2 ** As above As above As above
* = Coverslips coated with C.T.M.S. with adsorbed poloxamer P338

* = Coverslips coated with C.T.M.S. with adsorbed poloxamer P407
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2.2.4 Liquids used for Surface Tension and Contact Angle Analysis

Table 2.2.5 Non-probe Liquids used in Contact Angle Analysis

Liquid Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

PPG 2000 ALDRICH 20,233-9 75133

PPG 3000 JANSSEN 19.219.13 25322-69-4

PPG 4000 ALDRICH 20,235-5 30907

PEG 200 KOCH-LIGHT - 44685

PEG 300 KOCH-LIGHT - 84137

PEG 400 COLORCON - 5225

PEG 6000 (melt) B.D.H. 29577 9211980D

PEG 6000 (solution) B.D.H. 29577 9211980D

PPG = Poly(propylene glycol)

2.2.5 Solids used as Probes

In contact angle experiments where the unknown component is the liquid a test solid 

must be used. The two solids used are listed in table 2.2.6. In addition to these two 

solids P.M.M. A. plates were also used, these however were o f inconsistent quality.

Table 2.2.6 Solids used as Probes in Contact Angle Analysis

Solid Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

P.T.F.E. Prepared by Mr 

Don Hunt

- -

Parrafilm American can co. Pm-992 -
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2.3 Materials used in Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography

The materials required for hydrophobic interaction chromatography are listed in table 

2.3.1. The propylagarose is the interaction media that is packed into the column. The 

test solid is a suspension of latex beads in a buffered solution at pH 6 .8 . Triton X-100 

is used to ‘clean’ the column after each run. It is a highly effective surfactant and frees 

the hydrophobic bonds between the latex and agarose.

Table 2.3.1 Materials used for H.I.C.

Material Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

Propylagarose SIGMA P-9908 107F-9655

TRITON X-100 SIGMA 9002-93-1 53H0613

Latex beads 0.06pm Polysciences inc. 08691 #443122

Propylagarose is supplied attached through the amino group to epoxy-activated 4% cross 

linked agarose. It contains 0.02% Thimerosal and is in a 0.5M concentration in NaCl. 

Triton X-100 is t-octyl phenpolyoxyethanol

2.3.3 Chemicals required to make Universal Buffer

The test solid latex is run through the column in a buffered solution as discussed above. 

Buffer is also passed through the column to prime it. The materials required to make the 

buffer are listed in table 2.3.2.
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Table 2.3.2 Materials required for Universal Buffer
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Material Supplied by Product I.D. Batch Number

Citric Acid 

C(0 H)(C0 0 H)(CH2C0 0 H)2H2 0

B.D.H. 27780 326K18789937

Boric Acid 

H3BO3

B.D.H. 10058 5764400B

Potassium dihydrogen 

orthophosphate KH2PO4

B.D.H. 10203 318A707525
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3 The Effect of Temperature on the Adsorption of 

Poloxamer Surfactants

3.1 Introduction

Adsorption o f materials is normally an exothermic process, that is a temperature 

producing process. This manifests as a reduction in the amount of an adsorbing species 

becoming adsorbed, as the temperature of the system is increased.

Although the adsorption of poloxamer surfactants has been studied in the past, on 

materials such as Quartz, Graphite and sand, the exact nature o f the process of 

adsorption, and the effect o f temperature on the nature and extent of poloxamer 

adsorption, has not been clearly defined. Adsorption o f poloxamers has been shown to 

be generally a Langmuir Type I process, that is there is no chemical interaction taking 

place between the solid and surfactant, and the surfactant forms a monolayer coverage 

o f the solid surface.

It would therefore be helpful to assess the adsorption of poloxamer surfactants, in order 

to understand more fully the actual amounts of poloxamer which adsorb and in what 

method.
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The following experiments were carried out.

1. The method for analysing poloxamer concentration was assessed, and calibration plots 

for the three poloxamers used were obtained.

2. The experimental procedure was devised by testing the amount of poloxamer 

adsorbing over time and varying the amount of solid and poloxamer used to achieve 

optimum variants for adsorption to occur.

3. Isotherms were constructed for the adsorption of poloxamer P338 to the surface of the 

Wellcome drug Atovaquone.

4. Isotherms were then constructed at a number of different temperatures and the amount 

o f poloxamer P338 adsorbing at one equilibrium concentration was found at each of the 

temperatures studied.

5. Poloxamers PI 88 and P407 were studied in a similar fashion to ensure that the effects 

observed were not restricted to one poloxamer only.

6 . Two further solids were studied, (Eudragit LlOO and SlOO), to ensure the effects 

observed were not restricted to one solid.

7. The reversibility of poloxamer adsorption was studied.
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3.2 Calibration Plots

3.2.1 Theory

A reliable method for the assessment of poloxamer surfactants was devised by Baleux

and Champetier. This involved the formation of a coloured complex of the poloxamer

which could be analysed colorimetrically.

3.2.2 Method

3.2.2.1 The supernatant mixture from adsorption studies is separated from the bulk 

material and particles removed through centrifugation.

3.2.2.2 Centrifugation is by a bench-top centrifuge, at 5000 revolutions per 

minute.

3.2.2.3 10ml, of this centrifuged supernatant, is placed in a 10ml volumetric flask.

3.2.2.4 0.25ml o f a mixture containing Potassium Iodide and Iodine is added to 

the volumetric flask. (The mixture contains Ig Iodine : 2g Potassium 

Iodide : 100ml Water.)

3.2.2.5 The resulting coloured complex is assayed using a spectrophotometer set 

at 500nm.

3.2.2 .6  Calibration plots were prepared using poloxamers in concentration ranges 

which were most easily assayed by this method, without having to do 

repeated dilution steps.
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3.2.3 Results
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The calibration plots obtained for the three poloxamers used are shown below as figures 

3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. It is difficult to use concentrations above 40 mg L'% as these 

require multiple dilutions increasing the amount of error m the final value.
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Figure 3.2.1 : Calibration Plot for P338 solutions.
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Figure 3.2.2 : Calibration Plot for P I88 solutions.
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Figure 3.2.3 : Calibration curve for P407

3.2.4 Conclusions

From the calibration plots it is possible to calculate a factor, which is equal to the inverse 

gradient of the graph, which when multiplied by the absorbance of a poloxamer solution,

will give the concentration of poloxamer in that solution. ,
V

P338, gradient = 0.05206, P I88, gradient = 0.053, P407, gradient = 0.03842.

To correct to the actual amount adsorbed the amount calculated by subtracting the 

equilibrium concentration from the original amount must be multiplied by 0.02, this is 

because only 20ml o f poloxamer sol ution was used.

3.3 Adsorption Experimental Details

3.3.1 Theory

In order to establish reliable and reproducible experimental method, a number of control 

experiments were carried out. The main parameters of interest were, experiment 

duration, surfactant concentration, amount o f solid and degree o f agitation.
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3.3.2 Method

3.3.2.1 Experiment to establish the time required for full adsorption to take place.

3.3.2.1.1 Ig of P.T.F.E. powder was placed in a poloxamer P338 solution of 

20mg/l and incubated in a shaking water bath at 37®C.

3.3.2.1.2 After standard intervals alliquots o f the supernatant mixture were 

removed and assayed for poloxamer content.

3.3.2.1.3 Separate tubes were set up for each alliquot to be taken.

3.3.2.1.4 The Absorbance value was plotted against time to give an indication of 

the amount of poloxamer left unadsorbed in the supernatant.

3.3.2.1.5 The experiment was repeated with C.T.M.S. coated glass ballotini size 10.

3.3.2.2 Experiment to establish appropriate concentrations of poloxamer surfactants 

to be used in adsorption experiments.

3.3.2.2.1 0.5g of C.T.M.S. coated glass ballotini beads grade 20 were incubated,

as described previously, with solutions of poloxamer P338, in concentrations 

between Img/L and lOOmg/L.

3.3.2.3 Experiment to establish appropriate amounts of solids to be used.

3.3.2.3.1 In all experiments for poloxamer adsorption a “test” run was carried out 

using a similar volume of solid for each material. This varied in weight between 

0 . Ig and Ig, as comparisons between adsorption on one solid and another

are made in terms of amount adsorbed per cm^ surface area, the weight o f solid 

used is negated.
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3.3.2.4 The degree of agitation was set at maximum for the water bath used, and 

kept standard throughout all subsequent experiments.

3.3.3 Results

3.3.3.1 Experimental duration

Plots of Absorbance vs Time are shown in figures 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.3.3. It was shown 

that after a period of between 6 and 8 hours the absorbance was not changing further. 

This indicates that further adsorption was not occurring after 8 hours. Therefore a period 

of 24 hours would be sufficient to ensure complete adsorption o f the poloxamer 

available.
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Figure 3.3.1 : Effect of time on P338 adsorption onto P.T.F.E.
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Figure 3.3.2 : Effect of time on P338 adsorption onto C.T.M.S. coated
beads.

From these two experiments it was decided that an appropriate length of time for full 

adsorption to occur would be 24 hours, with the amounts of solid likely to be involved 

in these experiments.

3.3.3.2 Poloxamer Concentration

It was decided to use concentrations of poloxamer between Img/L and 40 mg/L, as above 

this extra dilution steps were required, which introduce an unacceptable amount of error 

into the readings. A graph of absorbance vs concentration is shown in figure 3.3.3 which 

shows that concentrations between 1 and 40 mg L ' are suitable for adsorption work.
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Figure 3.3.3 : Adsorption of P338 onto glass beads at different
concentrations.

3.3.3.3 Weight of solid.

The masses used of the solids studied are listed below;

Atovaquone : 0.2g

Eudragit LlOO ; 0.1 G

Eudragit SlOO : 0.1 G

3.3.3.4 The water bath was set at maximum agitation in each case.
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3.4 Adsorption of P338 to Atovaquone.

3.4.1 Theory

The drug entity Atovaquone is a very hydrophobic, poorly water soluble solid. The 

adsorption of the poloxamer P338 to the surface of Atovaquone powder was studied. 

The procedure for the adsorption study was as described in 3.3. The various parameters 

for the experiment are as found from the experiments in 3.3.

3.4.2 Method

The water bath temperature was set at 37°C, 0.2g of Atovaquone was incubated with 

20ml o f poloxamer P338 in concentrations between Img/L and 20mg/L. The tubes were 

left shaking for 24 hours after which the supernatant was removed and centrifuged at 

5000 revolutions per minute for 10 minutes. The amount o f poloxamer left in the 

supernatant was then calculated (Equilibrium Concentration), and from that figure the 

amount of poloxamer which must have adsorbed to the solid surface.

In each experiment two tubes were set up for each concentration and each experiment 

was repeated twice, effectively giving an average o f four values.

3.4.3 Results

A graph of amount o f poloxamer adsorbing against equilibrium concentration is shown 

in figure 3.4.1.
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Figure 3.4.1 : Amount of P338 (mg) adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone at 37°C, 
not corrected to 20ml poloxamer solution.

3.4.4 Conclusions

The graph of amount of poloxamer P338 adsorbing to the surface of 0.2g Atovaquone 

powder, at 37"C suggests that the adsorption process is Langmuir Type I. Type 1 is 

monolayer coverage of a solid, where no specific or chemical interaction occurs 

between the solid and the surfactant. It is apparent that the concentrations o f poloxamer 

used are sufficient to ‘filf the available adsorption sites on the solid surface, as further 

increases in surfactant concentration do not produce a rise in the amount of poloxamer 

adsorbing.
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3.5 Adsorption of P338 to Atovaquone at Different Temperatures.

3.5.1 Theory

It became apparent through test experiments that the surfactant P338 was not behaving 

as expected when the temperature of the adsorption system was altered. Surfactants 

normally adsorb less as the temperature is increased and this did not seem to be apparent 

in this case.

3.5.2 Method

The adsorption process described in 3.4 was repeated at a range of temperatures from 

8°C to 50°C. A plot was made of the amount of poloxamer adsorbing, at a particular 

Equilibrium Concentration, against Temperature.

3.5.3 Results

3.5.3.1 Adsorption of P338 to Atovaquone at different temperatures

As can be seen in figure 3.5.1, at different temperatures of adsorption, the actual method 

of adsorption remains the same, however there is a change in the amount of surfactant 

adsorbing. There would be an expected ranking o f the temperatures, the highest 

temperature having the least amounts o f poloxamer adsorbing. It is obvious however 

that there are glitches in this ranking
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Figure 3.5.1 : Amount of P338 (mg) adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone at different 
temperatures not corrected to 20ml of poloxamer solution.

3.5 3.2 P338 adsorbing to Atovaquone at one 5 mg L \

It was decided to look more closely at the apparent anomalies in the expected ranking 

of temperatures. A plot of amount of P338 adsorbing vs temperature at 5m gL ‘ (figure 

3.5.2) shows a peak in the amount adsorbing at around 38 "C.
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Figure 3.5.2 : Amount of P338 adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone vs 
Temperature at 5mgL ' Equilibrium Concentration.
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3.5.3.3 P338 adsorbing at different temperatures at other equilibrium 

concentrations.

In order to assess the validity of using 5 mgL"' equilibrium concentration to investigate 

the effect of temperature, a plot was constructed using other equilibrium concentrations. 

Figure 3.5.3, and figure 3.5.4 show the results of these plots. Figure 3.5.3 shows the 

adsorption of P338 at 5 and 10 mgL *.
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Figure 3.5.3 : Amount of P338 adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone vs 
Temperature at 5 and 10 mgL ‘ Equilibrium Concentration.

Figure 3.5.4 shows the adsorption of P338 to Atovaquone at a range of equilibrium 

concentrations. In each case a peak is seen around 38"C. The magnitude of the peak is 

different with different equilibrium concentrations because the higher the equilibrium 

concentration the more poloxamer will adsorb, as long as the equilibrium concentration 

is less than that in the plateau region of the adsorption isotherm.
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Figure 3.5.4 : Amount of P338 adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone vs 
Temperature, at various Equilibrium Concentrations.

3.5.4 Conclusions

It would be expected that as the temperature of adsorption is increased, the amount of 

the surfactant P338 adsorbing to the surface of a hydrophobic powder, would decrease, 

however, this did not seem to be the case here. Figure 3.5.1 shows that the expected 

ranking o f temperatures, that is , the highest temperatures with the lowest amounts of 

poloxamer adsorbed, was not observed. Figure 3.5.2 shows that when a particular 

Equilibrium Concentration was picked and the amount of poloxamer adsorbing plotted 

against Temperature, a peak in the amount adsorbing at one temperature was observed. 

The amount of poloxamer adsorbing steadily falls, as expected, as the temperature is 

increased, at around 25°C there is a minimum in the adsorption curve. After the 

temperature is increased past 25°C the amount of P338 adsorbing increases to a
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maximum at -38%]. Further increases in the adsorption temperature see a return to the 

expected behaviour, in that adsorption falls as temperature increases.

Changing the Equilibrium Concentration which is used to compare different 

temperatures, does not alter the shape o f the adsorption/temperature graph. However, 

it does affect the amounts of poloxamer adsorbing, as expected (Figs 3.5.3 and 3.5.4.).

There is apparently some change in the characteristics of the poloxamer molecule as the 

temperature is increased, culminating in an adsorbing species which behaves very 

differently at ~38°C.

3.6 Adsorption of P188 and P407 onto Atovaquone vs Temperature.

3.6.1 Theory

It is conceivable that the effect of temperature noticed on P338 adsorption is unique to 

that poloxamer molecule, depending on its respective constituent polymer sizes perhaps. 

It was therefore decided to repeat the experiments described in 3.5 with two more 

poloxamers PI 88 and P407. Of these two poloxamers one, PI 88 , has a similar % make 

up of POE and a much lower R.M.M., whilst P407, has less POE, but is closer in R.M.M.

3.6.2 Method

Experiments were performed using P I 88 and P407 adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone, at 

different temperatures and plots of. Amount poloxamer adsorbing vs Temperature at one 

Equilibrium Concentration, were constructed.
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3.6.3.1 Adsorption of P188 and P407 to Atovaquone at different 

temperatures.

As can be seen from figures 3.6.1 and 3.6.2, P I88 and P407 both adsorb in a similar 

fashion to P338, that is they appear to adsorb by a Langmuir Type I method. The 

amounts of the two poloxamers adsorbing are different from that of P338. This is 

expected as they are different sized molecules, simple packing of the molecules would 

allow for more of the smaller P I88 to adsorb than the larger P407. The % of 

hydrophobic poly( oxypropylene) could also affect the amount of poloxamer adsorbing, 

as this is thought to be that part which interacts with the molecular surface.
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Figure 3.6.1 : Amount of P407 (mg) adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone at different 
temperatures not corrected to 20ml poloxamer solution.
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Figure 3.6.2 : Amount of PI88 (mg) adsorbing to ().2g Atovaquone at different 
temperatures not corrected to 20ml poloxamer solution.

3.6.3.2 P188 and P407 adsorbing to Atovaquone at different 

temperatures.

As with P338 the amounts of PI 88 and P407 adsorbing to Atovaquone were investigated 

at one equilibrium concentration. Figures 3.6.3 and 3.6.4 show the effect o f temperature 

on this adsorption. As with P338 there is not the expected gradual reduction in the 

amount of poloxamer adsorbing as temperature is increased. Instead there are peaks in 

the amounts adsorbing. These peaks are not the same as for P338.
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Figure 3.6.3 : Amount of PI88 adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone at 5 mg/L 
Equilibrium Concentration vs Temperature (”€ )
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Figure 3.6.4 : Amount of P407 adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone (mg) at 
5mg/L Equilibrium Concentration vs Temperature ("C)
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3.6.3 3 Adsorption of P188 and P407 at other Equilibrium

Concentrations.

As with P338 it was decided to look at other equilibrium concentrations to establish if 

the peak seen was reproducible. There was a reproducible peak for both PI 88 and P407, 

although changing the magnitude of the peak, changing equilibrium concentration 

changed the peak position very little. Figures 3.6.5 and 3.6.6 show adsorption of PI 88 

and P407 vs temperature at different equilibrium concentrations.
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Figure 3.6.5 : Amount of P407 adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone at Various 
Equilibrium Concentrations vs Temperature ("C)
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Figure 3.6.6 : Amount of PI88 adsorbing to 0.2g Atovaquone at Various 
Equilibrium Concentrations vs Temperature("C)

3.6.4 Conclusions

As with the adsorption of P338 to Atovaquone, the adsorption vs temperature plots for 

PI 88 and P407 are not as expected. That is, the expected gradual decrease in the amount 

o f the surfactant adsorbing is not seen. There is a decrease in the amount adsorbing up 

to a certain point after which adsorption rises to a maximum, and then falls off again as 

expected.

The Maxima observed for the poloxamers studied is not the same in each case. For P338 

the maximum at 5mg/L Equilibrium Concentration was around 38"C, for PI 88 the 

maximum is around 64 C , and for P407 it is ~ 32 C . However the maxima in each case 

are repeatable.
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Changing the Equilibrium Concentration affects the temperature at which a maximum 

is observed, for each of the poloxamers, but the magnitude of the change is-fairly small. 

Increasing the value for Equilibrium Concentration increases the total amount of 

poloxamer adsorbing as expected.

3.7 Adsorption of Poloxamers P338 and P407 onto Eudragits LlOO 

and SlOO

3.7.1 Theory

It is possible that the effect o f temperature observed when poloxamers PI 8 8 , P338 and 

P407 adsorb to Atovaquone powder, is in someway linked to the solids’ properties. It is 

known that Atovaquone exhibits different crystal forms and a change between the two 

forms could be responsible for the apparent anomalies seen. Two further solids were 

studied, Eudragit L I00 and Eudragit SIOO. The two Eudragits are also hydrophobic, 

poorly soluble powders. They are co-polymers of Polymethylmethacrylate/ methacrylic 

acid.

3.7.2 Method

In adsorption experiments with the Eudragits, 0 .1 g of powder was incubated with 20ml 

o f poloxamer solution. All other factors remained the same as for Atovaquone. 

Experiments were carried out at a range of temperatures as for Atovaquone.
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The results for two poloxamers (P338 and P407) adsorbing to Eudragit LlOO are shown 

in figures 3.7.1, and 3.7.3, the results for the two poloxamers adsorbing onto Eudragit 

SIOO are shown in figures 3.7.3, and 3.7.4. As for the adsorption onto Atovaquone, 

several different temperatures were studied. The individual isotherms show a Langmuir 

Type I adsorption, however the equilibrium Concentration required to ‘saturate’ the 0. Ig 

o f Eudragit powder, is higher than that for Atovaquone and so a plateau region is not 

seen with the concentrations shown in the graphs below.

3.7.3.1 Poloxamers P338 and P407 adsorbing to Eudragits LlOO and SIOO at 

different temperatures.
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Figure 3.7.1 : Amount of P338 adsorbing to O.lg Eudragit LlOO vs Equilibrium
Concentration
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Figure 3.7.3 : Amount of P407 adsorbing to O.lg Eudragit LlOO vs 
Equilibrium Concentration
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Figure 3.7.4 : Amount of P407 adsorbing to O.lg Eudragit SIOO vs 
Equilibrium Concentration

3.7.3.2 Amount adsorbing of P338 and P407 to the Eudragits at different 

temperatures at 5 mg L * equilibrium concentration.

A particular equilibrium concentration (5mg L*') was chosen, and the amounts of the 

poloxamers adsorbing at that equilibrium concentration were plotted against 

temperature.

The results are shown for the two poloxamers adsorbing onto Eudragits LlOO and SIOO 

in figures 3.7.5, 3.7.6, 3.7.7 and 3.7.8. 5 mg L ' was chosen as the equilibrium

concentration to compare the amounts adsorbing as this was consistent with the 

concentration used for Atovaquone, however as with Atovaquone the same shaped 

graphs were produced at other equilibrium concentrations.
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Figure 3.7.7 : Amount of P407 adsorbing to O.lg Eudragit LlOO (mg) at 
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3.7.4 Conclusions

Adsorption of the two poloxamers P338 and P407, to the surface of the two solids 

Eudragit LlOO and Eudragit SIOO, appears to take place in a similar fashion to adsorption 

onto Atovaquone. Once again maxima are seen when the temperature o f the adsorption 

system is increased. Therefore it can be stated that this effect is irrespective of the solid 

to which the poloxamer is adsorbing.

The actual amount of poloxamer adsorbing to the two Eudragits is quite similar, but 

different from those adsorbing to Atovaquone. This may be due in some respect to the 

nature of the solid, that is the surfaces nature. The effect of the solid surface nature is 

investigated more thoroughly in Chapter 4.

3.8 Reversibility of Adsorption of Poloxamers

3.8.1 Theory

Experiments on poloxamer adsorption in the past have been inconclusive as to its 

reversibility. It was therefore decided to study the reversibility of adsorption of

all three poloxamers used in adsorption studies.

3.8.2 Method

All three poloxamers were studied for reversibility of adsorption, in case the effects seen 

were restricted to one or more of them.
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The reversibility o f poloxamer adsorption was studied by two separate methods.

3.8.2.1 Method 1

After 24 hours equilibration using the method discussed previously in Chapter 3, the 

supernatant mixture, with all the unadsorbed poloxamer, was removed. The dried solid 

was then resuspended with another 20ml of distilled water, and left for a further 24 

hours. The supernatant was then tested for poloxamer concentration as before. Any 

poloxamer present would then have come from the solid, i.e. desorbed. However there 

is a problem ensuring the solid is completely free of supernatant.

A tube containing 40 mg L ' poloxamer was incubated at 37 °C for 24 hours as described 

previously.

3.5.2.2 Method 2

Again the system was equilibrated for 24 hours. The supernatant was left in place, but 

was then diluted. Dilution was by a further 10ml, 20ml, or 30ml. The tubes were then 

re-equilibrated for a further 24 hours and the supernatant tested for poloxamer content. 

In this case the poloxamer content o f the original supernatant must be measured. This 

was performed on a parallel experiment. The amount of desorption is calculated from 

the previous concentration of poloxamer.

A 20 mg L'̂  poloxamer solution was incubated at 37 °C with the solid.
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3.8.3.1 Method 1

The average amounts of desorption shown through this experiment were as follows.

Table 3.8.1 : Amounts of poloxamer desorbing from Atovaquone 

samples.

Poloxamer Desorption 

After 24 Hours / mg

Further Desorption 

After 48 Hours / mg

Poloxamer PI 88 8 .2% 0.9%

Poloxamer P338 10 .% 1.2 %

Poloxamer P407 7.8% 1.15%

The % desorbed was expressed as the percentage o f the original amount adsorbed (mg) 

which was shown to desorb.

However there was considerable difficulty in removing all the supernatant mixture and 

therefore the amounts desorbing could be much less than seen here.

The amounts desorbing further after another 24 hours, were very small.

3.S.3.2 Method 2

The amounts of poloxamer desorbing form Atovaquone samples is shown in table 3.8.2. 

It can be seen that in all cases the amounts desorbing are quite small, and they are 

smaller than those shown from method 1.
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Table 3.8.2 : Amounts desorbing from Atovaquone for all poloxamers

by method 2.

Poloxamer Initial amount 

adsorbed / mg

Amount adsorbed after 

dilution / mg

% Desorbed

10ml 2 0ml 30ml 10ml 2 0ml 30ml

P188 0.376 0.366 0.364 0.359 2.66 3.19 4.52

P338 0.341 0.336 0.324 0.319 1.47 4.98 6.45

P407 0.321 0.315 0.309 0.307 1.87 3.74 4.36

3.8.4 Conclusions

The amounts of poloxamer which desorb can be considered to be very slight. Both 

methods show only a small % desorption. In method 1 the largest desorption is ~ 10% 

for poloxamer P338, in method 2 the largest desorption is only 6.45%. The larger % 

desorption for method 1 are probably due to residual poloxamer solution remaining when 

then supernatant is removed, complete drying of the solid is impractical. This would 

suggest that method 2 is a better method of assessing desorption.

There is therefore very little desorption o f poloxamer from this solid, so that adsorption 

can be considered to be practically irreversible. Diluting the dispersion o f Atovaquone 

or resuspending ‘dried’ solid results in good re-dispersion. This suggests that the 

poloxamer is still bound and can fulfill its role as the suspending/dispersing agent.
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3.9 Discussion

The adsorption of poloxamer surfactants has proved to be more complex than would be 

expected. A normal amount adsorbed vs temperature plot, for a surfactant, would show 

a gradual decrease in the amount of surfactant adsorbing as the temperature o f the system 

was increased. This effect is due to the increased motion of the surfactant molecules, 

and the subsequent reduction in their ability to find a vacant site on the solid surface.

However, in the case of the three poloxamers studied the expected reduction in the 

amount adsorbing only holds true to a certain point, after which the amount adsorbing 

increases to a maximum, and then drops off again. It has been shown that this 

temperature effect is not dependent on the solid adsorbate, but is dependent on the 

poloxamer used.

High Sensitivity Differential Scanning Calorimetry experiments have shown that 

poloxamers in. dilute aqueous solution, undergo a conformational change at a specific 

temperature The temperature of transition being related to the poly(oxypropylene) 

core size, and attributed to a dehydration of the core. The temperatures of increased 

adsorption match well with these transition temperatures. Table 3.9.1 shows the 

transition temperatures (Tm) for the poloxamers studied, and the maxima temperature 

from the amount adsorbed vs temperature graphs.
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Table 3.9.1 Transition Temperatures from adsorption studies and

H.S.D.S.C.

Poloxamer Transition Temperature (Tm)/°C Maxima Temperature /°C

P188 57 66.5

P338 29.5 38

P407 25 33

It must be noted that the temperatures obtained from adsorption studies are higher than 

those obtained using high sensitivity differential scanning calorimetry, this is however 

expected as there is a concentration effect on Tm. The H.S.D.S.C. work used 

concentrations o f 5 mg cm'^, the adsorption study data was from equilibrium 

concentrations of 5 mg L'% this represents a factor o f 1000 difference between the two 

techniques. The adsorption experiments are therefore more sensitive to the molecular 

transition than the H.S.D.S.C.

The molecular change at transition is described as a dehydration of the 

poly(oxypropylene) portion o f the poloxamer molecule, though how this relates to the 

increase in adsorption is unclear. Certainly a reduced hydrophobe is more compact, and 

therefore more could be packed at the surface. However it also appears that the 

transition temperature is related to a micellar effect, in aqueous solutions o f poloxamers. 

Alexandridis et al found critical micelle temperatures for a range o f poloxamers at 

varying concentrations using dye solubilisation, the temperatures found, although not 

exactly the same as those found from these experiments, are in the same sort of 

temperature range. This CMT also due to a dehydration process.
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The micellar structure of poloxamers is not totally clear but aggregation numbers for 

various poloxamers in micelles have been measured, aggregation numbers have been 

shown to increase with t empera t ur e^^In  more concentrated systems the transition 

temperature has a great effect on the degree of order in the system However it can 

be assumed that the micelle core is chiefly hydrophobic poly( oxypropy lene) and has a 

corona of hydrophilic poly(oxyethylene). Linse described a refined micellar structure 

which allowed water penetration or desolvation. In general it can be assumed that the 

micellar structure is similar to that shown in figure 3.9.2.

#  Poly(oxyethylcne) 
^  Poly(oxypropylene)

Figure 3.9.2 : Representation of poloxamer micelle 
structure.

In dilute systems such as the ones used in the adsorption studies, inter-micellar linkages 

are not going to be present. Therefore for these systems only mono-molecular micellar 

structures, or multi-molecular structures such as the one shown above, are relevant. A 

change in the conformation of the poloxamer in solution at the transition temperature, 

could be due to three different effects.

I ) A change in the micelle structure, for instance by inclusion of another sub-unit, 

by production of a more dense micelle, or a micelle with a more hydrophobic interior.

2) A change in a monomolecular micellar structure along the lines as that for multi
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-molecular structures.

3) The creation of multi-molecular micelles from single molecules, either in mono- 

molecular micelle from, or in elongated form.

O f these three effects it seems to be the creation of micelles that is occurring at the 

transition temperature, as the Tm is related to the CMT, critical micelle temperature, 

above which micelles are formed. It is possible that micelles become adsorbed 

themselves, that is a group of molecules becomes adsorbed together, however this is 

unlikely and has not been reported before. The other possibility is that micelles act as 

a precursor stage between poloxamer in solution and poloxamer being adsorbed, bringing 

a greater number of poloxamer molecules in contact with vacant sites on the adsorbate.

The temperatures o f transition for the poloxamers varies considerably, but it should be 

noted that for quite a number of poloxamers, including P338, and P407, the Tm is around 

room temperature. This could have a considerable effect on the use of poloxamers. For 

instance if a suspension were created at a temperature at or around the Tm for the 

poloxamer, a greater amount of poloxamer would adsorb than that expected to adsorb. 

Also if  variations in operating temperature were seen from batch to batch, markedly 

different amounts o f poloxamer could become adsorbed.

However the potential for optimising poloxamer use is of no importance if the 

poloxamer simply becomes desorbed after the temperature is changed. Therefore it is 

encouraging that the reversibility o f adsorption results suggest that very little poloxamer 

desorbs, whether the temperature is altered, prior to adsorption, or not.
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4 The Effect of Surface Nature on the Adsorption of

Poloxamer Surfactants

4.1 Introduction

It would be very useful to be able to predict the nature and extent o f the adsorption of 

a surfactant to a particular solid surface. The nature and extent of adsorption will 

determine to a great extent the ability of the surfactant to play its role in a formulation. 

If the amounts of surfactant adsorbing are known in advance of ‘wet’ experiments, the 

formulation can be tailored to give optimal results.

In recent years much emphasis has been placed on the use of ‘expert systems’, as aids 

to formulation. These computer programs utilise rules/knowledge data bases, in order 

to predict an optimal formulation. The rules/knowledge replace the role o f an expert 

formulator. In general they rely heavily on previous formulations to give a guide as to 

the best excipients to use. However ‘rules’ are also incorporated which involve the 

physical constants of the material to be formulated. These constants include such 

properties as solubility, melting point, and particle size, and are normally all found in the 

pre-formulation stage.

In a liquid formulation such as a suspension, one o f the most important constants to 

consider is the surface nature of the solid, that is its surface energy, and whether or not 

it can be considered to be hydrophobic or hydrophilic. To overcome the problems 

associated with hydrophobic materials, surfactants are used to ‘shield’ the material from
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an aqueous media, creating a suspension or emulsion of the material. It is therefore 

desirable to include knowledge of a solids’ surface energy in any pre-formulation data. 

This gives an idea of which surfactant, and what quantities of surfactant, may be 

necessary for a successful formulation. The choice of surfactant is nominally an 

empirical process. If the underlying physical processes occurring could be quantified it 

would help the selection process considerably.

It has been shown in Chapter 3, that altering the solid to which the surfactant is 

adsorbing, (from Atovaquone to the Eudragits), can have a considerable effect on the 

amount of surfactant adsorbing. As surface energy is one of the major factors which 

alters when the solid is changed, it would be beneficial to investigate the effect of solid 

surface energy on surfactant adsorption. From the data obtained it would be interesting 

to see if  a prediction of the amounts of surfactant adsorbing can be made from 

information on the surface energy of the solid, and whether this information could be 

included in the rule section o f an expert system.

Van Oss et al have reported that it is possible to predict interactions between solids 

and surfactants through knowledge of their respective surface energies and subsequent 

calculation o f an interfacial energy. This study was performed using Sodium Lauryl 

Sulphate as the surfactant, and ‘dirt’ as the solid, where ‘dirt’ was hexadecane. It would 

be interesting to see if  the interaction between poloxamer surfactants and a range of 

solids could also be predicted in this fashion.
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For these reasons the interactions between three different poloxamers, P I 88 , P338 and 

P407, and a range o f solids were studied.

The following steps were carried out.

1. The solids to be used were selected through consideration o f their availability, and 

suitability.

2. The solids were analysed for their surface area, using a B.E.T. Surface Area Analysis.

3. The surface energies of the solids were analysed through their Contact Angles, 

measured on a Cahn dynamic contact angle analyser.

4. The contact angle, and surface tension data of the poloxamer surfactants were 

analysed through consideration of their constituent polymers.

5. The surface energies of the solids and poloxamer constituents were calculated from 

the contact angle and surface tension data.

6 . The amounts o f each poloxamer adsorbing to each o f the solids was found at 37°C.

7. The amounts of poloxamer adsorbing were compared with different facets of the solid 

surface energy.

4.2 Selection of Solids

The solids used in Chapter 3 were an automatic choice for these comparisons. In 

addition to Atovaquone, Eudragit L I00 and Eudragit S I00, Eudragit RS, Eudragit E, 

P.T.F.E., C.T.M.S. coated ballotini glass beads, D.T.M.S. coated ballotini glass beads, 

and Latex Microspheres were all considered for use in these experiments. Finally 

Eudragit RS and Eudragit E were not included due mostly to their very large particle
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size, which gave difficulties in providing a large enough surface area for adsorption, it 

was also difficult to compact the solids for contact angle analysis.

The other solids used proved to be suitable for both adsorption studies and contact angle 

analysis. It was not possible to measure a contact angle for the latex microspheres, as 

they are only available in suspension form. Latex microspheres were therefore used as 

the unknown in proving a relationship between surface energy and adsorption.

4.3 Surface Area Analysis

A Standard Operating Procedure for The Quantasorb B.E.T. Surface Area Analyser is 

included in Appendix 1.

4.3.1 Method

The Quantasorb is a B.E.T. surface area analyser, that is it depends on the B.E.T. 

equation as described in Chapter 1.5. The condensation of gaseous Nitrogen onto the 

solids’ surface gives an indication of the solid surface area. Gaseous Nitrogen is passed 

over the sample in Helium as a carrier gas, the sample is immersed in liquid Nitrogen 

causing the gaseous Nitrogen to condense. There is a subsequent drop in the combined 

gas pressure which is measured. Calibration injections o f Nitrogen gas are also 

introduced, to give a similar pressure differential. Both Experimental and Calibration 

values are then used in the calculation of solid surface area.
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4.3.1.1 Multipoint B.E.T. Analysis

A more accurate method of using the B.E.T. Surface Area Analyser is to perform a 

Multipoint Analysis. This involves three or more different combinations of Nitrogen and 

Helium. The results from all three gas mixtures are then fed into the Quant2PC 

computer program, which calculates Solid Surface Area, as described in Appendix 1.

For reasons o f accuracy a Multi-point method was performed on all the solid powder 

samples. The gas mixtures which were used in this experiment are listed in table 4.3.1. 

Table 4.3.1 : Gas mixtures used in B.E.T. analysis.

Helium (partial pressure) Nitrogen (partial pressure)

Experiment 1 18 2

Experiment 2 16 4

Experiment 3 14 6

4.3.1.2 Latex Surface Area Determination

The surface area o f the latex microspheres was calculated using the following equation 

supplied with the material.

N um ber o f  Particles per m l
6.W  X 10 12

P X Tt X  (|>^

Equation 4.3.1 ; Calculation of Latex Surface Area
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W - grams / ml = 0.025 g/ml for 2.5%.

P = Density o f Polymer = 1.05 for polystyrene.

(j) = diameter in microns of latex micro-particles.

The number o f particles per ml is then multiplied by the surface area o f a latex sphere 

to give an approximation of the latex surface area.

4.3.2 Results

4.3.2.1 Solids Surface Areas

Table 4.3.2 : Surface Areas of the Solids Studied.

Solid Surface Area / m^g ' Weight of Solid 

used / g

Surface Area 

used/ m^

Atovaquone 6.31 0.2 1.262

Eudragit S I00 22838 0.1 2.2838

Eudragit L I00 22.208 0.1 2.2208

P.T.F.E. 1.412 0.3 0.4236

C.T.M.S. ballotini beads 0.096 2.0 1.92

4.3.2.2 Latex Surface Area

Using the equation 4.3.1.1 the number of particles per ml of 2.5% Latex 1053 pm 

3.895 X 10'^particles per ml

0.1ml Latex was used in each experiment = 3.895 x 10^ particles.

Surface Area of 1 latex particle 1.053pm = 3.48 x 10'^  ̂m^

The surface area o f the particles used =04)136 m .̂
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4.4 Solid Surface Energies

4.4.1 Theory

See Chapter 1.3.

It would be interesting to compare each of the solids used in terms of their surface 

energies. To do this the inherent surface properties of the material must be known. The 

most easily analysed is the contact angle 0. The surface energy of a material can be 

thought of consisting of a dispersive component, and a polar component. The polar 

component can be further divided into a positive and a negative part. It is better to 

compare these individual components o f the surface energy rather than a single contact 

angle reading. To calculate these components for a solid contact angle data must be 

available for one of the following combinations.

1) One non-polar liquid (e.g. Diiodomethane) : 1 polar liquid *

2) Three polar liquids

* in practice two polar liquids are used for better accuracy.

An attempt was made to measure contact angles for all these combinations, however in 

some circumstances one or the other option had to suffice.

4.4.2 Method

Latex microspheres exist as a suspension and so it is therefore difficult to measure the 

surface energy o f pure latex, therefore latex was used as an unknown.
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The other solids used in the study exist in powder fomi. It is therefore possible to make 

compacts of them, which have definable surface properties. The solids studied were ; 

Atovaquone, Eudragit E, Eudragit RL, Eudragit SlOO, Eudragit LlOO, C.T.M.S. coated 

beads/plates, D.T.C.S. coated beads/plates, and P.T.F.E..

Eudragits E and RL were later discounted because of the difficulty in compressing them 

into powder compacts. D.T.C.S. was also not used in the final analysis.

4.4.2.1 Coating glass beads and plates with C.T.M.S.

C.T.M.S. Chlorotrimethylsilane reacts with the hydroxyl groups on glass surfaces to from 

a permanent bond. (See figure 4.4.1 )

^"3
CH. Si CH.

Cl HCl

OH OH

Si

Figure 4.4.1 : Silanisation process.

The process is exothermic producing a lot of heat and care must be taken with the 

chemicals involved as they are quite toxic. The procedure for coating beads and plates 

is listed below.
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1) Rinse all glass ware with a solution of Chlorotrimethylsilane.

2) Measure out lOOg glass beads.

3) Pipette 5ml C.T.M.S. into a 500ml volumetric flask.

4) Make up to volume with cyclohexane.

5) Add mixture to a 500ml beaker.

6 ) Suspend two coverslips in the mixture for 10 minutes.

7) Remove coverslips, rinse with distilled water and allow to dry.

8) Add the beads and stir continuously at a low setting for 1 hr

9) Filter the beads through a Buchner funnel under pressure, using hardened filter 

paper.

10) Allow beads to dry, first naturally and then in an oven at 75°C.

11) Coat two more coverslips as above.

12) Rinse beads with water and filter and dry.

13) Analyse the coated plates for contact angle.

14) If the two contact angles before and after differ considerably the stock of 

C.T.M.S. must have been deleted from the cyclohexane. For that reason these beads are 

probably not all coated completely.
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4.4.2.2 Preparation of powder compacts

Compacts are prepared using a specac press (figure 4.4.2). A collapsable punch/die 

construct is used (figure 4.4.3). The 

construct has fixed width and length, 

thus the compacts produced from it 

will have a standard width and length, 

the height o f the compacts depends 

on the depth to which the die is filled 

with powder.

Figure 4.4.2 : Specac Press.
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Figure 4.4.3 : Punch/Die assembly

There are several factors which can be varied when compacts are produced; fill weight 

of powder, compaction pressure and compaction time. It is important to keep these 

factors constant as altering them may alter the surface of the compact produced.
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Buckton and Newton showed that there was an inverse relationship between the 

contact angle found for a powder and the compression force used. The contact angle was 

gradually reduced as compaction pressure was increased, until a minimum contact angle 

was reached. The alteration in the surface was found from electron microscopy to be a 

plastic deformation.

The effect of compaction pressure and compaction time was also considered by Sheridan 

who showed that there was a gradual reduction of contact angle with an increase in 

compaction pressure. Compaction time was also shown to change the contact angle of 

the powder plate produced. Four main theories were put forward for the changes in 

powder plate surface properties; a change in the “real perimeter” o f the plate, an 

alteration in the proportion of surface roughness, plastic deformation, and an alteration 

in crystal alignment at the surface. Plastic deformation has been shown, through electron 

microscopy, to occur with compaction of the surface. The effect of surface roughness 

was in contradiction to that shown by Zografi and Johnson There is little evidence 

to suggest that the “real perimeter” o f the plate is altered. Changes in the crystal 

alignment at the surface are possible ^̂ ‘̂ and Kiesvaara and Yliruusi have shown that 

polar and dispersive components of the surface are altered differently, therefore giving 

a new value for contact angle. It is apparent however that the effect of compaction 

pressure and compaction time is very much dependent on the material being compacted.

In this study 5 tons was applied to the punch/die construct for 3 minutes, this gave 

compacts o f a robust nature, with a repeatable contact angle. A suitable amount of 

powder was filled for each material to give compacts approximately 2-3 mm in width.
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For the C.T.M.S. coated ballotini glass beads it is not possible to produce a compact, as 

the glass beads will not compress. For this reason coated glass coverslips were used in 

place o f the coated beads. The surface energies of the beads and plates were assumed 

to be the same.

4 4.2.3 Analysis of powder compacts.

The powder compacts were analysed using the Wilhelmy plate method. In this case a 

Cahn Dynamic Contact Angle Analyser (312) was used. (Figure 4.4.4) The operating 

procedure for the Cahn is described in Appendix 1.2.

B alance Loop

Therm al Jacket

M otorised
Platform

Figure 4.4.4 : Cahn D.C.A.-312

The powder compact is brought into contact with the test liquid by raising the liquid on 

a motorised platform. (Figure 4.4.5) The platform is raised at fixed rate and to a set 

depth. In the experiments carried out the platform speed was 151.7 mm/min, the 

platform was raised 8mm, and there was no dwell time at the maximum depth of

immersion.
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A Balance Loop

Test plate

Test Liquid

Motorised
Platform

Figure 4.4.5 : Magnified view of Test sample in 
Cahn D.C.A.

4.4.2.4 Selection of Test Liquids

The selection of the test liquids to be used in contact angle studies depends very much 

on their surface nature. Three liquids were used preferentially; Diiodomethane, Water, 

and Formamide. It is useful to have a totally non-polar test liquid, such as 

Diiodomethane, as this enables easy calculation o f the solids dispersive component 

(Chapter 1.3). In some instances I -Bromonapthalene was also used as a non-polar 

liquid. To calculate the solid polar component by the geographic mean method one 

further liquid is needed, but to calculate the Acid -Base parts o f the solid polar 

component two further liquids are required, to eliminate the two unknowns by means of 

a simultaneous equation. (See Chapter 1.3).

The surface energies of the liquids which were used in contact angle measurement, are 

listed in table 4.4 .1.
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Table 4.4.1 Surface Energies / Liquids Used for Contact Angle.

Liquid Surface 

Tension 

Ys / mJm^

Polar Non-polar

Y,d/mJm^
Ysp̂  / mJm'^ Ysp'/mJm'^

Water 72.8 25.5 25.5 21.8

Formamide 58.0 2.28 39.6 39

Ethylene Glycol 48.0 1.92 47 29

Diiodomethane 50.8 0 0 50.8

1-Bromo naphthalene 44.4 0 0 44.4

Glycerol 64.0 3.92 5.74 34.0

The choice of the two liquids with a polar component to their surface energy, was made 

with respect to their surface tension, viscosity, availability, and toxicity. Water and 

Formamide were the liquids of choice according to these factors. Other liquids which 

were used include ethylene glycol and glycerol, glycerol however is very viscous and it 

is difficult to use, this is because there is a very large buoyancy effect when analysis is 

being made.

It is possible also to calculate the surface energy components by using three polar liquids, 

the results from all three can then be used in three separate simultaneous equations and 

the three unknowns found one at a time.

The test liquids were placed in a 50 ml glass beaker to a depth o f around 4cm. The base 

of the beaker was immersed in water which was maintained at a constant 25 U  by means 

o f a water circulator.
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4.4 2.5 Cleaning of Glassware

It is o f the utmost importance that glassware is thoroughly clean. Any dirt residue can 

alter the contact angle produced considerably. Therefore all glassware was cleaned in 

a normal fashion and then sonicated for ten minutes in a cleaning fluid solution. The 

glassware was then rinsed and dried in an oven.

4.4.2.6 Calibration of Cahn and Test Liquids

It is important to regularly calibrate the Contact Angle Analyser. Calibration was 

performed each morning to ensure correct results. To ensure that the test liquids had not 

deteriorated and were of the correct quality for contact angle work, they were regularly 

analysed. Surface tension values for the liquids were taken for each new batch of test 

liquid, and repeated after every month the liquids had been stored.

4.4 2.7 Handling of results

The Cahn DCA produces a plot of Force vs Platform position for the experiment run.

(See Appendix 1.2) A typical plot can 

be seen in figure 4.4.6. It is important 

to use a portion of the plot which is 

linear for data analysis. Upturns in 

the plot are caused, either by bubbles 

in the test liquid producing increased 

buoyancy of the plate, or by 

irregularities in the plate being

buoyancy slope

Force / mg

Stage Position / mm

Figure 4.4.6 : Typical Force / Platform
position plot from Cahn
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analysed. Such regions in the plot should therefore be excluded from analysis. It is a 

good idea to choose a linear area of the plot which is parallel to the receding data.

For each test liquid six powder plates were analysed, the average o f the six contact 

angles produced was then used to calculate the powder surface energies. The standard 

deviation in the contact angle data was recorded. To calculate the error in contact angles 

it is very important to calculate it with the values as Cos0, this is because o f the 

displacement between two contact angles on the Cosine curve

4.4.3 Results

Table 4.4.2 Contact Angles ° on Atovaquone

Atovaquone

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Diiodomethane 8 1.259 0.00397

Water 85.44 0.0795 0.00831

Formamide 51.90 0.617 0.01362

1 -Bromonapthalene - - -

Glycerol - - -

Ethylene Glycol 41.45 0.7415 0.01504

8 =  complete wetting o f the plate surface resulting in no contact angle.
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Table 4.4.3 Contact Angles° on Eudragit LlOO
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Eudragit LlOO

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Diiodomethane e 1.0565 0.0156

Water 55.09 0.570 0.0190

Formamide e 1.13 0.0253

1 -Bromonapthalene e 1.405 0.0143

Glycerol 51.151 0.627 0.0208

Ethylene Glycol 8.65 0.988 0.0187

Table 4.4.4 Contact Angles° on Eudragit SlOO

Eudragit SlOO

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Diiodomethane 8 1.244 0.0241

Water 56.272 0.555 0.0137

Formamide 8 1.091 0.0110

1 -Bromonapthalene 8 1.635 0.0036

Glycerol 50.604 0.635 0.0242

Ethylene Glycol 20.1 0.94 0.0067

Table 4.4.5 Contact Angles ° on Eudragit RL

Eudragit RL

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Water 98.82 -0.153 0.0227
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Table 4,4.6 Contact Angles° on Eudragit E
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Eudragit E

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Water 66.942 0.392 0.0275

Table 4.4.7 Contact Angles ° on C.T.M.S. coated coverslips

C.T.M.S. coated beads (coverslips)

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos6 s.d.

Diiodomethane 55.021 0.570 0.0185

Water 79.42 0.184 0.0143

Formamide 59.67 0.505 0.0145

Table 4.4.8 Contact Angles ° on D.T.C.S. coated coverslips

C.T.M.S. coated beads (coverslips)

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Diiodomethane 85.22 0.083 0.0198

Water 90.289 -0.005 0.0112

Formamide 92.87 -0.05 0.0121

4.9 Contact Angle ° on P.T.F.E.

P.T.F.E.

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Water 101.74 -0.20 0.0351

Although D.T.C.S. coated pates were analysed for surface nature, they were not used in 

adsorption studies.
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4.5 Solid surface energy parameters.

4.5.1 Surface energies o f the solids studied.

There were three methods used to study the surface energies of the solids used. First the 

harmonic mean approach using polarity ratios, secondly an iterative computer program 

(FreeTK) which has been programmed with geometric mean equations, and lastly using 

Neumarm’s equation of state.

4.5.1.1 Polarity Ratios.

The surface energy parameters of the solids and coated materials were calculated using 

the following equations, as described in Chapter 1.3. The equations derive values for the 

non-polar, and the positive and negative polar components. The equations are based on 

the harmonic mean approach to surface energy calculation.

The first is a general equation for all test liquids 4.5.1, subsequent equations are for 

individual test liquids, 4.5.2- 4.5.6.

General :Ylv™X1-cos0) = + (Yŝ YlT'  ̂ + (Ys'YlT'^) 4.5.1

Water ;Yw™X1-cos0) = 2(Yr.Yw"T' + 510,^ + 51ôi^+ 4.5.2

Glycerol :Yĝ °X1~cos0) = 2(Yf' .̂YG'‘'̂ )̂  ̂+ 20ôj^‘ + 76.50]^^ 4.5.3

Formamide :Yf̂ °X1~cos0) = 2(Yî '̂ .Yf̂ '̂ )̂  ̂+ 15.25ôi^' + 63.556,^^ 4.5.4

Ethylene glycol :Yeg™X1“ ôs0) = 2(Yî '̂ .Yeg'''̂ )°̂  + 13.9956,^' + 69.246]^^ 4.5.5 

Diiodomethane ;Yd™X1~cos0) = 2(Yî '̂ .Yd̂ '̂ )°'̂  4.5.6
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The polar components are then calculated from the polarity ratios with water 0,^ 'and  

0 ]^  by equations 4.5.7, and 4.5.8.

Ys" = (ôiw"(YwTr 4.5.7 Ys- = (ôw (Y w -rr 4.5.8 

Where the solid (s) is phase 1.

These equations can be used to calculate the surface energy parameters of a solid if the 

contact angle with three liquids is known.

The surface energy parameters for the solids studied, calculated by this method, are 

shown in table 4.5.1.

Table 4.5.1 : Surface energy parameters for the solids studied,

found by polarity ratios.

Solid Ys'" Y s" Yŝ Ys'

Atovaquone 40.58 1.78 0.79 1.00

Eudragit LlOO 58.31 4.36 1.59 2.99

Eudragit SlOO 66.10 0 0 16.97

C.T.M.S. 31.31 3.945 6.780 0.574

D.T.M.S. 14.90 0 0 0.80

P.T.F.E. 25.50 0 0.000 0.000

Latex Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
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4.5.1.2 Geometric mean.
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A computer program is programmed to produce surface energy data using the geometric 

mean approach to surface energy parameter calculation. However it gives the 

components of surface energy as the total polar and dispersive values. Positive and 

negative values of the polar component o f the surface energy cannot be calculated with 

this method.

The program requires the input of the polar and dispersive parameters o f two test liquids, 

along with the surface tensions for the liquids, and the contact angles they form with the 

solid. It returns the answer as the solids total, polar and dispersive components. The 

parameters o f the solids studied are shown in table 4.5.2.

Table 4.5.2 : Surface energy parameters (mJm^ for the solids studied, 

found using Geometric mean approach.

Solid Y / Ys"

Atovaquone 64.97 63.54 1.43

Eudragit LlOO 58.51 53.75 4.76

Eudragit SlOO 66.20 64.25 1.95

C.T.M.S. 36.21 32.82 3.38

D.T.M.S. 22.63 18.86 3.77

P.T.F.E. 25.50 25.50 0

Latex Unknown Unknown Unknown
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4.5.1.3 Neumann’s Equation of state.

A more limited calculation o f surface energy parameters can be made using a basic 

computer program which draws on Neumann’s equation o f state, see Chapter 1.3. For 

this program the surface tension o f the test liquid and the contact angle are all that is 

needed. The program calculates solid surface energy and interfacial tension. The 

equation of state is shown below.

4.5.9
[ysHlvŸ 

1 -0.015(7^^ Yz,y

A copy of the computer programme is listed in Appendix II.

O f the test liquids used, the only liquid that gave a repeatable contact angle with every

solid was water, and so the contact angles with water were used in the computer

program. The results obtained are shown in table 4.5.3.
For ease of use a table o f contact angles and surface tensions is available

which was used to calculate the Neuman’s values shown here.
Table 4.5.3 : Surface energies and interfacial tensions for the

solids studied, with water.

Solid Ys Interfacial

Tension

Atovaquone 31 9 7 T S I S

Eudragit L I00 S O  0 3 %

Eudragit SlOO 9 .9  •<+V'

C.T.M.S. I S  -7 3 21  9t>

P.T.F.E. l è  - 2 5
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4.6 Poloxamer Surface Energy Determination

4.6.1 Theory

As has been stated previously, from contact angle data an understanding of the surface 

energies of the two phases in a suspension system can be made. In the case of a liquid 

such as poly(propylene oxide) the surface tension must also be measured.

Van Oss et al used Sodium Lauryl Sulphate (SDS) as the surfactant species. SDS has 

a long hydrophobic chains with an ionic head group. The two separate regions o f the 

SDS molecule behave differently, and so both were considered when calculating 

interfacial energies. Attempts were made in this study to analyse poloxamer behaviour 

from knowledge o f all the constituents.

There are several different ways o f considering the process o f poloxamer adsorption, in 

terms o f the surface energy o f the poloxamer and that o f the solid adsorbate. The first 

method is to consider the poloxamer by itself. However, because of the complex nature 

o f the molecule, surface energy determinations may not show the true nature of the 

adsorbing surfactant. The second way of looking at the poloxamer is to consider the 

molecule to behave as some combination of the two component polymers. Lastly, as it 

may only be one or other, of the constituent polymers that interact with the solid, they 

can be considered in isolation.
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4.6.2 Method for Poly(oxypropylene).

As has been stated, both constituent polymers o f the poloxamer molecule will be 

considered, along with the complete poloxamer molecule. For this reason in this study 

attempts were made to find the surface energies o f both poly(oxyethylene) and 

poly(oxypropylene) and the complete poloxamer molecule.

Poly(oxypropylene) is a liquid at room temperature, it is therefore possible to analyse it 

using solid compacts of known surface energy. The surface tension of the liquid must 

first be measured using glass coverslips.

4.6.2.1 Measurement of Surface Tension

See appendix 1.2

As for a contact angle measurement, the test liquid, in this case the liquid whose surface 

tension is unknown, is placed in a cleaned glass beaker to a depth of around 3 cm. A 

glass coverslip is flamed briefly in a Bunsen burner flame to remove traces of grease. 

The coverslip is then suspended from the balance loop and the liquid raised to meet it. 

A force against platform position graph is once again produced. The analysis of this 

graph is the same as that for Contact Angle, however surface tension is selected at the 

appropriate point in the program.

Unlike contact angle where it is normal to use the advancing data, it is accepted that the 

receding data is more useful for surface tension values.
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4.6 2.2 Poly(oxypropylene) analysis

149

Poly(oxypropy]ene) /POPs were selected which had similar molecular weights to 

constituent parts of the three poloxamers studied. POP also known as (Polypropylene 

glycol/PPG) 2000, 3000 and 4000, were tested. After the surface tension had been found 

for each POP test plates of P.T.F.E. and Parratllm were used to find the separate 

components of the liquid surface energy.

4.6.2.3 Production of Parrafilm coated plates.

The glass plates were cleaned by flaming them in a Bunsen burner. The plates were then 

placed onto the revealed surface of a Parraftim strip. (See figure 4.6.3.2)

Coverslip

B ack ing Paper

Parrafilm

Figure 4.6.1 : Parrafilm Plate Production

The Parrafilm was folded onto the glass, pressure was applied evenly to the surface, and 

the overhangs were cut oft'. The covering paper was then peeled back and the plate used 

for analysis.
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4.6.3 Surface tensions and contact angles obtained with PPG.

4.6.3.1 Contact Angle data obtained for Poly(oxypropylene).

Three poly(oxypropylene) molecules were studied, PPG 2000, 3000 and 4000. The 

surface tensions o f these liquids are listed in Table 4.6.1. Two test plates were used 

P.T.F.E. plates and Parrafilm coated plates, the contact angles for these plates are listed 

in tables 4.6.2 and 4.6.3 respectively.

Table 4.6.1 Surface Tensions for PPGs studied.

Liquid Surface Tension 

(Advancing)

s.d. Surface Tension 

(Receding)

s.d.

PPG 2000 25.98 0.06615 33.06 0.1166

PPG 3000 23.48 0.237 34.42 0.0735

PPG 4000 20.6 0.469 35.94 0.313

Table 4.6.2 Contact Angles of PPGs with P.T.F.E.

Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

PPG 2000 53.00 0.6018 0.1156

PPG 3000 48.32 0.665 0.051

PPG 4000 64.60 0.429 0.047

Table 4.6.3 Contact Angles of PPGs with Parrafilm Plates.

Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

PPG 2000 52.15 0.6136 0.0067

PPG 3000 58.09 0.529 0.0106

PPG 4000 66.30 0.402 0.0017
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It is apparent from these results that there is a linear decrease in surface tension as the 

PPG molecular weight is increased. (See figure 4.6.2) There is also a relationship 

between molecular weight and contact angle, this is seen more clearly for Parrafilm 

coated plates than for P.T.F.E. plates. (See figure 4.6.3)

26-

25
iz
E 24-
(=
.0

c 23-
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u
0 22-

3t>n 21-

20̂
2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

PPG molecular weight / Daltons

Figure 4.6.2 : Surface Tension vs PPG molecular weight.

0.30

-■ P.T.F.E. plates 
Parrafilm plates

0.70;

2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

PPG molecular weight / Daltons

Figure 4.6.3 : Contact Angles vs PPG molecular weight.
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4.6.4 Poly(oxypropylene) surface energy.

The test plates used to study the PPG liquids, were totally non-polar. This means that 

the only interaction occurring with these plates is the non-polar interaction, and 

therefore, the only information elicited about these liquids is the total polar and 

dispersive components, these are shown in table 4.6.4, from the surface tension measured 

with glass plates, and the contact angles with totally non-polar plates.

Table 4.6.4 : Surface energy parameters for the PPG liquids studied.

Liquid (mJm'^) P.T.F.E Parrafilm

/mJm'^ Yl’’ /mJm'^ Y / /mJm'^ mJm'^

PPG 2000 33.06 27.49 5.57 36.48 O

PPG 3000 34.42 32.20 2.22 35.51 o

PPG 4000 35.94 25.86 10.1 32.55 3.39

4.6.5 Poly(oxyethylene) surface energy analysis.

Poly(oxyethylene)/ P.O.E. aka Polyethylene glycol/ PEG is a solid at room temperature, 

in the molecular weight range used here. The molecular weights of PEG equivalent to 

the poloxamers used are, PEG 3000, 4000, and 6000. However as a solid, PEG is very 

waxy and difficult to compress into plates for contact angle analysis. Therefore several 

different methods o f measuring the contact angle of PEG were used.

1) The deposition of PEG solubilised in Chloroform, onto a glass coverslip.

2) Analysis o f PEG compacts.

3) Analysis o f molten PEG as a liquid.
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4) Analysis of aqueous solutions of PEG.

5) Molten PEG poured into a mould. *

6 ) Extrapolation o f values for Liquid PEGs.

* It was found that when the PEG was poured into the mould it was impossible to ensure

a flat surface. This was because all the air bubbles could not be removed. Also as the 

PEG cooled down it contracted away from the mould sides, the resulting concave 

surfaces were unsuitable for contact angle analysis.

4.6.5.1 PEG coated onto coverslips.

An evaporation technique was used to make a thin film of PEG on a glass coverslip 

surface.

1 ) The glass coverslip was flamed in a Bunsen burner to remove grease residues.

2) The coverslip was then immersed in a solution of PEG in Chloroform, the 

solution was approximately 2 0g/100ml.

3) The plate was held in the solution for 1 minute and then removed.

4) The plate was maintained in a horizontal position, to avoid solubilised PEG 

collecting at the edge and comers of the plate.

5) After 2 minutes the plate was allowed to dry naturally.

This method results in plates with a good coverage of PEG, with a frosted appearance.
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4.6 5.2 PEG Compacts.

PEG compacts were produced in the same fashion as the other solid compacts. The main 

drawback using PEG in the Punch/Die assemble is that the waxy solid is squeezed out 

through tiny flaws in the comers of the punch. When the assembly is then separated to 

allow removal of the compact, the compact has ridges at the edge which must be broken 

off to use it properly.

4.6.S.3 PEG in molten state.

PEG 6000 for example melts at around 60°C, it is therefore quite easy to increase the 

water circulating temperature on the Cahn to around 62 C . The PEG can then be treated 

as an unknown liquid. The surface tension is calculated as for PPG liquids, and test 

solids are used to calculate the melt surface energies.

4.6 5.4 PEG in solution.

A dissolved solute will alter the surface tension of the solvent, and the contact angle 

obtained with the solvent and a known solid. As the amount of dissolved solute is 

increased the effect on the solvents properties increases. The values for surface tension 

and contact angle obtained or a range of solutions can be extrapolated back to give a 

value for a solution which is 100% i.e. pure solute. As PEG dissolves extremely well it 

is possible to make solutions o f 50% PEG and above, so accurate extrapolation is 

possible.
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PEG 6000 solutions were prepared between 0.0001 gL ' - 750 gL '\ the surface tensions 

o f these solutions were then measured on the Cahn.

4.6.5.S Extrapolation of values obtained for liquid PEGs.

Lower molecular weight PEGs are liquid at room temperature and can thus be tested as 

unknown liquids as described previously. If there is a trend in the surface energy data 

collected with respect to molecular weight of the PEG, then it should be possible to 

extrapolate this upwards to PEGs which have a higher molecular weight and are solid at 

room temperature.

4.6.6 Results

4.6.6.1 Contact Angles for coated PEG plates.

Three PEGs were used for the coating procedure PEG 3000, 4000, and 6000. The test 

liquids used were Diiodomethane, Ethylene Glycol and Formamide. The contact angles 

obtained for the three PEGs are listed below.

Table 4.6.5 Contact Angles ° on PEG 3000 coated plates.

PEG 3000 Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Ethylene Glycol 21.733 0.929 0.00539

Formamide 31.516 0.852 0.01241

Diiodomethane 22.37 0.925 0.00245
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Table 4.6.6 Contact Angles ° on PEG 4000 coated plates.
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PEG 4000 Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Ethylene Glycol 20.74 0.935 0.0048

Formamide 31.98 0.848 0.02136

Diiodomethane 18.704 0.947 0.00678

Table 4.6.7 Contact Angles ° on PEG 6000 coated plates.

PEG 6000 Test Liquid Contact Angle ' Cos0 s.d.

Ethylene Glycol 36.08 0.808 0.00368

Formamide 44.69 0.711 0.00374

Diiodomethane 30.14 0.865 0.00465

4.6.6.2 Contact Angle data obtained for PEG compacts.

Only PEG 6000 was studied as a compact. As described earlier PEG is very waxy and 

it was difficult to produce compacts of sufficient quality to use in a contact angle study. 

However for PEG 6000 angles were obtained for several liquids as shown in table 4.6.8.

Table 4.6.8 Contact Angles° on PEG 6000 compacts.

PEG 6000 Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Ethylene Glycol e 1.26 0.0215

Formamide 5.73 0.995 0.0095

Diiodomethane 8 1.43 0.0705

Water 14.53 0.968 0.0116

Glycerol 44.96 0.708 0.0204
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4.6.6 3 Contact Angle data for PEG 6000 in molten state.

The surface tension measured for PEG 6000 melted at 62°C was 24.9 ±0.32 dvnes/cm 

advancing, and 49.75 ±0.412 receding. Although theoretically the two values should be 

the same the receding data will be used to calculate surface energy, as will be seen from 

the data in 4.6 .6 .4, the receding data is probably a much better representation of the 

surface tension.

Contact Angle obtained with P.T.F.E. plates 71.74°. tCosO = 0.313 ±0.0.01131.

4.6.6.4 Surface Energy data for PEG 6000 in solution.

The advancing and receding surface tension values for PEG 6000 solutions are shown 

in figure 4.6.4. It is apparent that the receding values are more accurate for surface 

tension analysis as they are less affected by the higher viscosities of the more 

concentrated solutions. Advancing values above 10 gL ' are very different from the 

receding values, this mirrors the vast increase in viscosity of the solutions above this 

concentration. The changes in the advancing data at very high concentrations are the 

result o f artifact o f the measuring process. That is the buoyancy effect as the plate is 

lowered into the liquid is far greater than normal.
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Figure 4.6.4 : Surface Tension of PEG solutions.

It is interesting that the value of surface tension for melted PEG 6000 fits nicely with the 

trend observed with the solutions of PEG. PEG melt is equivalent to 1000 gL ' PEG 

solution, which is a 100% solution. This implies that the PEG melt is an appropriate 

method of assessing PEG surface tension.

In addition to the surface tension measurements, test plates were used to study the 

500gL ' and 100 gL ' solutions. The contact angles obtained with P.T.F.E. test plates are 

listed in table 4.6.9.
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Table 4.6.9 Contact Angles ° obtained with P.T.F.E. plates and PEG

solutions.

Concentration Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

100 gL ' 73.76 0.28 0.092

500 gL ' 94.52 -0.079 0.08496

PEG melt

1000 gL ' 71.74 0.313 0.0203

4.6.6.S Surface Energy data obtained for PEG liquids.

Surface tension values were obtained for PEG 200, 300 and 400. Test plates were then 

used to asses their surface energies. The surface tensions of the PEGs are listed in table 

4.6.10. The contact angles with Parrafilm are listed in 4.6.11, P.T.F.E. plates are 

included for PEG 400.

Table 4.6.10 Surface Tensions for PEG Liquids.

Liquid Surface Tension /mNm ' s.d.

PEG 200 17.17 0.21

PEG 300 3.68 0.24

PEG 400 24.233 0.13
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Table 4.6.11 Contact Angles ° for PEG Liquids with test plates.

Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

PEG 200 (Parrafilm) 41.0834 0.754 0.033

PEG 300 (Parrafilm) 8 3.615 0.124

PEG 400 (P.T.F.E.) 58.82 0.518 0.0213

PEG 400 (Parrafilm) 41.13 0.753 0.012

It is somewhat surprising that there is no real relationship between the molecular weight 

of the PEG studied and the surface tension or contact angles obtained with test plates. 

However PEG 200 and PEG 400 are very similar in their contact angles with Parrafilm.

4.6.7 Surface energy parameters for Poly(oxyethylene).

4.6.7.1 Coated PEG surface energies.

The surface energies for plates coated with PEG, calculated by the three methods for 

solids outlined in 4.5 are shown in table 4.6.12, 4.6.13, and 4.6.14.

Table 4.6.12 : Surface energy parameters for PEG (coated) calculated

by Polarity ratios.

Solid Ys^ /mJm^ Yŝ  /mJm'^ Y s' /mJm ^

PEG 3000 50.79 0 0 2.47

PEG 4000 48.15 0 0 2.61

PEG 6000 44.17 1.74 0.341 2.21
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Table 4.6.13 : Surface energy parameters for PEG (coated) calculated

by Geometric mean approach.

Solid Yŝ

PEG 3000 54.21 47.13 7.08

PEG 4000 55.30 48.18 7.12

PEG 6000 49.62 44.38 5.24

Table 4.6.14 : Surface energy for PEG (coat) / Neumann’s equation.

Solid Ys /mJnT^ Interfacial

Tension

PEG 3000 O ' G

PEG 4000 L ^ 0 7 <3 ' (l

PEG 6000 3 9 - 7 2

4 6.7.2 Surface energy data obtained for PEG compacts.

Table 4.6.15 : Surface energy parameters for PEG 6000 calculated by 

Polarity ratios.

Solid Ys"""/mJm-' Y s' /mJnT^

PEG 6000 92.24 13.51 4.494 10.15

Table 4.6.16 : Surface energy for PEG 6000 / Geometric mean.

Solid Y s’’

PEG 6000 83.95 78.63 5.32
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Table 4.6.17 : Surface energy PEG 6000 / Neumann’s equation.

Solid Ys /mJm’̂ Interfacial

Tension

PEG 6000 7 0  C l O

4.6.T.3 Surface energy data obtained for PEG (melt) PEG in solution, 

and liquid PEGs.

The surface energies of the three liquid state PEGs were calculated using their contact 

angle against solids with no polar component to their surface energy. Therefore only 

total polar and dispersive values are shown.

Table 4.6.18 : Surface energy parameters for PEG (melt) PEG in 

solution, and liquid PEGs (mJm ̂ ).

Liquid Yl™  ̂/mJm'^ P.T.F.E Parrafilm

Yr' Y r \  , Y,'

PEG 6000 melt 49.75 41.83 7.92 - -

PEG 10% 48.8 50.02 - 1.22 - -

PEG 50% 53.39 31.00 22.4 - -

PEG 200 17.17 - - 11.63 5.54

PEG 300 3.68 - - - -

PEG 400 24.233 17.69 6.54 23.14 1.09
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4.6.8 Analysis o f poloxamer P338 as a single molecule.

Poloxamer P338 was analysed by making compacts o f it, the contact angles were then 

measured for the compacts as discussed previously. Although when compacted the 

polymeric molecule may exist in many conformations, contact angle data may be useful.

4.6.8.1 Contact Angle data obtained for Poloxamer P338.

The contact angles for the various test liquids used are listed in table 4.5.11. It was 

difficult to produce plates of P338 from a punch and die assembly, as the solid is very 

waxy and hard to compress uniformly.

Table 4.6.19 Contact angles ° on P338 compacts.

Test Liquid Contact Angle Cos0 s.d.

Ethylene Glycol 55.22 0.570 0.01147

Glycerol 84.12 0.102 0.01838

1 -Bromonapthalene 40.33 0.762 0.01594

Diiodomethane 45.88 0.696 0.00607
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4.6.9 Surface energy components calculated with P338 compacts.

Table 4.6.20 : Surface energy parameters for P338 calculated by

Polarity ratios.

Solid Y s ^  /mJm'^ Ys^ /mJm'^ Y s' /mJm'^

P338 36.53 0 1.813 0

Table 4.6.21 : Surface energy parameters for P338 calculated by 

Geometric mean approach.

Solid y f  /mJm ^

P338 37.58 35.83 1.75

Table 4.6.22 : Surface energy parameters for P338 calculated by 

Neumann’s equation.

Solid Ys /mJm’̂ Interfacial

Tension

P338 3 l .2-5 3 - 7 2
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4.7 Adsorption of poloxamers to the other solids.

4.7.1 Method.

Adsorption studies on three solids, Atovaquone and the two Eudragits have already been 

performed. These experiments were carried out at a number o f temperatures. However 

to compare solid nature, with adsorption only one temperature was examined, that was 

31°C. The adsorption experiments utilise a range o f concentrations o f poloxamer 

surfactant, which then give rise tcanumber of equilibrium concentrations after 24 hours 

has past. To compare the amounts adsorbing it was decided to pick an equilibrium 

concentration of 5 mgL'^ as this was reached with all the solids studied.

Three more solids were used for these experiments, P.T.F.E. powder, C.T.M.S. coated 

glass beads, and Latex microspheres in suspension. An appropriate amount o f each solid 

was used, which varied according to its particle size and density. The masses of each 

solid used are shown in table 4.7.1.

Table 4.7.1 : Amounts of solid used for adsorption studies.

Solid Amount used

P.T.F.E 0.3g

C.T.M.S. Coated beads 2 .0 g

Latex microspheres 0.1ml / 2ml Total

Apart from the different masses of solid used the conditions for the adsorption 

experiments were as for those used in Chapter 3.
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4.7.2 Results.

Adsorption isothenns for each of the solids with the three poloxamers were plotted and 

the amounts of surfactant adsorbing (mg L"') were calculated at 5 mg L '. The adsorption 

isotherms for the solids are shown in figure 4.7.1. The amount adsorbed in mg is then 

given by converting for the volume of poloxamer used. When this is then divided by the 

surface area of solid used (see table 4.3.2) the amount adsorbed (mg) per m^ is found. 

The amounts of poloxamer (mg m'^ adsorbing to the other solids at 5 mgL'' equilibrium 

concentration, at 37°C is shown in table 4.7.2.

0.74

P188 
P407 
P338

cDO
S

0 0
80 1000 20 40 60

Equilibrium Concentration 7̂mg L

Figure 4.7.1 : Poloxamersadsorbing to Latex.
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Figure 4.7.2 : Poloxamers adsorbing to P.T.F.E.
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Figure 4.7.3 : Poloxamers adsorbing to C.T.M.S. coated glass beads.
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Table 4.7.2 The amounts of each poloxamer adsorbing to the different

solids at 5 mgL \  at 37 °C.

Solid Amount of Poloxamer Adsorbing / mg m'^

P188 P338 P407

Atovaquone 0.343 0.413 0.180

Eudragit LI 00 - 0.239 0.159

Eudragit S I00 - 0.245 0.099

C.T.M.S. beads 0.035 0.033 0.012

P.T.F.E. 0.040 0.037 0.025

Latex microspheres 6P 1 375 HO
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4.8 C om parisons o f  surface energy and adsorption.

169

4.8.1 Correlation between solid surface energy and amount of  

poloxamer adsorbing.

Geometric Mean 
Harmonic Mean 
Neumann's Equation

a

3 0 -

C/̂  20-

2 3 4

Analysis Method

Figure 4.8.1 : Comparison of the methods for obtaining surface energy.

The solids surface energy was investigated using the hannonic and geometric mean 

approaches, and Neumann’s equation of state. The total solids surface energies as 

calculated by the three methods are shown in figure 4.8.1.
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The three methods all achieve similar results, however the harmonic and geometric mean 

approaches are probably the more accurate, and show more detail of the surface energy.

The amounts of each poloxamer adsorbing do not correlate with the solid’s surface 

energies or with components of the solid’s surface energies. This can be seen from 

figures 4.8.2,4.8.3, and 4.8.4, which show the surface energy components calculated by 

the harmonic mean approach, however the other approaches show similar results.
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Figure 4.8.2 : y* for PPO against amount of poloxamer adsorbing.

In each case poloxamer P338 adsorbs to a greater extent with P407 normally adsorbing 

the least.
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4.8.2 Correlation between solid and poloxamer surface energy.

The first question to be asked is does the surface energy of the poloxamer relate to the 

surface energy of the solid as adsorption takes place. The poloxamer was investigated 

as a single molecule, and as the sum of its components. In the adsorption process the 

whole poloxamer molecule is probably not involved. The POP core is the part o f the 

molecule which has most to do with adsorption. There could be a correlation between 

the POP content o f the poloxamer and the amount adsorbing, the POE side chains and 

the amount adsorbing, or a combination of both. To ascertain if there is a correlation 

between these factors the spreading coefficients for POP and POE, onto the solids 

studied, were calculated and plotted against the amount of poloxamer adsorbing. The

spreading coefficient for phase 1 (POP or POE) onto phase 2 (solid) is given by equation

a
4.8.1.

d d " " Equ. 4.8.1

4.8.2.1 Effect of POP size.

The spreading coefficients calculated using the polar and dispersive components o f the 

POP and solid surface energies (from geometric mean) are shown in table 4.8.1.
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Table 4.8.1 Spreading coefficients for POP onto the solids studied.

Solid Spreading coefficient of PPO onto solid / mJm'^

PPG 2000 PPG 3000 PPG 4000

Atovaquone 20.9 21.2 12.5

Eudragit S I00 18.8 17.3 14.0

Eudragit L I00 21.8 21.9 14.0

C.T.M.S. 2.56 0.46 -1.82

P.T.F.E. -9.45 -10.5 -17.2

A large positive value for the spreading coefficient indicates that phase 1 (POP or POE) 

spreads easily over the second phase, the solid. Looking at the data for POP it can be 

seen that for two of the solids, C.T.M.S. coated beads and P.T.F.E. powder, the spreading 

coefficients are mostly negative, this indicates poor spreading and is associated with a 

low amount of poloxamer adsorbing. The other solids all have positive spreading 

coefficients, suggesting good adsorption, and this is the case. The ranking o f spreading 

coefficient and amount adsorbed, is not perfect but there does seem to be a trend 

occurring. Figure 4.8.5 shows the spreading coefficients and amount adsorbed, for each 

poloxamer on the five solids. The amount adsorbed was estimated at 5mgL'^ 

Equilibrium concentration in each case. PPG 2000 was used to simulate poloxamer 

P188, PPG 3000, P338, and PPG 4000, P407, respectively.
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Figure 4.8.5 : Spreading coefficients using PPO data.

The different poloxamers (POP sizes) have similar spreading coefficients, however, P 188 

and P338 have slightly higher coefficients than P407, and correspondingly, are adsorbed 

to a greater degree.

4.S.2.2 Effect of POE size.

The spreading coefficients for the different sizes o f POE were calculated using the 

surface energy values of the PEG analysed, and the solids’ surface energy. Table 4.8.2, 

4.8.3 and 4.8.4, show the spreading coefficients calculated using PEG surface energy 

data from three different sources.
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Table 4.8.2 Spreading coefficients for POE on the solids studied (PEG

coated).

Solid Spreading coefficient of POE onto solid / mJm'^

PEG 3000 PEG 4000 PEG 6000

Atovaquone 4.58 3.77 9.77

Eudragit S I00 3.41 2.44 7.91

Eudragit LI 00 6.44 5.66 11.4

C.T.M.S. -21.6 -23.3 -15.6

P.T.F.E. -41.8 -43.5 -34.1

Table 4.8.3 Spreading coefficients for POE on the solids studied (PEG 

6000 compact).

Solid Spreading coefficient of 

POE onto solid / mJm'^

Atovaquone -22.8

Eudragit S I00 -30.2

Eudragit L I00 -20.8

C.T.M.S. -67.0

P.T.F.E. -90.5
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Table 4.8.4 Spreading coefficients for POE on the solids studied (PEG

6000 melt).

Solid Spreading coefficient of 

POE onto solid

Atovaquone 6 24

Eudragit S I00 648

Eudragit L I00 8.10

C.T.M.S. -16.5

P.T.F.E. -35.7

Looking at the data produced, positive values for spreading coefficient are seen for those 

solids to which more poloxamer adsorbs, this is certainly true of the coated PEG and 

PEG melt. However the other method used for PEG 6000 did not show this. In fact 

spreading coefficients for onto PEG 6000, calculated using PEG compacts are negative 

indicating that spreading does not spontaneously occur. Figure 4.8.6 shows the spreading 

coefficients calculated using PEG coated onto glass coverslips.
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Figure 4.8.6 : Spreading coefficients / from coated
PEG.
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PEGs were used which were equivalent to the POE size in the poloxamer. Figure 4.8.7 

shows the spreading coefficients of the POEs used, on the different solids as measured 

by the three methods.

SÜ -50 Coated
Compact

- 100-1

Figure 4.8.7 : Spreading coefficients determined using 
PEG data from different sources.

It is obvious form this graph that POE does not want to spread onto these solids.

4.8.2.3 Combination of POP and POE spreading coefficients.

In 4.8.2.1 and 4.8.2.2, the spreading coefficients of the two components o f poloxamers 

have been investigated in isolation. In a real adsorption process it is possible that both 

components play their part. For this reason the overall spreading coefficients for a blend 

of POE and POP were calculated, and related to the adsorption of poloxamer. The 

combined spreading coefficients are shown in table 4.8.5. The spreading coefficients for 

PPGs and PEGs, which are equivalent in size to those in the poloxamer molecule, have 

been found.
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For example for P338, which has the molecular formula POE128POP54POE128 the 

molecular weight of POE is 13200, divided into two portions, and POP 3300. So for 

P338 the PEG 6000 results contribute two parts to the molecular spreading coefficient, 

and the PPG 3000 results contribute one part.

Table 4.8.5 Combined spreading coefficients of POP and POE for the 

solids studied.

Solid Spreading Coefficient / mJm'^

P188 P338 P407

Atovaquone 15.5 13.6 9.59

Eudragit S I00 13.7 1 1 1 10.2

Eudragit L I00 16.7 14.9 11.2

C.T.M.S. -5.49 -10.3 -8.98

P.T.F.E. -20.2 -19.2 -26.0

The results show a decrease in the spreading coefficients, indicating that the poloxamers 

as complete molecules are less likely to spread onto these solids, than the hydrophobic 

POP core by itself. (See figure 4.8.8)
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Figure 4.8.8 : Amounts of poloxamer adsorbing vs spreading coefficient for
POE/POP combination.

4.8.2.4 Spreading coefficients o f P338 onto the solids studied.

Table 4.8.6 shows the spreading coefficients obtained from the surface energy data of 

P338 compacts.

Table 4.8.6 Spreading coefficients for P338 onto the solids studied.

Solid Spreading coefficient

Atovaquone 19 6

Eudragit S I00 16.0

Eudragit L I00 2&5

C.T.M.S. -2.03

P.T.F.E. -15.2
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Figure 4.8.9 shows the spreading coefficients for P338 vs the amount o f poloxamer 

adsorbed, for the different solids. It is interesting to note that the spreading coefficients 

calculated using the combination of POE and POP at 2:1 are lower than those obtained 

for P338 compacts. However if  the empirical formula used is 1:9 the spreading 

coefficients calculated are very similar to those calculated for P338 compacts. This 

suggests that it is chiefly POP which is involved in the adsorption process.
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Figure 4.8.9 : Spreading coefficients for P338 onto the solids studied.
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4.9 Discussion

The experiments show some interesting data on the method of poloxamer adsorption. 

The poloxamer is a complex molecule, made up of two polymers, which, would at first 

glance appear very similar. However, looking at the constituent polymers in isolation 

shows some differences in predicted behaviour.

4.9.1 Poly (oxy ethylene)

The Poly(oxyethylene) side chains make up the hydrophdf'c portion of the molecule. 

Indeed they are shown to be the more hydrophilic of the two polymers. Several methods 

of analysing POE surface energy were used. There were observable differences between 

these methods, which can be considered to be due to the molecule taking up different 

conformations and therefore presenting as more or less hydrophilic.

Using PEG in solution and as a melt gave similar surface energy results to those obtained 

using coated PEG. The compacted PEG however appeared to have a much higher total 

surface energy, with a corresponding increase in the polar component. It is not 

unexpected for the compacted PEG to behave differently, as it is widely known that the 

compaction process can alter the surface, perhaps by forcing more hydrophilic ether 

bonds close to the surface.
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4.9.2 Poly(oxypropylene)

Thé analysis of POP is easier, as PPG exists as a liquid at room temperature. However 

the analysis is complicated by the high viscosities of the PPG liquids. In comparison to 

the PEG analysed, PPGs are more hydrophobic, and have a less polar nature.

4.9.3 Poloxamer as a complete molecule.

Analysing complete poloxamers for surface energy is difficult, the molecular 

conformations possible during analytical procedures, such as due to compaction or 

solution, are endless. Therefore the apparent surface energy measured may have no 

bearing on the actual surface energy of a poloxamer molecule when it is adsorbing to a 

solid. However the results for P338 correlate very well with a combination o f POP : 

POE at a ratio of 9:1, suggesting P338 spreads using the POP core most.

4.9.4 The different methods of calculating surface energy.

Three different methods of calculating the surface energy parameters of the PEGs and 

PPGs were used, as well as for the solids. This was due to the inability to obtain contact 

angles with all the liquids used. However the geometric and harmonic mean approaches 

were used when possible. The results for the two complex procedures were in good 

agreement. The results obtained using Neumann’s equation o f state were reasonable 

approximations o f the surface energies, but for comparisons between phases, more 

information is needed, such as the polar and dispersive components.
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Similarly it was not possible to repeat the work of van Oss, as this would have required 

the positive and negative surface energy components.

4.9.5 Spreading of POPs and POEs onto the solids studied.

The poly(oxypropylene) models (PPGs) were shown to have higher spreading 

coefficients than the poly(oxyethylene) models (PEGs). In a lot of cases the PEGs were 

shown to have negative spreading coefficients, indicating no spreading onto the solid. 

The poloxamer was shown to spread less than the POP core, but to a greater extent than 

the POE side chains. The poloxamer as a complete molecule can be represented by a 

combination of POE and POP surface energies.

However from the data obtained the actual adsortpion process correlates much better 

with the POP core. This is in agreement with the expected theory o f poloxamer 

adsortpion, that is only the POP core adsorbs to the solid surface, with the POE side 

chains protruding out from the surface into the aqueous media.

4.9.6 Predicting poloxamer adsorption through knowledge of surface 

energy.

There is a relationship between solid surface energy and the amount o f poloxamer which 

adsorbs to it. The poloxamers certainly adsorb more to surfaces which are more 

hydrophobic, especially those with high values for the dispersive component.
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The POP core has a high value for its dispersive component and will not bind to surfaces 

with low surface energy such as C.T.M.S. or P.T.F.E. which although hydrophobic in 

nature have low value surface energies (25.5 and 31.31).

The adsorption of an unknown solid. Latex, was investigated in this study. From the 

amounts of poloxamer which adsorb to it, it can be postulated that latex has a high 

surface energy with a large dispersive component. The values for latex would probably 

be similar to those for Atovaquone or the Eudragits.

There is a direct correlation between amount adsorbed and surface energy, it is not a 

linear relationship but this is probably due to errors in the adsorption data. Adsorption 

is a complicated process and other factors may also affect the correlation. One factor 

which was not kept constant, and probably affects the adsortpion, was the adsorbate 

particle dimensions. Adsorption of poloxamers is, to a certain degree, determined by a 

spacial factor.
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5 The effect of temperature on the surface nature of 

poloxamer adsorbed C.T.M.S. coated plates.

5.1 Introduction

As has been described in Chapter 4, poloxamers will adsorb to the surface of a 

Chlorotrimethylsilane coated glass coverslip. This surface is homogenous and 

reproducible. It was therefore decided that to investigate more thoroughly, the processes 

o f poloxamer adsorption in terms of surface effects, C.T.M.S. coated plates would be the 

solid o f choice.

Although it has been noted that poloxamers adsorb in a different manner at different 

temperatures, it has also been stated that the actual process occurring is not fully 

understood. It would therefore be useful to have a better understanding of the principal 

processes occurring when the poloxamers adsorb. After adsorption the surface nature 

o f the solid will change. Adsorbed poloxamer will shield the solid’s own surface nature. 

The extent of adsorption will determine the proportion of the solid which is covered by 

adsorbed poloxamer and therefore the degree to which the poloxamer interferes with the 

solid’s surface nature.

If the poloxamers adsorb in a different fashion, above and below transition, this may also 

be shown in a variation of the effect on the solid surface nature. For these reasons coated 

plates were prepared with adsorbed poloxamer at a range of temperatures. Plates were 

also prepared at a range of concentrations.
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It has also been noticed ^̂ '̂ Hhat there is an effect of temperature on the poly(oxyethylene) 

side chains. The coating layer thickness of PEG chains, covalently bonded to 

polystyrene surfaces, were shown to reeduce with increased temperature. This effect was 

attributed to decreased solubility. This effect will also be investigated by analysing the 

plates at a range of temperatures.

5.2 Method

5.2.1 Plate Preparation

5.2.1.1 C.T.M.S. coating

The method of coating the glass coverslips with the C.T.M.S. solution was very similar 

to that used in Chapter 4. However because such a large number of plates were required 

the method was ‘scaled up’.

1) Rinse all glass ware with a solution of Chlorotrimethylsilane.

2) Pipette 5ml C.T.M.S. into a 500ml volumetric flask.

3) Make up to volume with cyclohexane.

4) Place 25 glass coverslips into the perspex stand, see figure 5.2.1.

5) Add the solution and leave for 20 minutes to allow complete coverage of the

plates.

6 ) Remove the plates using tweezers.

7) Rinse to remove excess Hydrochloric Acid, and allow to dry.

At this point one plate from each batch of twenty plates was analysed for contact angle 

with water, using the Cahn DCA, to assess the coverage o f the plate with C.T.M.S.
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If the plate failed, that is gave a contact angle less than required, the plates were replaced 

in the coating stand for a further 20 minutes. After the subsequent 20 minutes another 

plate was tested, if this failed the batch was rejected.

Figure 5.2.1 : Perspex Stand for Coating Plates with C.T.M.S.

The same coating solution was used for a number of batches. At the point where a batch 

failed after one 20 minute coating, the solution was replaced. Each of the plates was 

marked to indicate the end which had been immersed in the slit of the coating stand. 

This end could be considered to be incompletely coated and would therefore be used 

subsequently to handle the plate.
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5.2.1.2 Poloxamer adsorption

Once C.T.M.S. coated plates were produced of a reproducible quality, the poloxamers 

could be coated on to them.

1 ) The plates were placed in another coating stand, see figure 5.2.2, with the marked 

ends downwards.

2) These coating stands were then placed in a shallow glass trough.

3) A solution o f the poloxamer to be coated, was added slowly.

4) The poloxamer solutions were previously heated to the desired temperature for 

adsorption.

5) The trough was then placed in a water bath at the coating temperature.

Figure 5.2.2 : Perspex stand for coating plates with ploxamers.

After 24 hours incubation the plates were removed and dried. As has been concluded in

Chapter 3, poloxamer adsorption is practically irreversible and so the plates can be 

washed and dried without significant amounts of the coated poloxamer desorbing.
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Two poloxamers were studied P338 and P407. For P338 a range of coating temperatures 

and a range of measuring temperature were used, as well as a range o f concentrations. 

The variables for P338 are listed in table 5.2.1.

Table 5.2.1. Variables used in P338 adsorption to C.T.M.S. plates.

Adsorption Measurement Concentrations

temperatures °C temperatures °C mgL->

25 20 50

30 28 250

37 37 500

45 45 ^ 0 0

In the experiments with P407 only the effect of adsorption temperature was investigated, 

but in more detail. The temperatures used for P407 experiments were 15, 24, 28, 32, 37, 

45 and 50 °C. The plates were analysed with the water circulator set at 25 °C.

For each particular set of variables 5 repeats were performed.

5.2.1.3 Measurement of Contact Angles

The contact angle of each plate was measured using the Cahn DCA as described in 

Chapter 4. The test liquids used for analysis were Water, Diiodomethane, and 

Formamide.
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5.2.1.4 Measurement of Liquid Surface Tensions.

Changing the temperature of analysis can introduce another variable in that it can alter 

the nature of the test liquid. The predominant change in the test liquid is an alteration 

in the liquid’s viscosity, and a change in the liquids surface tension. The surface tensions 

of the test liquids were therefore measured at the different operating temperatures used 

in order to ascertain if they had changed significantly.

5.3 Contact Angles obtained for coated plates.

5.3.1 C.T.M.S. coated test plates.

The contact angles obtained for each of the test plates from each batch are shown in table 

5.3.1. Plates with contact angles o f less than 85® were taken as having failed. As has 

been stated if a plate failed re-incubation took place and a second test was then 

performed. The cells with two entries refer to re-incubated plates.

5.3.2 Poloxamer coated C.T.M.S. plates.

The average cosine o f the contact angle o f each set o f five plates is shown below, 

together with standard deviation. As has been discussed the standard deviations were 

measured using the cosine of the contact angle, not the contact angle in degrees, to 

standardise error.
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Table 5.3.1 Contact Angles of Test Plates.

192

Batch

Number

Contact Angle Batch

Number

Contact Angle

1 86.4 16 89.8

2 91.8 17 89.5

3 86.7 18 88.6

4 86.4 19 88.5

5 90.9 20 89.4

6 90.4 21 89.2

7 87.7 22 87.9

8 89.1 23 91.3

9 79 .6 / 91.4 24 89.6

10 83.1 / 89.5 25 88.5

11 87.7 26 84.6 / 89.4

12 87.1 27 88.8

13 85.1 28 88.9

14 79.1 / 89.1 29 90.6

15 90.4 30 92.3

5.3.2.1 P338 adsorption

Tables 5.3.2- 5.3.4 show water, Formamide and Diiodomethane contact angles for all 

four measuring temperatures and for the adsorption temperature 25 °C. The next three 

tables show the same for 30 °C, and so on. The concentrations shown are those of the 

poloxamers used for adsorption.
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Table 5.3.2 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 25 : Water.

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

mgL-' 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.245 0.0071 0.261 0.034 0.201 0.022 0.152 0.023

250 0.233 0.023 0.245 0.033 0.189 0.038 0.180 0.013

500 0.229 0.0068 0.218 0.0059 0.161 0.015 0.229 0.024

2500 0.242 0.007 0.208 0.0050 0.192 0.027 0.175 0.0071

Table 5.3.3 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 25 ®C : Formamide.

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

mg L ' 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.462 0.028 0.416 0.018 0.415 0.022 0.387 0.033

250 0.446 0.0050 0.410 0.032 0.460 0.016 0.450 0.013

500 0.395 0.0062 0.430 0.012 0.390 0.0054 0.395 0.0039

2500 0.437 0.0038 0.396 0.023 0.417 0.032 0.414 0.034

Table 5.3.4 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 25 ®C : Diiodomethane

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

mgL-' 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.600 0.0045 0.621 0.022 0.593 0.03 0.559 0.041

250 0.598 0.022 0.581 0.039 0.556 0.034 0.571 0.006

500 0.593 0.018 0.603 0.047 0.591 0.05 0.616 0.03

2500 0.514 0.0037 0.623 0.045 0.619 0.038 0.608 0.0024
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Table 5.3.5 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 30 ®C : Water.

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

mgL-' 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.298 0.0046 0.237 0.030 0.213 0.0077 0.197 0.0095

250 0.301 0.0046 0.288 0.0194 0.236 0.0251 0.224 0.0164

500 0.357 0.0142 0.292 0.031 0.284 0.0323 0.229 0.035

2500 0.520 0.0191 0.324 0.0323 0.308 0.0336 0.272 0.023

Table 5.3.6 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 30 : Formamide.

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

mgL-' 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.348 0.0044 0.293 0.0063 0.368 0.0045 0.353 0.0295

250 0.344 0.0042 0.386 0.0233 0.375 0.0184 0.374 0.009

500 0.425 0.030 0.449 0.0391 0.437 0.0299 0.395 0.0089

2500 0.439 0.0368 0.476 0.0401 0.482 0.0334 0.482 0.013

Table 5.3.7 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 30 : Diiodomethane

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

mgL-' 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. CosO s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.496 0.0258 0.488 0.0385 0.481 0.0286 0.538 0.0344

250 0.513 0.0229 0.502 0.0236 0.519 0.0164 0.535 0.0172

500 0.528 0.0286 0.526 0.0186 0.551 0.0241 0.616 0.0048

2500 0.566 0.0172 0.557 0.0174 0.560 0.0236 0.652 0.0178
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Table 5.3.8 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 37 ®C : Water.

Cone. Experimental Temperature

mgL-' 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.284 0.031 0.268 0.0036 0.255 0.0273 0.254 0.0243

250 0.299 0.0037 0.287 0.0236 0.273 0.0151 0.232 0.0274

500 0.309 0.0249 0.281 0.0171 0.280 0.0144 0.229 0.0081

2500 0.365 0.0252 0.328 0.0229 0.315 0.0269 0.286 0.0241

Table 5.3.9 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 37 ®C : Formamide.

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

mg L ' 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.439 0.0188 0.421 0.0044 0.416 0.0091 0.435 0.0215

250 0.441 0.005 0.429 0.0036 0.434 0.0199 0.409 0.0033

500 0.463 0.019 0.417 0.0134 0.408 0.0158 0.395 0.0035

2500 0.478 0.028 0.438 0.0075 0.466 0.0196 0.445 0.0233

Table 5.3.10 Cos0 for Ads. Temperature 37 ®C : Diiodomethane

Cone.

mgL-'

Experimental Temperature °C

20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.535 0.0081 0.547 0.023 0.574 0.0253 0.616 0.0112

250 0.525 0.0023 0.544 0.0108 0.557 0.0137 0.569 0.0143

500 0.552 0.0083 0.575 0.0136 0.574 0.0139 0.616 0.0053

2500 0.646 0.0018 0.591 0.0113 0.588 0.0134 0.561 0.0148
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Table 5.3.11 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 45 C : Water.

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

mgL-’ 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.311 0.0213 0.306 0.0211 0.284 0.0157 0.277 0.0171

250 0.331 0.0075 0.319 0.031 0.303 0.029 0.298 0.0148

500 0.360 0.0288 0.340 0.0148 0.356 0.0206 0.229 0.0059

2500 0.390 0.0277 0.410 0.0045 0.376 0.033 0.339 0.0054

Table 5.3.12 Cos0 for Adsorption Temperature 45 ®C : Formamide.

Cone. Experimental Temperature °C

m g L ’ 20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.452 0.0134 0.450 0.0317 0.446 0.0255 0.453 0.0069

250 0.463 0.0215 0.461 0.0142 0.461 0.0294 0.473 0.0302

500 0.489 0.0301 0.480 0.0214 0.498 0.0045 0.395 0.0099

2500 0.478 0.0041 0.538 0.0169 0.512 0.0081 0.504 0.0169

Table 5.3.13 Cos0 for Ads. Temperature 45 ®C : Diiodomethane

Cone.

m g L ’

Experimental Temperature °C

20 28 37 45

Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d. Cos0 s.d.

50 0.541 0.0212 0.533 0.0251 0.564 0.009 0.627 0.0237

250 0.543 0.0134 0.558 0.0147 0.589 0.0159 0.631 0.0308

500 0.562 0.007 0.577 0.0174 0.619 0.0147 0.616 0.0266

2500 0.585 0.0157 0.609 0.0030 0.607 0.0223 0.604 0.0129
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S.3.2.2 Contact angles with P407 coated plates.

The following three tables show the contact angles obtained for P407 coated C.T.M.S. 

plates, with three test liquids Water, Formamide, and Diiodomethane.

Table 5.3.14 Contact angles for Water on P407 coated plates.

Temperature /°C * 0 ° Cos0 s.d.

15 80.2 0.170 0.0346

24 81.1 0.154 0.0224

28 75.1 0.257 0.0204

32 80.5 0.165 0.0058

37 81.7 0.145 0.0270

45 80.7 0.162 0.0160

50 81.9 0.141 0.0320
* Temperature P407 was adsorbed.

Table 5.3.15 Contact angles for Formamide on P407 coated plates.

Temperature /°C* 0 ° Cos0 s.d.

15 68.0 0.375 0.01950

24 69.2 0.355 0.01686

28 64.7 0.428 0.01430

32 67.4 0.385 0.02452

37 68.6 0.365 0.03356

45 69.7 0.347 0.01294

50 69.5 0.350 0.01499
*Temperature P407 was adsorbed.
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Table 5.3.16 Contact angles for Diiodomethane on P407 coated plates.

Temperature /°C * 0 ° CosO s.d.

15 59.469 0.508 0.03493

24 57.452 0.538 0.01578

28 61.315 0.480 0.02405

32 59.602 0.506 0.02865

37 58.533 0.522 0.00547

45 57.316 0.540 0.01228

50 57.995 0.530 0.01758
*Temperature P407 was adsorbed.

5.3.3 Test liquid surface tensions.

The probe liquids were analysed for their surface tension at each of the operating 

temperatures used. The results are shown in table 5.3.17

Table 5.3.17 Surface tensions of the probe liquids at different 

temperatures.

Temperature ”C Water 

mN m '

Formamide 

mN m*

Diiodomethane 

mN m'^

Literature Value 72.8 58.0 50.8

25 71.21 ± 1.32 57.68 ± 0.95 51.05 ±0.71

30 70.93 ± 1.45 56.89 ±0.78 52.43 ± 0.97

37 69.95 ± 1.97 57.59 ± 1.02 51.35 ±0.67

45 67.18 ± 1.65 56.99 ±0.78 53.34 ± 1.52
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It was concluded from these results that although these test liquids were being affected 

by temperature the magnitude of the effect was too small to alter the contact angles 

significantly. These liquids are not particularly viscous and so viscosity changes over 

this fairly small temperature range should not be a factor. However if this work were 

repeated with more viscous liquids such as ethylene glycol or glycerol, this may not be 

true.

5.4 Plate surface energies.

As with the solid plates in Chapter 4, to compare the plates on the basis of contact angle 

alone would be wrong. Therefore the surface energy components for the plates were 

calculated. The dispersive, and positive and negative parts of the polar component were 

calculated using the geometric mean approach.

5.4.1 Surface energy parameters of adsorbed P338 on C.T.M.S. plates.

The surface energy paramters for P338 adsorbed at the various temperatures are shown 

in tables 5.4.1 - 5.4.4.
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Table 5.4.1 Surface energy parameters, P338 adsorbed at 25 °C.

Measuring 

Temp. °C

Cone.

mg L-i mJ m -2 mJ m-2

Yŝ  

mJ m-2

Ys' 

mJ m'2

25 50 32.0 2.02 0.086 11.9

250 32.0 1.58 0.053 11.8

500 31.8 0.41 0.003 13.7

2500 28.7 3.24 0.209 12.6

28 50 32.9 0.74 0.009 15.1

250 31.3 0.34 0.002 14.1

500 32.2 1.03 0.023 11.5

2500 310 0.74 0.011 12.3

37 50 31.8 1.00 0.018 11.0

250 30.3 3.30 0.321 8.50

500 31.7 0.48 0.006 9.52

2500 32.8 0.46 0.005 10.4

45 50 30.4 1.19 0.039 9.05

250 30.9 2.73 0.223 8.38

500 32.7 0.99 0.018 13.7

2500 32.4 0.83 0.018 9.47
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Table 5.4.2 Surface energy parameters, P338 adsorbed at 30 °C.

Measuring 

Temp. °C

Cone.

mgL-' mJ m'2

Ys^ 

mJ m'2

Yŝ  

mJ m ^

Ys' 

mJ m'2

25 50 28.0 1.34 0.0211 21.2

250 28 6 2.22 0.0564 21.8

500 29.2 0.69 0.0053 22L2

2500 30.7 4.32 0.1222 3&2

28 50 27.7 2.72 0.0969 19.0

250 2&2 0.74 0.0074 18.4

500 29.1 2.95 0.1393 15.6

2500 30.3 2.99 0.1245 16.8

37 50 27.4 1.64 0.0498 13.5

250 289 0.59 0.0059 14.9

500 30.1 1.81 0.0524 15.6

2500 30.5 3.25 0.1722 15.3

45 50 29.6 0.26 0.0013 13.2

250 29.5 0.31 0.0017 14.2

500 32.7 0.99 0.0179 13.7

2500 34.2 1.20 0.0279 12.9
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Table 5.4.3 Surface energy parameters, P338 adsorbed at 37 °C.

Measuring 

Temp. °C

Cone.

m gL’^

Ys"'" 

mJ m'^ mJ m'^

Yŝ  

mJ m'2

Ys' 

mJ m'2

25 50 2&5 235 0.0891 15.5

250 29.1 2.46 0.0975 15.5

500 30.1 2.63 0.106 16.3

2500 319 0.40 0.002 203

28 50 30.0 1.42 0.033 15.2

250 29.9 1.59 0.039 16.2

500 31.1 0.26 0.001 16.4

2500 31.7 0.00 0.000 19.2

37 50 31.0 0.64 0.007 14.5

250 30.3 1.66 0.046 15.0

500 31.0 0.00 0.000 16.8

2500 31.6 1.65 0.041 16.8

45 50 32.7 0.41 0.003 13.7

250 30.8 0.83 0.013 13.2

500 32.7 0.99 0.018 13.7

2500 30.5 1.86 0.056 15.4
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Table 5.4.4 Surface energy parameters, P338 adsorbed at 45 °C.

Measuring 

Temp. °C

Cone.

mg L '

Ys"'" 

mJ m'^ mJ m'^

Yŝ  

mJ m'^

Ys' 

mJ m'2

25 50 29.7 2.42 0.0866 16.9

250 29.8 2.61 0.0951 18.0

500 30.5 2.10 0.1101 10.0

2500 31.4 1.08 0.0131 223

28 50 29.4 2.53 0.1039 16.7

250 30.4 2.24 0.0728 17.2

500 31.1 2.28 0.0724 17.9

2500 32.4 3.16 0.1201 20.7

37 50 30.6 1.85 0.0561 15.2

250 31.6 1.56 0.0380 16.0

500 32 8 1.64 0.0365 18.4

2500 3Z3 2.40 0.0748 19.3

45 50 33.1 0.53 0.0048 14.5

250 33.3 1.03 0.0165 16.2

500 32.7 0.99 0.0179 13.7

2500 32.2 2.61 0.1024 16.7

The poloxamer coated C.T.M.S. plates show very small compared with % , this 

would suggest that they are monopolar in nature. They are fairly polar in nature, but 

most o f the surface energy is made up by the dispersive component. C.T.M.S. is a very 

hydrophobic material and uncoated plates are almost all dispersive, so these findings are 

not unexpected.
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5.4.2 Surface energy parameters of adsorbed P407 on C.T.M.S. plates.

Table 5.4.5 : Surface energy / P407 on CTMS plates at 25°C.

Adsorption

Temp.°C mJm'^

ŷ AB

mJm'2

Ys'

mJm'2

Ys'

mJm'^

15 28 5 1.725 0.0711 10.5

24 29.6 0.477 0.0055 10.3

28 27.4 3.659 0.2406 13.9

32 284 2J6 3 0.1197 9 ^ 8

37 290 1.304 0.0453 9 J 8

45 2 9 ^ 0.000 0.0000 11.1

50 29 3 0 636 0.0104 9 J 2

5.4.3 Effect of measuring temperature on surface energy parameters.

For poloxamer P338 the experimental temperature, at which the contact angles were 

measured, was varied between 2(7and 45 °C. Figures 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3, and 5.4.4, show

401
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— ▼ —  45
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H I
z
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20-

10 -

4525 30 35 40
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Figure 5.4.1 : y s' vs Measuring temperature for P338 at 2500mg 
L \  at different adsorption temperatures.
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the effect o f measuring temperature on surface energy parameters, for poloxamer 

concentrations of 2500 mgL '. There are no apparent relationships except for that of y s 

against measuring temperature, figure 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.4.2 : vs Measuring temperature for P338 at 2500mg
L \  at different adsorption temperatures.
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Figure 5.4.3 : Yŝ " vs Measuring temperature for P338 at 2500mg 
L ', at different adsorption temperatures.
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Figure 5.4.4 : vs measuring temperature for P338 at 2500mg
L \  at different adsorption temperatures.

The negative component of the surface energy of the coated plates appears to decrease 

as the measuring temperature is increased. As the polar component of the coated plates 

is mostly negative it can be considered that the polarity of the plates decreases with 

increased measuring temperature. Although it is not apparent from figure 5.4.3, looking 

at other poloxamer concentrations, there is an apparent increase in the dispersive phase 

o f the surface energy as measuring temperature is increased.

5.4.4 Effect o f concentration o f poloxamer solution.

P338 solutions were adsorbed between 50 and 2500 mg L' ;̂ figures 5.4.5 and 5.4.6 show 

the effect of poloxamer concentration on the dispersive component, and the negative 

polar component o f the surface energy of the plates produced. These results are for 

plates adsorbed at 37°C.
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Figure 5.4.5 : Ys'" vs Concentration / mg L* for P338 adsorbed 
at 37°C, at different measuring temperatures.
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Figure 5.4.6 : y*’vs Concentration / mg L ' for P338 adsorbed at 
37 °C, at different measuring temperatures.

There is a gradual increase in y^as the concentration is increased. This is certainly true 

for the plates adsorbed at 28 and 30°C, and true to a lesser extent for plates adsorbed at 

the other temperatures.
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The dispersive component appears unaffected by concentration changes. It would be 

expected that a greater amount of P338 would adsorb at a higher concentration, thereby 

imparting more of the poloxamer's surface energy to the coated plate.

5.4.5 Effect of adsorption temperature on surface energies of 

poloxamer adsorbed plates.

Plates were adsorbed with both poloxamer P338 and P407 at a range of different 

temperatures, reflecting the poloxamers’ temperature of transition. For P407 more 

temperatures were studied. Figures 5.4.7 and 5.4.8 show the effect o f adsorption 

temperature on the negative component of the surface energy, y s', for P407 and for P338 

measured at 25 °C.
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Figure 5.4.7 : Y /vs Adsorption Temperature for P407 adsorbed 
to C.T.M.S. plates.

The graph shows a peak in the y f at around 28 °C. It was discussed in Chapter 3 that
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P407 has a transition temperature in this temperature range, and it is therefore possible 

that the transition is responsible for the peak.
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Figure 5.4.8 y /  & y^‘ " vs Adsorption Temperature for 
P338 adsorbed to C.T.M.S. plates.

Figure 5.4.8 which shows the effect of adsorption temperature for P338 is not as clear 

as the figure for P407. However there is a slight inflection in the graph at around 30 °C. 

This is a bit low to directly attribute to the transition o f P338. In this case, however, 

fewer temperatures were used and so the data is inconclusive.

5.5 Discussion.

Adsorbing poloxamers to the surface of C.T.M.S. coated glass coverslips has proved to 

be a very useful method in analysing poloxamer adsorption, and the behaviour of the 

poloxamer molecule subsequent to adsorption.
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5.5.1 Effect o f measuring temperature.

It has been shown that the surface of a poloxamer adsorbed C.T.M.S. plate appears more 

hydrophobic as the temperature at which the contact angle is measured is increased, as 

indicated by the fall in y,' with temperature o f measurement (figure 5.4.6). This links 

well with the data of Holmberg et al which showed the poly(oxyethylene) side chains 

to ‘shrink’ back into the surface as the temperature was increased. The method by which 

this happens is either by the poly(oxyethylene) becoming more soluble in the aqueous 

media or by a molecular contraction. The net result, however, is to reduce the shielding 

o f the hydrophobic core of the poloxamer molecule.

This method can therefore be used to study molecular changes after adsorption.

5.5.2 Effect of Concentration of Adsorbate.

As the concentration o f poloxamer was increased in the adsorption chamber, the plates 

produced became less hydrophobic (figure 5.4.6). It would be expected that if  the plates 

had a larger covering of poloxamer they would appear more hydrophilic, and this seems 

to be the case. At a certain concentration no more poloxamer should be adsorbed; as 

described in Chapter 3 poloxamers generally only adsorb in a single layer. In effect, the 

result o f this experiment produces an adsorption isotherm, akin to those produced in 

Chapter 4, for a range of different surfaces, one of which, C.T.M.S. coated beads, should 

differ from the coated plates in terms o f geometry only.
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5.5.3 Effect o f Adsorption Temperature.

The P407 coated plates adsorbed at different temperatures, show an increase in the 

hydrophilicity of the coated plates at around the temperature of transition (Tm) for P407. 

This could be due to two effects. It is possible that at the poloxamer concentration used 

in the experiment the transition in the molecule would be sufficient to substantially 

increase the amount of surfactant adsorbing, as described with the solids in Chapter 3. 

The other possibility is that the poloxamer adsorbs in a different fashion at and above the 

transition temperature. If this were the case it is possible that different orientation or 

packing of the functional groups at the surface, thereby altering the apparent surface 

energy.

However the latter is not the case, as a change in the surface produced by a different 

conformation of adsorbed poloxamer would not be reversible after the temperature of 

adsorption was further increased. It is apparent that the adsorbed plates return in-part 

to their former surface nature after the transition temperature, thus it is more likely that 

the first hypothesis is correct.

If it is an increase in the amount of poloxamer adsorbing and not the way in which it is 

adsorbing, then if the transition temperature is due to a micellar effect, this effect is not 

mirrored in the poloxamer actually adsorbed. If  the increase is due to a micellar effect, 

it must make the poloxamer more readily adsorbable.
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6 Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography and 

Photon Correlation Spectroscopy.

6.1 Introduction

This chapter deals with two other methods which can be used to further understand the 

nature of the process of poloxamer adsorption, and the behaviour o f adsorbed poloxamer 

subsequent to the adsorption.

6.1.1 Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography.

The first of the two methods is Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography (H.I.C.). This 

is a chromatographic technique which separates, or draws distinctions between 

molecules on the basis of their hydrophobicity, that is the hydrophobic portion of their 

surface energy. The difference between this technique and other more widely used 

techniques which look at surface energy, is that the analysis takes place on liquid phase 

samples.

The technique requires a hydrophobic bed material, packed into a column. The test 

material is then passed through the column as a suspension in a carrier such as buffer. 

The hydrophobicity o f the test material will determine the amount of interaction which 

occurs between it and the bed material, and therefore how long the sample will take to 

pass through the column. A range of sample beds can be prepared, which themselves 

have a range of hydrophobicities. The bed can be the hydrophobic material by itself or 

can be an inert matrix to which the hydrophobic material is attached.
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In general the bed materials tend to be compounds o f sugars such as sepharose and 

agarose, which have hydrophobic alkane groups attached.

H.I.C. has been used for a long time for separating and distinguishing natural polymeric 

materials, such as proteins. For example. Sing et al ^^^ l̂ooked at purification of a fungal 

aspartic proteinase. Carstensen et al ^^^Mooked at adsorbed ethoxylated surfactants and 

characterised them using H.I.C.. They found a relationship between hydrophobicity and 

the proportion of the constituent polymers, that is hydrophobicity decreases with an 

increased adsorbed layer thickness. These results showed how poloxamer type 

molecules can be used optimally to create coated particles with a desired hydrophobicity. 

Wallis and Muller showed the same sorts of results using a scaled-down technique 

called Mini-Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography.

Hjertën in a review article considered different factors affecting the outcome of

H.I.C., in particular a temperature dependence was mentioned. The hydrophobic 

interaction should decrease as temperature is decreased, and this was tested with 

sepharose columns.

It was therefore decided to look at the three poloxamers that have so far been considered, 

and their effect on column residence when coated onto latex particles. The latex used in 

the hydrophobic interaction chromatography is of smaller dimensions than that used in 

adsorption studies. It has been noted in the past that different sizes of latex, which are 

produced in a different fashion, can have dissimilar surface energies. Therefore although 

the nature o f the two latex samples may be similar, they will be considered separately.
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6.1.2 Photon Correlation Spectroscopy.

Photon correlation spectroscopy is a particle sizing technique which uses the Brownian 

motion of particles to determine their size. For this work a Malvern Autosizer 2c was 

used, a standard operating procedure for this piece of equipment is included in appendix

1.3

6.2 Methods.

6.2.1 Method used for H.I.C.

The method used in these experiments was based on that used by Carstensen et al and 

Wallis and Müller

6.2.2 Column Set-up

A propyl-agarose filled column was prepared as follows. The column used was a 1cm 

bore glass tube with a tapered end, figure 6.2.1. It was 13cm long and fitted with a sinter 

at the tapered end. The propyl-agarose was filled from the stock suspension which was 

made up in 0.9% NaCl. The filling process must be slow to avoid air bubbles or cracks 

appearing in the agarose bed. The

column was then washed with around ^  -  'D e a d  v o lu m e

2.5L of distilled water, and 2.5L of buffer 

solution.
Propyl
Agarose

Sinter

^ ____— Tapered end

Figure 6.2.1 : Column Set-up.
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The buffer used for these experiments was universal buffer made to pH 6.8 with 0.2M 

NaOH. The formula used for universal buffer is shown below.

For 1000ml
Citric Acid 6 008g
Potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate 3.893g
Boric Acid 1.769g
Distilled Water Ad 1000ml

NaOH 0.2M is 8g/1000ml

6.2.3 Experimental Set-up.

See figure 6.2.3

The flow o f the carrier solution (buffer), was maintained using a syringe driver. The 

syringe driver delivered the buffer at a standard rate. The buffer was then filtered to 

remove small particles which may have interfered in the analysis stage, or could have 

caused the column to have become blocked. The buffer solution was then passed to a 

rheadine. The rheadine, figure 6.2.2, is 

basically a switch mechanism which 

allows the introduction of a test sample.

With the rheadine in the load position, 

the test sample was loaded into a side 

loop of the rheadine using a small

syringe The rheadine was then switched pigu^e 6.2.2 : Rheadine.

to the inject position and the buffer allowed to mix with the test sample. The result o f

Sample
Injection

Support Stand

Inlet
Outlet
Sample loop

this is that the buffer solution leaving the rheadine now contained the test sample.
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The solution then flowed into the top of the column where it dropped to the surface of 

the propyl-agarose bed. The dead volume above the agarose bed was kept to a minimum 

to avoid unnecessary delay in the sample mixing with the propyl-agarose. As the sample 

passed out o f the base of the column it was then taken through a flow cell in a U.V. 

spectrometer set at 350nm. The presence of latex or coated latex particles in the sample 

was then shown as a deflection. The process was constantly recorded using a chart 

recorder. The process temperature was maintained by placing the column, syringe 

driver, and injection device, in a cabinet having a controlled temperature.

Before each sample was run through the column, 100ml of buffer solution was eluted. 

After the sample had been recorded as coming through the column, or the time taken was 

great enough to assume the sample had become bound to the propyl-agarose, 100ml of 

a solution of 0.1% Triton X-100 was eluted. Triton X-100 is a powerful surfactant which 

interferes with the hydrophobic processes occurring in the column, thus allowing the 

elution of any of the sample which is still present. A further 100ml buffer was then 

eluted to return the reading to baseline level.

The test samples used were latex microspheres with a diameter o f ~ 60nm, these pass 

through the sinter without interaction. To the surface of these microspheres, poloxamers 

were adsorbed. The poloxamers used were, as in previous studies, P I88 , P338 and P407. 

0.1ml o f the microspheres were coated in 10ml o f a solution of 250mg/L of the 

poloxamer. The suspensions were left to equilibrate for 24 hours.
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Samples were prepared at a range of temperatures between 25 and 60 °C. All the 

samples were tested at 37 °C, and samples prepared at 37°C were tested at a range of 

operating temperatures. Samples were also made up using a range of poloxamer 

concentrations 

between 50 and 500mg L '\

The bed diameters were 1cm bore and 10.3cm in length. A flow rate of 35.3 mL / h was 

used. The injected volume was 600pl by three injections from a 200pl loop.

6.2.4 Method used for P.C.S.

Photon correlation spectroscopy (PCS) is a light scattering, particle size measuring 

technique, utilising the effect of particle size on a particles Brownian motion. A focused 

laser beam is used to illuminate a small volume of the sample, which is enclosed in a 

water bath at constant temperature. The sample is ideally a dilute suspension of 

particles. The light from the laser beam is then scattered from the particles and is 

collected, through a lens, into a photomultiplier, which then produces a recordable 

voltage. In a homogenous suspension of particles all the light would be scattered with 

constant intensity, however with the particles moving under Brownian motion the 

intensity o f the light fluctuates as the particles move in and out o f the beam. This 

fluctuation leads to a ‘noise’ component in the photomultiplier signal. Small particles 

move in and out rapidly and the corresponding fluctuations are also rapid, conversely 

larger particles cause slow fluctuations. The movement of the particles is by diffusion, 

so the fluctuations can lead to knowledge of the diffusion coefficient (D). The
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equivalent ditïusional spherical diameter (d) can then be found using the Stokes-Kinstein 

equalion, equation 6.1.

Equ. 6.1
D = -

k.T
STi.q.J

Where q is the viscosity of the surrounding medium, and k is a constant. To extract D 

from the noise frequency spectrum the frequency spectrum must be found. is 

dependent on the frequency of the light source, and (q) which is the scattering vector, 

which itself is related to the angle of incidence of the light arriving, and the wavelength 

o f the incident light.

A representation of a typical PCS apparatus is shown in figure 6.2.4.

Sample
Focus L em

■- - i  ■■

Beam Slop

Water Balh

C ollection  Lens

Pinhole  - - - - - - - - - - - - —

I  Tem perature  
\ C ontroller

X
■ C orrela tor

'• Photom ultiplier

C om puter  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Figure 6.2.4 : Apparatus used for Photon Correlation Spectroscopy.



6.3 Results

6.3.1 H.I.C. Residence Times.

The residence times for poloxamer coated latex microspheres were calculated as being 

the time from injection of the test sample, to the mid-point in the trace deflection. Both 

the residence time and the peak height and width were noted to give an indication of the 

proportion of the injected sample being eluted, see figure 6.3.1. In general, samples 

which had a large residence time, and therefore had interacted to a greater degree with 

the agarose bed, had smaller peak heights. From this it can be assumed that some of 

these samples became ‘bound’ to the agarose.

1
1

/ \
/ \/ \

4 -

1

Figure 6.3.1 : Typical H.I.C. trace showing dimensions of peak used.

The residence times, along with other dimensions, of samples adsorbed with the three 

poloxamers at different temperatures are shown in tables 6.3.1, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3.

The symbol is used to show samples where no peak could be detected within 30 

minutes.
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Table 6.3.1 H.I.C. Results for P338 coated latex microspheres.

Adsorption 

Temp. / °C

Residence 

Time (TJ / 

min

1 /Residence 

Time / m in ’

s.d. of 

1/T,

Peak

Height

Peak

Width

15 0 0 - -

20 0 0 - -

28 9.96 0.1004 0.0039 10.7 2.3

32 8.20 0.1220 0.0083 11.2 3.2

37 5.60 0.1786 0 12.1 3.2

45 9.07 0.1103 0.0012 10.9 2.7

50 12.33 0.0807 0.00417 9.31 2.8

Table 6.3.2 H.I.C. Results for P407 coated latex microspheres.

Adsorption 

Temp. / °C

Residence 

T im e(T J / 

min

1 /Residence 

Time / m in ’

s.d. of 

1/T,

Peak

Height

Peak

Width

15 0 0 - -

20 20.41 0.0490 0.0018 6.54 6.7

28 8.40 0.1190 0.0137 9.65 3.4

32 5.30 0.1886 0.0192 11.2 2.1

37 7.75 0.1290 0.0134 8.98 5.2

45 7.35 0.1360 0.0177 8.77 4.3

50 14.50 0.0690 0.0045 9.87 5.1
"igure 6.3.2 shows the inverse residence time as a function of temperature :"or the three

poloxamers studied. In each case there is an apparent peak in the graph which indicates 

a suspension with a low hydrophobicity. The peak temperatures are in agreement with 

the Tm measured for the poloxamers by adsorption studies.
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Table 6.3.3 H.I.C. Results for PI88 coated latex microspheres.

Adsorption 

Temp. / °C

Residence 

Time (T) / 

min

1 /Residence 

Time / min '

s.d. of

1/T,

Peak

Height

Peak

Width

15 24.30 0.04155 0.0039 6.54 6.3

20 28.32 0.0353 0.0172 5.67 4.5

28 OO 0 0 - -

32 CO 0 0 - -

37 30.12 0.0332 0.0019 8.78 5.4

45 12.33 0.0811 0.0110 7.64 3.4

50 7.87 0.1270 0.0023 7.68 1.2

55 5.95 0.1682 0.0014 13.4 1.4

60 8.75 0.1143 0.0032 11.2 3.2

0.201

CD I

il
8
C
<D 0.05- 
v>
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^  o.oa

■ P188
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20 30 40 50 6010

Temperature "C

Figure 6.3.2 : Inverse residence times for poloxamer adsorbed latex.
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6.3.1.1 Residence times for coated latex measured at different

temperatures.

The following table (6.3.4) shows the residence times for P338 coated latex 

microspheres adsorbed at 37 °C, and measured at a range of temperatures.

Table 6.3.4 Residence times for P338 coated spheres run at different 

temperatures.

Temperature / °C Residence Time / mins

25 5.9 ±0.2

32 5.23 ± 0.37

36 5.05 ± 0.65

40 5.09 ±0.4

6.3.1.2 Residence times for coated latex, using different 

concentrations o f poloxamer.

Coated latex microspheres were prepared using a range of concentrations of P338, and 

run through the column. The residence times for these are shown in table 6.3.5. 

Table 6.3.5 Residence times for microspheres prepared with different

concentrations o f P338.

Concentration / mg L ' Residence Time / mins

500 5.6 ±0.4

250 5.8 ±0 .6

50 21.2 ± 1.9

20
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6.3.2 Particle Size Results.

The particle sizes of coated latex microspheres were analysed at a range of temperatures, 

and a range of adsorption temperatures were used to prepare the samples. Some 

experiments were carried out using poloxamer solutions of different concentrations.

As Photon Correlation Spectroscopy is dependent on Brownian motion to calculate the 

particle size, as temperature is increased the Brownian motion also increases thus the 

particles will appear smaller. The refractive index of the liquid in which the particles 

are suspended also changes with temperature, although for water this change is relatively 

small. For these reasons the particle size of uncoated latex was also found at a range of 

temperatures. The difference between coated and uncoated would then be equivalent to 

the adsorbed layer thickness.

6.3.2.1 Uncoated Latex Particle Size.

The latex microspheres were suspended in water at the same concentration as that used 

in the adsorbed latex. The particle size was then measured between 10 and 58 °C. The 

particle sizes are shown in table 6.3.6.
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Table 6.3.6 Particle sizes of uncoated latex microspheres.

226

Temperature °C Particle Size / nm s.d.

10 71.4 0

21 56u2 0

27 48.45 0.25

33 43.65 0.25

36 41.3 0.5

39 38.4 0.9

42 36/2 1

45 35.65 0.45

48.2 34.2 0.2

5&2 3Z5 0

A plot of particle size against measurement temperature is shown in figure 6.3.3. The 

plot shows how the latex particle size appears to decrease as the temperature is 

increased. With a substance such as latex which is solid and inert, this particle size 

change with temperature must be put down to the effect of temperature changes on the 

Photon Correlation Spectroscope itself. However if  these results are used as a standard, 

other particles sizes can then be related to them.
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Figure 6.3.3 : Particle sizes for uncoated latex particles /nm vs measurement 
temperature °C.

6.3.2.2 Latex microspheres plus poloxamers adsorbed at different 

temperatures.

All three of the poloxamers studied were adsorbed at a range of temperatures to Latex 

60nm. The adsorbed layer thicknesses for the poloxamers adsorbed at different 

temperatures are shown in tables 6.3.7, 6.3.8 and 6.3.9. The adsorbed layer thickness 

was calculated by taking the latex particle size at that measuring temperature from the 

apparent coated latex particle size.
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Table 6.3.7 Adsorbed layer thickness (ALT) for P188 adsorbed to

Latex 60nm at different temperatures.

Poloxamer Temperature °C Size / nm s.d.

P188 25 2T52 2.133

P188 32 24.99 2.795

P188 37 2319 3.0

P188 45 24.07 2.342

P188 55 25.17 1.344

Table 6.3.8 ALT for P338 adsorbed at different temperatures.

Poloxamer Temperature °C Size / nm s.d.

P338 25 31.92 4

P338 32 30.97 3.53

P338 37 30.89 3.687

P338 45 31.04 3 68

P338 55 30.87 3.45

Table 6.3.9 ALT for P407 adsorbed at different temperatures.

Poloxamer Temperature °C Size / nm s.d.

P407 25 22 69 1.945

P407 32 23.52 2.204

P407 37 21.69 2.594

P407 45 20.79 3.791

P407 55 18.09 2.976
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The adsorbed layer thicknesses for the three poloxamers adsorbed to latex 60nm are 

shown in figure 6.3.4.

H

c

O

P188
40-, P338 

■A— P407
3 5 -

3 0 -

2 5 -

20 -

15-

25 30 35 40

Temperature °C
45 50 55

Figure 6.3.4 : Adsorbed layer thicknesses for three poloxamers 
adsorbed to latex 60nm at a range of temperatures.

The figure shows no apparent inflections at or around the transition temperatures for the 

three poloxamers. This would seem to indicate that the effect of transition on adsorption 

o f poloxamers does not lead to the adsorbed poloxamer having a different conformation, 

which would be detected as an alteration in the particle size.

The figure does show a ranking of the three poloxamers in terms o f their adsorbed layer 

thickness, with P338 having the thickest adsorbed layer, and PI 88 the thinnest.
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6.3.2.3 Particle sizes of poloxamer coated latex, prepared from 

different poloxamer concentrations.

The first few experiments were carried out using dilute poloxamer solutions, 5 mg L ' 

and 10 mg L ' solutions showed very little difference from the latex particles by 

themselves. This was due to there being insufficient coverage of the latex particles. 

More concentrated solutions, 250 mg L'  ̂ and 500 mg IL , were fairly similar but 

showed a much larger adsorbed layer thickness. It can therefore be assumed that the 

250mg L ' solutions which were used for the rest of the particle sizing experiments 

showed a true reflection of the adsorbed layer thickness of poloxamer coated latex. 

However it is not really feasible to construct an adsorption isotherm using particle sizing 

as at low concentrations the particle size is not reflective of the amount of surfactant 

adsorbed.

6.3.2.4 Poloxamer coated latex measured at different temperatures.

The poloxamers were incubated for 24 hours at 37°C, the concentration used was 

250mgL'% with 0.1ml latex 60nm. The particle size was measured at a range of 

temperatures. As has been discussed the adsorbed layer thickness of the coated particles 

was calculated by subtraction of the latex particle size at that measuring temperature. 

The adsorbed layer thicknesses (ALT) for the three poloxamers, along with their standard 

deviations, are shown in table 6.3.10. Figures 6.3.5, 6.3.6 and 6.3.7 show the particle 

size measured against measurement temperature for the three poloxamers. These plots 

include the latex particle size at that temperature and the adsorbed layer thickness. 

Figure 6.3.8 shows the ALT for the three poloxamers with temperature.
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Table 6.3.10 Adsorbed Layer Thicknesses for three poloxamers on

latex 60nm, measured at different temperatures.

Measurement P188 F338 P407

Temperature °C ALT s.d. ALT s.d. ALT s.d

20 23.3 1.0 28 95 0.3 2T 0 1.1

25 22.9 1.4 26 17 0.6 253 0.5

30 2&5 0.7 2533 0.6 233 0.9

35 18.3 1.0 24.70 0.8 203 1.1

40 16.7 0.7 1930 0.5 193 1.1

45 15.85 1.8 17.80 2.1 17.6 1.3

50 12.4 1.6 16.10 1.5 163 2.1

55 10.1 1.6 15.34 1.1 11.1 2.1

59 5 11.3 0.9 15 89 2.1 12.1 1.3
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Figure 6.3.5 : Particle size of F188 coated microspheres measured at 
different temperatures.
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Figure 6.3.6 : Particle size of P338 coated microspheres measured 
at different temperatures.
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Figure 6.3.8 : ALT s for all poloxamers at different measuring 
temperatures.

The graphs all show a reduction in the apparent particle size of the coated latex 

microspheres as the temperature is increased. Taking into account the ‘change’ in latex 

size over this measurement temperature range, and plotting coating layer thickness 

against temperature still shows a reduction in particle size as the temperature is 

increased. This result reflects well on those shown by who stated that the 

poly(oxyethylene) side chains of the poloxamer molecule were capable of changing in 

apparent size as the temperature of the medium was changed.

The two theories behind the poly(oxyethylene) molecular changes, are a solubilisation 

process with increased temperature, or a shrinkage o f the molecule with increased 

temperature. These results seem to suggest a reduction in molecular size.
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6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography.

There were three main areas o f interest under investigation by H.I.C., the suitability of 

the technique as a back-up to other methods of surface energy determination, the effect 

o f temperature on the surface nature o f adsorbed poloxamer, and the effect o f other 

variables such as poloxamer concentration and analysis temperature.

6.4.1.1 H.I.C. for surface energy determination.

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography has proved itself to be a useful tool in 

analysing the behaviour o f solids, such as poloxamer adsorbed latex, in colloidal 

suspension, with respect to their surface properties. The apparatus used here was simple 

to set up and use, but was intended only for preliminary work. Residence times in the 

propyl agarose column, are unique to that column, and so can only be used to compare 

samples run through it. The surface energy data which was derived from the column is 

purely comparative. It would therefore be useful to repeat this work in the future with 

a column setup which could be more reproducible from lab to lab.

Propyl agarose was chosen to give data for a wide range of hydrophobicities, however, 

a number o f latex suspensions did not elute from the column. Other agarose derivatives 

are available for this work, indeed a diagnostic quality range o f pre-filled agarose 

columns are available commercially. These columns alow highly definitive 

determination o f hydrophobicity but are very costly.
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6.4.1.2 Effect of adsorption temperature on the surface nature of 

poloxamer adsorbed latex.

At the concentration used 250 mgL'% the effect of temperature on the ‘amount’ of 

poloxamer adsorbing is quite significant. The results observed are in agreement with 

those observed in chapter 3. At a certain temperature, which is unique to the poloxamer 

used, the residence time for the suspension decreases dramatically. This decrease in 

retention time must be due to a an increase in the hydrophilicity of the suspension. This 

would correspond to a better coverage o f the hydrophobic latex particle by the 

poloxamer molecule which would occur at the transition temperature (Tm). It is also 

possible that similar amounts of poloxamer are adsorbed and that the increase in 

hydrophilicity is due to an alteration of the adsorbed surfactant at Tm. This would 

involve the POE shielding the POP core more effectively.

6.4.1.3 Effect o f other variables on the surface nature of poloxamer 

adsorbed latex.

The concentration of poloxamer used in the adsorption process can affect considerably 

the residence time in the column, up to a certain point. This could be seen as being 

equivalent to the adsorption isotherm for poloxamer on latex. As the equilibrium 

concentration of poloxamer is increased to the plateaux region of the isotherm, adding 

further poloxmer does not increase the hydrophilicity.

The effect of analysis temperature is not clear. It was thought that increasing the 

temperature in the cabinet might lead to the POE side chains shrinking in size or
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becoming more soluble, thereby affecting the hydrophobicity o f the suspension. This 

effect was not noted. However the residence times for these experiments were all very 

similar and the errors involved were significant, if the experiment were repeated with a 

more sensitive system differences may still be observed.

6.4.2 Photon Correlation Spectroscopy. 

6.4.2.1 Effect of poloxamer concentration.

Photon correlation spectroscopy is a sensitive method of particle size analysis and can 

show within a few nanometres, differences in particle size. It was found that the 

thickness o f an adsorbed layer of surfactant, such as a poloxamer, can be measured 

accurately. The thickness of the adsorbed layer does not alter noticeably with different 

concentrations o f poloxamer. This would be expected as the method of calculating 

particle size does not allow for a sphere with irregularly adsorbed molecules on the 

surface.

6.4.2.2 Effect o f altering poloxamer.

The different poloxamers have different adsorbed layer thickness, P338 being the 

thickest P407 next and P I88 the thinnest adsorbed layer. These results correlate with 

those o f other workers and are expected as this is the molecular size order also.

6.4.2.3 Effect o f changing the adsorption temperature.

When poloxamers were adsorbed at different temperatures, the adsorbed layer thickness 

remained fairly constant for all the poloxamers studied. Only five temperatures were
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studied and it would be useful to increase the number of data points.

There is perhaps a slight dip in the adsorbed layer thickness at the Tm for each 

poloxamer, however this change cannot be considered to be significant. These results 

would seem to indicate that the adsorbed poloxamer does not undergo a significant 

conformational change at the transition temperature.

6 4.2.4 Effect o f measuring temperature.

W ith each poloxamer there is a steady decrease in the adsorbed layer thickness as the 

temperature is increased. This holds true until higher temperatures where it would seem 

a plateau region is appearing, where the adsorbed layer thickness levels out. These 

results would seem to substantiate the theory that POE side chains decrease in size as the 

temperature is increased, either by molecular contraction or by increased association 

with water molecules.
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7 Microcalorimetry

7.1 Introduction.

Adsorption is a thermodynamic process, and so it was thought to be useful to investigate 

the process of poloxamer adsorption in this manner.

Most processes either produce or require heat to take place, the principle of 

microcalorimetry is to provide a controlled environment for the process to occur, such 

that any heat which is produced or required, is taken up or provided by an ‘infinite’ heat 

sink. The passage o f heat can only occur through the thermopiles arranged around the 

sample, which detect it and produce a voltage which can then be recorded. The heat 

changes are compared to a control experiment which is run in parallel.

For this work a Thermometric TAM'"' Thermal Activity Monitor was used. The 

arrangement of the thermopiles and sample cells is shown in figures 7.1 and 7.2.

Measunng 
Cup

Tliennopemiopile

Figure 7.1 : TAM detection 
and measurement unit.

To output differential voltage

Caionm etnc 
Unit Thermostatcd 

Water Bath
Heal Sink -

Measuring 
Cup

Reference
Vessel

Sample-------
Vessel

Calibration
Resistors

l -T  W*terB*ai ... .
t Temperature 1

- 4 Control Unit F

Figure 7.2 : The functional design 
of the TAM.
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In order to accurately measure small heat flows over a long period of time, the sample 

environment must be maintained at a constant temperature. For this reason the 

measuring cup is placed in a water bath which is thermostated to within 0.0001 °C over 

a 24 hour period. As well as this the use of a reference cell also helps to increases 

sensitivity by effectively reducing background noise.

The sample to be measured is placed into the reaction vessel either in a self contained 

ampoule system or as a flow system. The sample is always equilibrated with the heat 

sink before being lowered all the way into the reaction chamber.

The voltages produced by reactions are interpreted using sophisticated software. In this 

case the Digitam™ 3M was used. The software plots power output against time and will 

allow modification of the data to reduce noise for instance.

7.2 Method

To investigate the adsorption of poloxamers onto latex microspheres a titration 

method was employed. This made use of a titration cell which contained the latex 

microspheres in suspension. To this cell, by way of a micro cannula, the poloxamer 

solution was introduced. The contents o f the cell were continuously stirred using a 

propeller shaped stirrer. A diagrammatic representation o f the cell used is shown in 

figure 7.3.
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Stirrer Motor

Flow Divider

Main Tube
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Figure 7.3 : Representation of the cell used for 
titration experiments.

Supply of the poloxamer solution was by a micro-pump which delivered aliquots of 0.2-1 

pL into the cell. In each experiment the cell was then left stirred for the contents to 

equilibrate before the next aliquot could be added. The experimental setup is shown in 

figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4 : Experimental setup for microcalorimetry.
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In chapter 4 the adsorption of poloxamers onto latex has already been investigated. The 

concentrations o f poloxamer used in HIC and PCS, which were sufficient to coat the 

latex, were not concentrated enough to produce large heat changes in the reaction vessel. 

So in the calorimetry experiments poloxamer solutions of 2500 mgL * were used. This 

solution was added, in 20pL aliquots, to a suspension of latex particles which was 

0.02ml of latex 2.5%, in 2ml total of water. The speed the aliquots were added was 1 pL 

per second. After each addition the system was allowed to equilibrate for half an hour 

to bring the deflection back to baseline. The calorimeter program consisted of baseline, 

addition, baseline, each part being half an hour, thus the time between additions was 

effectively one hour.

The effect o f changing the temperature of the water bath was investigated by raising it 

from the usual 25°C to 30,35, and 40°C. At each temperature the titration process was 

repeated as above.

7.3 Results

Unfortunately, although titration plots were produced for this adsorption process, they 

were not repeatable at a set temperature. Therefore, titration plots at different 

temperatures could not be compared accurately. From plots with reproducible peaks, 

titration curves could be produced, one such plot measured at 25°C is shown in figure

7.5, which shows how the heat of adsorption gradually reduces as the plateau region of 

the adsorption isotherm is reached.
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There were some ditïerences between experiments run at different temperatures, in that 

the peak integrals did seem to fall with increasing temperatures. This would indicate a 

drop in adsorption. However, these results cannot be considered significant due to the 

high amounts o f error involved. Figure 7.5 which shows how the response of the 

microcalorimeter, which equates with the heat of adsorption, reduces as more and more 

poloxamer is added. This is as expected and taken in isolation is a reasonable result. 

However when the experiment was repeated the output, although showing the same sort 

o f trend, was not reproducible.
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Figure 13  : Heats of adsorption with increasing additions of poloxamer.
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7.4 Discussion

The reason why this work did not show the reproducible titration plots expected is 

unclear. It is probable that there exist some problems with the method, although 

attempts were made to reduce any external differences between experiments. The fact 

that the temperatures used were around the transition temperatures for the poloxamers 

may explain some of the variations in peak integrals with poloxamer addition. It would 

be interesting to repeat this work. However the experimental set-up would need to be 

examined to reduce the errors apparent.
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8 Discussion

In this work the properties of poloxamer surfactants have been studied using a variety 

o f approaches, and using a selection of techniques. The are several areas o f interest 

when considering these surfactants; their adsorption behaviour, the effect o f temperature 

on the poly(oxypropylene) core and the effect of temperature on the poly(oxyethylene) 

side chains. As well as considering the poloxamers in detail, the effect of the surface 

nature of the solid and surfactant was studied, to see if  the adsorption behaviour of a 

surfactant could be predicted in this way.

8.1 Adsorption of poloxamers.

The adsorption o f three poloxamers, P I8 8 , P338 and P407, has been studied using a 

range of different solids. The first solid used was Atovaquone, a hydrophobic poorly 

soluble material. The poloxamers adsorbed well to this solid, showing Langmuir type 

adsortpion isotherms. This indicates that the poloxamers were adsorbing in mono-layer 

to the solid surface, and that no stronger interactions, such as chemical interactions or 

pore effects, were taking place.

The current theory on poloxamer adsorption is that the poly(oxypropylene) core adsorbs 

to the solid surface and the poly(oxyethylene) side chains protrude from the surface, see 

figure 8.1. These experiments and the experiments on poloxamer surface nature 

substantiate this theory. It was shown that POP has much higher spreading coefficients 

on hydrophobic solids than POE, indicating that POP is much more likely to adsorb to 

hydrophobic solids than POE.
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Subsequent experiments showed 

the adsorption to be mostly 

irreversible (see Chapter 3). This 

would agree with the proposal 

that there are ‘loop’ and ‘train’ 

contacts between the poloxamer 

and the particle surface. Where 

‘loop’ is an area o f minimal contact, and ‘train’ is an area of multiple contacts. With 

these areas of multiple contact, if  one contact breaks there are still many more to hold 

the surfactant to the solid surface.

Solid Suxtace

Figure 8.1 : Adsorption of poloxamers 
showing loops and trains.

With Atovaquone very clear Langmuir type isothenns were formed, however, with some 

o f the other solids used there was no plateau region in the isotherm. This suggests that 

there may be further adsorption after the monolayer has fonned, and this has been 

observed by other workers. Poloxamers are certainly able to fonn complex structures 

in concentrated solution, multi-layer adsorption, if it occurs, could have similar 

structures^'^^.

8.2 Effect of temperature.

Several of the techniques used investigated the effect of temperature on poloxamer 

adsorption. The behaviour of the poloxamer can be divided into; the effect of 

temperature on poloxamer adsorption and the effect o f altering the temperature after 

adsorption.
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8.2.1 Changing the adsorption temperature.

Adsorption studies showed that the amount of poloxamer adsorbing reduced as the 

temperature was increased. At a certain point, which was different for each of the 

poloxamers, the amount adsorbing then increased to a maximum. After the maximum 

point o f adsorption the amount adsorbing then decreased as before. This maximum point 

o f adsorption correlated with a transition temperature (Tm ) which had previously been 

measured for the poloxamers. The transition has been attributed to the dehydration of 

the poly(oxypropylene) core of the poloxamer molecule. The actual transition also 

corresponds with a change in the micellar behaviour of the molecule. For dilute systems 

such as the one used here, as the temperature is increased to the Tm the system goes 

from containing just monomers to containing micelles. Therefore it must be the onset 

o f micelle formation which leads to increased adsorption. The spreading coefficients 

calculated for the component molecules show only POP to spread well to the surface, 

and if  it is only POP which is adsorbed then the theory pertaining to POP dehydration 

must be correct.

It is interesting to note that the transition temperature can be found using adsorption 

studies, which use poloxamer equilibrium concentrations of just 5 mgL* as compared 

with high sensitivity differential scanning calorimetry, which only shows Tm down to 

a concentration o f 500 mgL'\

There is also a possibility that the poloxamer adsorbs in a more dense form at the Tm, 

dehydrated POP taking up less space on the surface. Possibly the proportion of ‘loop’
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and ‘train’ form adsorption is different. The reversibility o f adsorption is not however 

altered by moving above or below the Tm.

Using poloxamer coated onto C.T.M.S. coated glass coverslips, a uniform surface was 

produced, where the surface nature o f poloxamer adsorbed below, at and above Tm 

could be studied. In solutions with below the plateau region equilibrium concentration 

of poloxamer, the Tm was again shown by an increase in the hydrophilicity of the plate 

as Tm was approached. In these cases the increase can only be attributed to a greater 

coverage of the plate surface by poloxamer molecules. In more concentrated solutions, 

no difference were observed, indicating that once the plateau region of poloxamer 

adsorption has been reached, adding more poloxamer, or poloxamer in a different form 

does not alter the surface nature of the plate.

Figure 8.2 : Representation of the adsorption of poloxamer above and below Tm.
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Figure 8.2 shows a representation of poloxamer adsorption above and below Tm. Below 

Tm the POP is hydrated and will adsorb to a hydrophobic solid if  the chance arises. 

However as the temperature is increased the POP dehydrates, shrinks and becomes 

increasingly hydrophobic. Once it reaches a temperature approaching the Tm, micelles 

start to form in order to reduce the POP interfacial tension, by shielding it from the 

hydrophilic media. Another way for the POP to reduce its interfacial tension is to 

become adsorbed to the solid with the POE still shielding the POP core. Therefore the 

benefit in adsorbing to the solid must outweigh that of forming mono or multi-molecular 

micelles.

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography and photon correlation spectroscopy also show 

the Tm effect on adsorption. In these experiments it is adsorption to latex microspheres. 

As the Tm is reached HIC shows reduced residence times. This indicates that the 

poloxamer coated latex has become more hydrophilic. This effect is noted for solutions 

which are less concentrated than the plateau region o f adsorption. As for the plate 

studies more concentrated solutions do not show great differences in hydrophilicity. PCS 

studies do not show differences in adsorbed layer thickness at or around Tm. These 

results indicate that at Tm POP adsorbs in a more compact form, and to a greater extent, 

but that the entire adsorbed molecule does not protrude from the surface more or less 

than at other temperatures.
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8.2.2 Changing the measuring temperature.

It is known that adsorbed POE can change its conformation considerably when then 

temperature is changed. Although it has been established in this work that POE is not 

really involved in poloxamer adsorption, once it is adsorbed conformation changes can 

affect the behaviour of the complex. In these experiments three techniques looked at 

post adsorption changes in POE, HIC, PCS and the coated plates.

HIC showed that there was not a significant difference in residence times for poloxamer 

coated latex, run at different temperatures. This would seem to indicate that POE 

conformational changes do not lead to a change in the hydrophobicity of the coated latex.

PCS showed that the adsorbed layer thickness o f coated latex particles reduces as the 

temperature is increased. This reduction appears to slow a little at higher temperatures. 

The POP is bound to the surface and should not in theory change considerably after 

adsorption, therefore this particle size must be attributed to a reduction in the apparent 

size of the POE side chains. The most probable method for this apparent size change is 

that the POE shrinks in on itself, possible by reducing the number of associated water 

molecules.

The poloxamer / C.T.M.S. coated glass coverslips appear more hydrophobic as the 

temperature at which contact angle is measured. There is certainly a reduction in y /and  

a gradual increase in y  as the temperature is increased.
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This effect is important in that if POE side chains do not protrude to the same extent into 

the surrounding media, the ability of the poloxamer to stabilise the system through steric 

hindrance, will be reduced. This would be especially significant to poloxamers with 

relatively small POE side chains.

8.3 Predictions of amount adsorbing.

It was one of the aims of this project to establish whether knowledge of poloxamer, and 

or solid, surface energy could be used to optimise surfactant use in liquid systems such 

as suspensions. The project found that there is a relationship between solid surface 

energy and the amount of surfactant which adsorbs to it. However this relationship is not 

a clear cut one, and more information than just the solid surface energy would be needed 

to predict accurately the amount of surfactant that would adsorb. Spreading coefficients 

calculated for the components o f the poloxamer molecule as phase 1 and the solid as 

phase 2, show that POP is much more likely to spread onto the surface of a hydrophobic 

solid than POE. Using a combination of POE and POP gives an idea of how the 

poloxamer itself would behave. These results agree with the theory that only POP is 

involved with poloxamer adsorption.

The size of the POP component is also important in poloxamer adsorption, larger POPs 

do not adsorb to the same degree as do smaller. This suggests that packing of POP on 

the surface o f a solid is also an important factor in adsorption. It is also possible that 

surface geometry, and particle size play a part in the adsorption process, and knowledge 

of all these factors should be attained if possible.
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8.4 Comparisons of analysis methods.

In this work three methods were used to calculate surface energy values, and several 

methods for measuring POE, POP surface energies. The methods used to calculate 

surface energy were , the geometric mean, harmonic mean and Neumann’s equation of 

state methods. O f these the mean approaches give more information of the surface 

energy than Neumann’s method, but all o f the methods give useful information of solid 

surface energy. The techniques used to work out the POE and POP surface energies 

show interesting differences. Techniques which involve compaction result in different 

surfaces which in general are less hydrophobic. This is in agreement with previous work 

which show functional group changes at the surface with compaction. Using melted 

PEG showed itself to give an accurate representation o f the POE surface energy, and is 

developed from PEG in solution, PEG(melt) is equivalent to a PEG solution of 100%.

8.5 Conclusions

This work has produced a lot of interesting data about the poloxamer surfactants. These 

surfactant are used quite widely in the pharmaceutical industry and more knowledge of 

how they behave can only be useful in optimising their performance in formulations. 

Poloxamers undergo a temperature related transition, which affects Their ability to form 

micellar structures, this then affects the way the poloxamer solution behaves. 

Adsorption experiments have shown that the transition creates conditions for increased 

poloxamer adsorption. This transition has also been observed using experiments which 

rely on surface nature to show if  adsorption has taken place.
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The surface nature of solids has also been shown to be a useful tool in predicting their 

behaviour in practical situations. Techniques such as PCS, HIC, and using coated glass 

as a test solid, have been shown to be applicable to pharmaceutical situations.

8.6 Future Work

There are several interesting results produced by this work which could be investigated 

further. The effect o f temperature on poloxamer surfactants has been attributed to a 

micellar effect. The actual method by which changes in micelle behaviour alter the 

amount of surfactant adsorbing, needs to be looked at in more detail. The alterations in 

micelle structure could be looked at using microscopic techniques, where it is now 

possible to study materials in aqueous solution. Certainly methods, such as 

microcalorimetry, which are based on the thermodynamic changes occurring, could shed 

more light on the actual processes taking place. Microcalorimetry was unsuccessfully 

used but with a different experimental set-up better results would definitely be produced.

The effect of surface nature on physical processes needs to be looked at further, it would 

be interesting to repeat the surface energy / adsorption work with a wider number of 

solids, perhaps to create a data base large enough to allow accurate predictions of solid 

behaviour in systems such as suspensions. HIC has showed itself to be useful for 

investigating the surface nature of suspended particles, future work could use more 

highly defined limits o f hydrophobicity to produce much more accurate data o f surface 

energy. The HIC experiment in this work is comparative and a more defined 

experimental set-up would allow definitive values of hydrophobicity to be calculated.
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I.l. BET Surface Area Analyser

Standard Operating Procedure

see Figures I.l, 1.2,1.3

1.1.1.) Degassing the Sample

1.1.1. l)Check “R e f’ selector valve is in the “DETECT” position.

1.1.1.2.)Check nitrogen gas is running into the system.

1.1.1.3.)Switch on R e f flow meter and set the flow rate at between 15 and 20 cmVmin, 

leave it for 2-3 minutes to be stabilized.

1.1.1.4.)Tum on “power” and leave to warm up for 5-10 minutes.

1.1.1.5.)Zero setting;

1.1.1.5.1)set “ATT” button to position, adjust to zero with “Zero 

Coarse” control.

1.1.1.5.2)set “ATT” button to 16 position, adjust to zero with “Zero 

Coarse” control.

1.1.1.5.3)set “ATT” button to 1, adjust to zero with “Zero Fine” control.

1.1.1.5.4)check zero setting again by turning “ATT” button from °° to 1. 

If it is not zero repeat steps 5.1-5.3 above.

1.1.1.6 .)Attach the sample cell to the selected outgassing station.

1.1.1.7.)Put the thermol jacket or mantel on the cell and connect the thermocouple to the 

lower panel.
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1.1.1.8.)Set the heating temperature as required (Maximum temperature 300°C. For 

temperatures higher than 300°C, a quartz cell should be substituted.

1.1.1.9.)Check the zero setting nd Ig value (using the Ig switch to adjust its value to 150).

1.1.1.10 .)Open the flow meter of the sample cell and adjust flow rate to 15-20 cmVmin, 

then turn the selector valve of this cell to “DETECTOR”.

I .l .l .l  l.)Tum on the selector valve of “R e f’ from “DETECTOR” to “VENT” position.

N.B. make sure there is always gas going through the “DETECTOR”

1.1.1.12.)Degas until the display window shows no difference between the sample and 

“R ef’, return the temperature to room temperature, take off the mantel and allow 

to cool down to room temperature.

1.1.1.13.)Tum the selector valve of “R e f’ to “DETECT” position.

1.1.1.14.)Tum the selector valve of sample from “DETECT” to “VENT” position.

N.B. alternatively carry out degassing procedure over night.

If  there are no more sample to be degassed proceed to step 15, else repeat steps 5-14.

1.1.1.15.)Close flow meter toggle of sample.

1.1.1.16.)Tumoffthe power.

1.1.1.17.)Close R e f flow meter toggle.
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1.1.2.) Sample M easurem ent (Premixed Gases)

1.1.2.1.)Check V4 remains open.

1.1.2 .2 .)Tum on nitrogen gas and adjust pressure to 10 psi.

1.1.2.3.)Tum on premixed gas and adjust pressure to 15 psi.

1.1.2.4.)Adjust flow meters Mj to 100 and M 3 to 90 with N, and N3 valves.

1.1.2.5.)Tum on “Pow er”, leave it for 30 mins to warm up the system.

1.1.2.6.)Zero setting;

1.1.2.6. l.jCheck Ig value by pushing Ig button down, it should read 150, if 

not, adjust it to 150 using the Ig valve.

1.1.2.6.2.)set “ATT” button to «3 position, adjust to zero with “Zero 

Coarse” control.

1.1.2.6.3.)set “ATT” button to 16 position, adjust to zero with “Zero 

Coarse” control.

1.1.2.6.4.)set “ATT” button to 1, adjust to zero with “Zero Fine” control.

1.1.2.6.5.)check zero setting again by turning “ATT” button from ™tol .  

If it is not zero repeat steps 6 .2-6.5 above.

1.1.2.6.6.)depress “ADS/DES” button, both should read the same value (less 

than± l).

1.1.2 .7. )P  ̂reading;

1.1.2.7.1.)Open valve (Vg,) with (V,) closed.

1.1.2.7.2.)Depress (P„) button, the digital display shows the real ambient 

pressure.
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1.1.2.7.3.)Release (P J  button to return the signal to the normal display.

1.1.2.8.)Threshold setting;

1.1.2.8. l.)The threshold should be adjusted so that the green light turns off 

as the signal decreases to between 1.0 and 0.5.

1.1.2.9.)Sample measurement;

1.1.2.9.1.)Detach the sample cell from the outgassing station and move the 

cell to sample station, turn the selector valve from “by-pass” 

position to “cell”.

1.1.2.9.2.)Check “zero” setting with the “ADS” button depressed.

1.1.2.9.3.)Raise the Dewar flask so that the sample cell is just completely 

immersed in the liquid nitrogen.

N.B. Care should be taken not to freeze the rubber “o” rings in the cell holder.

1.1.2.9.4.)Using “ATT” switch set the peak height to about 60.

1.1.2.9.5.)When the signal returns to baseline or zero, depress the “DES” 

button and zero the signal meter if  it is not zero.

1.1.2.9.6.)Depress the integrator button to reset the integration counts to 

zero.

1.1.2.9.7.)Lower the Dewar flask and immerse the sample completely in 

water at room temperature until the sample rotometer (M 3) float 

returns to within one centimetre of its starting position.
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1.1.2.9.8.)During desorption note the peak height reading on the signal 

display window, the peak height should not exceed 160, if it dose, 

a higher attenuation setting is required.

1.1.2.9.9.)When the signal returns to zero, record the integrated count value.

Ll.2.9.10.)Repeat this procedure for three values.

I.1.2.10.)Calibration;

1.1.2.10.1.)Check “DES” button is depressed, open valve (Vg).

1.1.2.10.2.)Reset the integrator to zero.

1.1.2.10.3.)Use a gas-tight syringe to withdraw pure nitrogen from the outlet 

marked “OUT”.

1.1.2.10.4.)Inject a known volume of calibrating gas. The subsequent peak 

height should be within 10-15% of that obtained through desorption, 

and the integrate value should be close to that obtained from 

desorption.

1.1.2.10.5.)Record the calibration volume and integrator count.

1.1.2.1 l.)Tum the selector valve on sample station from “cell” to “by-pass” position.

1.1.2.12.)Tum off the “POWER”.

1.1.2.13.)Tum off both gases.

CAUTION : NEVER TURN OFF GASES BEFORE TURNING OFF POWER!!
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1.1.3.) Mixing gases for M ultipoint method.

1.1.3. l.)For a multipoint analysis the above method must be repeated at a number, not less

than three, o f different sample gas mixtures.

1.1.3.2.)The gas mixtures are regulated using a flow rate sampler.

1.1.3.2.1.)Turn on the gas supply to the sampler, carrier gas Helium and 

sample gas Nitrogen.

1.1.3.2.2.)Adjust both gases to around 15 psi.

1.1.3.2.3.)Tum on the PO W ER

1.1.3.2.4.)Adjust the flow rates of the two gases sing the Flow controls, 

switching between the gases using the toggle.

1.1.3.2.5.) For a standard Multipoint method the following three mixtures 

are used.

10% Nitrogen 2 Helium 18

20% Nitrogen 4 Helium 16

30% Nitrogen 6 Helium 14

1.1.3.3.)Carry out a full analysis of the sample, and take calibration values at each of the 

above mixtures.

1.1.3.4.)Tum off the POW ER

1.1.3.5.)Tum off the gas supplies.
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1 . 2  CAHN DCA-312

Standard Operating Procedure

see figures 1.2.1,1.2.2,1.2.3

1.2.1) Calibration

1.2.1.1)Tum on the POWER, whilst there are no stirrups or samples hanging from the 

balance loop. Wait for approximately one hour.

1.2.1.2)Select CONFIGURE from the main operating menu.

1.2.1.3)Choose the calibration weight to be used, normally 500mg.

1.2.1.4)Select CALIBRATION from the main operating menu.

1.2.1.5)When the FORCE reading is stable press ENTER.

1.2.1.6)The program will now take a baseline of 10 readings.

1.2.1.7)Place the calibration weight on the stirrup.

1.2.1.8)When the FORCE reading is stable press ENTER.

1.2.1.9)The program now takes 10 readings.

1.2.1.10)Should an error occur in the calibration, (e.g. incorrect calibration weight), a 

message will appear, otherwise it is possible to return to the main menu.

1.2.2) Experimentation

1.2.2. l)The probe liquid is placed in a 50ml glass beaker, to a depth o f approximately 

2 0cm

1.2.2.2)The beaker is then placed in the circulator, on the platform.

1.2.2.3)Ensure there is sufficient water, in the circulator bowl, to cover the base o f the 

beaker.

1.2.2.4)Select CONFIGURE from the main operating menu.
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1.2.2.5)Enter the appropriate details in the spaces provided. Most importantly for Contact 

Angle Analysis, the sample perimeter, calibration weight and the liquid surface 

tension. To analyse Surface Tension leave Liquid Surface Tension blank.

1.2.2.6)Select EXPERIMENT form the main operating menu.

1.2.2.7)Insert the desired platfomi speed, usually 157 micron/sec.

1.2.2.8)Select the desired immersion depth, by inputting the figure as the lower limit.

1.2.2.9)Press END to select experiment profile.

1.2.2. IO)Suspend sample compact or glass slide from the balance loop.

1.2.2.1 I )Adjust the platform position to within 1-2 mm of the liquid surface.

1.2.2. l2)See that the force readings are stable, if  so press ENTER.

I.2.2.l3)the program will now collect 10 data points as a baseline.

1.2.2. l4)The platfonn will now rise to the maximum immersion depth, and then lower to

the original position. (See figure 1.2.4)

t
Figure 1.2.1 : Plate immersion.

1.2.2.15)The data points are continually plotted as Force (mg) vs Stage position (mm).

1.2.2. l6)After the platform has returned to its original position it is possible to save the 

data as a *.DCA file.
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1.2.3) Data Analysis

1.2.3. l)Select ANALYZE from the main operating menu.

1.2.3.2)Select LEAST SQUARES.

1.2.3.3)Enter the file to be analysed.

1.2.3.4)A plot o f Force (mg) vs Stage position (mm) will appear, (see figure 1.2.5)

267

Buoyancy slope
Force /  mg

Stage Position / mm

Figure 1.2.2 : Typical plot for contact angle 
measurement.

1.2.3.5)Select the ZDOI (Zero immersion depth), that point at which the liquid first comes 

into contact with the sample.

1.2.3.6)Enter A for contact angle analysis or T for surface tension measurement.

1.2.3.7)Enter Y to analyse the advancing data.

1.2.3.8)Position the I-bars along the length of a reasonably flat piece of data, press ENTER.

1.2.3.9)For Contact Angle Measurement, the Advancing Contact Angle and COS 0 will 

now be displayed. For Surface Tension Measurement, the Advancing Surface 

Tension will now be displayed.

1.2.3.10)The process can now be repeated for the Descending data.

N.B. It is advisable to use descending data for Surface Tension Measurement.
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1.2.4.11 )The data is now saved automatically as an *.LSA file.

1.2.4.12)Interpretation of Force / Distance curves is open to error. It is advisable to analyse 

all distinct “flat” regions in the curve. When comparing different samples use 

similar regions from each curve. It is possible with curves of extreme “noise” to 

draw a parallel I-bar box.

B alance  I.xiop

M otorised
P la tfo n n

rh erm ai Jacket

Figure 1.2.3. : Cahn 312 Dynamic Contact Angle 
Analyser.
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10 CLS
20 INPUT “SURFACE TENSION”, K 
30 INPUT “CONTACT ANGLE”, T 
40 IF K<50 GOTO 60 
50 IF K>50 GOTO 350 
60 IF T>90 GOTO 80 
70 IF T<90 GOTO 210 
80 TH=T*(PE180)
90 B= 0.015
100 H=(2*B*K) + ((B^2)*(K'^2)*(COS(TH)))
110 G=((B^2)*(K^2))+((B^2)*(K^2)*(COS(TH)))
120 A=(H/3)^0.5 
130 C=G/(2*(A''3))
140 F=((ACS(C))+PI)/3 
150 Z=(2*A)*(C0S(F))
160 SE=(Z^2)/((B^2)*K)
170 IE=SE-(K*(COS(TH)))
180 PRINT “The Surface Energy is”, SE
190 PRINT “The Interfacial Tension is”, IE
200 GOTO 20
210 0=180-T
220 TH=O*(PI/180)
230 B=0.015
240 H=(2*B*K) + ((B^2)*(K'^2)*(COS(TH)))
250 G=((B^2)*(K^2))+((B^2)*(K^2)*(COS(TH)))
260 A=(H/3)'^0.5 
270 C=G/(2*(A''3))
280 F=((ACS(C))+PI)/3 
290 Z=(2*A)*(COS(F))
300 SE=(Z'^2)/((B^2)*K)
310 IE=SE-(K*(COS(TH)))
320 PRINT “The Surface Energy is”, SE
330 PRINT “The Interfacial Tension is”, IE
340 GOTO 20
350 B=0.015
360Z1=0.1
370Z1=Z1+0.1
380 Z=(((-B*K)*((B*K)-2))/2)/(((Zl-2.5)*Zl)+2)
390 IF Z<Z1+0.001 GOTO 420 
400 IF Z>Z1-0.001 GOTO 420 
410 GOTO 370
420 V=(((Z^3)+((B*K)*((B*K)-2)))/(Z-1))-(2*B*K)
430 U=V/((B^2)*(K'^2))
440 F=ASC(V)
450 IF T>90 GOTO 470 
460 IF T<90 GOTO 570 
470 TH=T*(PE180)
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480 IF TH<F GOTO 500 
490 IF TH>F GOTO 80 
500 S=(Z^2)/((B^2)*K)
510 P=S-((K/2)*(C0S(TH)))
520 SE=P+((K/2*(C0S(TH)))
530 IE=P-((K/2)*(C0S(TH)))
540 PRINT “The Surface Energy is”, SE
550 PRINT “The Interfacial Tension is”, IE
560 GOTO 20
570 O=180-T
580 TH=O*(PI/180)
590 IF TH<F GOTO 610 
600 IF TH>F GOTO 210 
610 SF=(Z^2)/((B^2)*K)
620 P=SF-((K/2)*(COS(U))
630 SE=P+((K/2*(C0S(TH)))
640 IE=P-((K/2)*(COS(TH)))
650 PRINT “The Surface Energy is”, SE 
660 PRINT “The Interfacial Tension is”, IE 
670 GOTO 20
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